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Abstract

Debris discs are an essential piece of planetary system architecture. These exo-asteroid
belts and exo-Kuiper belts of stellar systems both comprise that which did not form into planets and
are often indelibly marked by that which did. Observing and understanding them is necessary to
understanding planetary systems as a whole.

M-dwarf debris discs are one of the largest current unknowns within debris disc science.
Past surveys have found vanishingly small, if not empty, detection rates among field populations.
Only eight discs are currently published in the literature, only four have been resolved, and only the
disc of AU Mic has been resolved both thermally and in scattered light. Whether or not M-dwarf
discs are significantly less common than the discs of earlier types, or are significantly different in dust
properties and planetesimal belt morphology to the discs of earlier types, are unresolved questions.

In this thesis I present new resolved ALMA images of two M-dwarf debris discs never
before observed at mm-wavelengths or thermally resolved. I also present the first ALMA survey
searching for M-dwarf debris discs, identifying two new M-dwarf debris discs and presenting
excellent opportunities for follow-up observation.

I analyse the newly mm-resolved Fomalhaut C debris disc, now the latest type star to have a
resolved debris disc, and find the ring to have a 880 `m flux of 0.9±0.1 mJy, a radius of 26.4±0.6 AU
and a narrow full width at half maximum of at most 4.2 AU. I find a 3𝜎 upper limit on the eccentricity
of 0.14, neither confirming nor ruling out previous dynamical interactions with Fomalhaut A. Finally,
I find that its radius is as expected from previous disc radius–host luminosity trends.

I also analyse the newly mm-resolved GSC 07396-00759 debris disc, now the second M-
dwarf star to be resolved both thermally and in scattered light, and find the ring to have a 880 `m
flux of 1.84±0.22 mJy and a radius of 70.2±4.4 AU. I confirm the total intensity scattered light
radius found by Sissa et al. [2018], which is significantly smaller than the radius derived from the
polarimetric scattered light observations of Adam et al. [2021], implying complex behaviour in
the scattering phase function. I do not recover the brightness asymmetry found in scattered light
observations, nor evidence of an extended halo of dust grains, implying that these features observed
in scattered light must be limited to the small grain dust and are likely the result of pressure forces
acting on the disc, such as stellar wind pressure and interaction with the interstellar medium.

Finally, I analyse ALMA observations of 33 M-dwarf systems in the 𝛽 Pictoris Moving
Group, the first such survey conducted with ALMA. I detect two sub-mm excesses that likely
constitute new M-dwarf debris discs around GJ 2006 A and AT Mic A and model distributions of the
disc fractional luminosities and temperatures. From the science sample of 36 M-dwarfs including
AU Mic I find a disc detection rate of 4/36 or 11.1+7.4

−3.3% that rises to 23.1+8.3
−5.3% when adjusted for

completeness and conclude that this detection rate is consistent with the detection rate of discs around
G and K type stars and that M-dwarf discs are not less likely to host debris discs, but instead require
longer wavelength and higher sensitivity observations than have previously been employed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with discs. In general astrophysical terms, a disc is a collection
of material in orbit around a central object, flattened into one plane and continuously
spread throughout the entirety of the orbit. There are discs present at nearly every scale in
astronomy, from circumplanetary discs like the ring system of Saturn, to galactic discs like
that of the Milky Way. In particular, this thesis examines discs around stars. At every point
in a star’s lifetime there is a disc, from the protoplanetary disc in which a planetary system
forms to the discs around stellar remnants, white dwarf or black hole accretion discs. In
particular, this thesis focuses on debris discs, discs around main sequence stars. However,
it is still useful to consider where these discs came from, and where they go.

1.1 The Stellar Life Cycle and Its Discs

1.1.1 Young Stellar Objects

Before there is a star, there is its parent molecular cloud. The molecular cloud consists of
mostly hydrogen and helium, and some metals that were formed by previous generations
of stars. The cloud’s self-gravity initially causes the formation of dense filaments which
in turn begin to spherically collapse into gravitationally bound cores. As the core heats
and contracts, hydrogen molecules are dissociated and hydrogen and helium atoms ionise,
the core eventually reaches a point where its internal gas pressure is strong enough to
resist further gravitational collapse and it becomes truly protostellar [Williams and Cieza,
2011]. Until this point we could use the label ‘Class 0 Young Stellar Object (YSO)’ for
the burgeoning protostar, hallmarked by a lack of observable flux at wavelengths less than
∼20 `m, as the faint protostar is too deeply embedded for its light to escape. This stage
is displayed at the top of Figure 1.1. At this point the envelope of infalling matter still has
more mass than the forming core. The continuing accretion of the initial cloud is complex.

1



Figure 1.1: The evolution of young stellar objects (YSOs) and their discs. Left: spectral
energy distributions. Centre: simplified view. Right: approximate parameters. This image
was taken from Wikimedia commons [https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:
Evolution_of_young_stellar_objects.svg] produced by User:Vallastro and pub-
lished under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license [https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en].
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To begin with, the material in the cloud has some angular momentum about the core, and
material that is further from the core possesses more angular momentum. During collapse
as this distant material moves further in, any rotation must increase to conserve angular
momentum, and through viscosity and friction the infalling material forms a circumstellar
disc. The original cloud would have had a dominant angular momentum to begin with
and this likely sets the final disc axis. Checking for similar inclinations of discs around
stellar companions may help identify whether the stars originated from the same cloud. Not
all the material can successfully accrete and large outflows of material are also forming
perpendicular to the disc axis by magneto-hydrodynamic action as a consequence of the
winding of magnetic field lines during accretion [Williams and Cieza, 2011].

This disc was forming even in the Class 0 phase but comes into prominence in the
Class I phase that is characterised by a rising spectral slope in the near to mid-infrared and
where the mass of the protostar increases beyond the mass of the remaining envelope, the
envelope itself is now of similar mass to the disc. This stage is displayed second from the
top of Figure 1.1.

After about 0.5 Myr all of the original envelope has either accreted onto the now-star,
formed into the disc or has outflowed, leaving just the star and a protoplanetary disc whose
mass is typically 1% of the star’s. This Class II phase is characterised by a decreasing slope
in the mid-IR but still a readily apparent ‘infrared excess’. This stage is displayed second
from the bottom of Figure 1.1.

Infrared excess is an observationally derived term that means we measure more
flux from a stellar system at a specific wavelength or range of wavelengths than can be
accounted for by the star’s relatively hot blackbody radiation. There is additional flux
observed that is in excess of the star’s flux; this nearly always means that there is another
cooler blackbody/blackbodies in the system that is producing the excess flux.

There is still some accretion of disc material onto the star evidenced by strong
hydrogen𝛼 emission; in later type stars, i.e. FGKM, this trait along with a variability in
luminosity relates these stars with the star T Tauri, thus also earning these stars the label
‘Classical T Tauri stars’. In earlier type stars, i.e. earlier than F0, these massive young
stars may be similarly identified as ‘Herbig Ae/Be stars’. The disc material is optically thick
and the dust and gas in the disc may now be forming into planetesimals and protoplanets
[Raymond and Morbidelli, 2022].

The star has not yet quite reached the ‘main-sequence’, its ‘adult’ life where it will
spend most of its lifetime.

Young stars that are still variable in luminosity but that have lost their large gas discs
and the associated infrared excess can be called Class III YSOs or sometimes ‘Weak Line
T Tauri stars’, where ‘line’ refers to spectral lines that indicate accretion, such as hydrogen

3



𝛼. This stage is displayed at the bottom of Figure 1.1.
We sometimes seem to catch young stars that may be in the process of losing their

gas discs and we label these as ‘Transition Discs’. The NIR emission in these discs has
dropped, as the inner dust reservoir becomes optically thin, but MIR and Far-IR emission
remains. Effectively a cavity has formed between the star and a still massive outer ring. The
processes that have caused this are likely a mix of: accretion of material onto the host star;
dust being coagulated into larger bodies; larger bodies like planets clearing out remaining
material in and near their orbits; and photoevaporation of disc material by strong stellar
UV and X-ray fluxes. The disc continues to clear from the inside-out until all that remains
are the main-sequence host star, orbiting planets and belts of planetesimals we call ‘Debris
Discs’. About half of young stars have lost their gas-rich discs after a few Myrs and nearly
all have lost them by ten Myrs. The transition phase may itself only last a few tenths of a
Myr [Owen, 2016; Najita et al., 2015].

Many stars with different initial masses may also have been born at a similar time
in the parent molecular cloud, forming a ‘young stellar association’. These may also be
identified by astronomers as a ‘moving group’, as they typically share a common location
in space and velocity through the galaxy, alternatively we can identify related stars by
dynamically tracing back the movement of the stars by their age to find that a group of now
more relatively disparate stars were all born in a similar place.

1.1.2 Main-sequence stars – debris discs in brief

A stellar system on the main sequence may observationally comprise the following: a
host star (or stars in a close binary), a companion star/s or brown dwarf/s, exo-planets,
exo-zodiacal dust, an exo-asteroid belt and an exo-Kuiper belt. Exo-asteroid belts and exo-
Kuiper belts we more commonly label as debris discs. All of the primordial dust and gas is
removed from the system, but that does not preclude the ongoing presence of dust or gas.
Here is the age of second-generation dust and gas, that originates from the debris disc.

After the era of rocky body formation in the protoplanetary disc, any material that
was not either accreted/blown out or formed into a planet, instead formed ‘planetesimals’.
A planetesimal is simply a rocky/icy body too small to be labelled as a planet, i.e. they do
not gravitationally clear their orbits and most do not possess the self-gravity to relax into
spheres, but they are larger than what can be safely considered dust or pebbles with gray
space in between on the metre scale. Effectively, planetesimals are on the order of one to
one thousand km in size.

Planetesimals mostly reside in rings around the host star, although some bastions
survive about the Lagrange points of large planets, like the Trojan asteroids in the Solar
System. Although these rings are dynamically stable, they are far from tranquil. The
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planetesimals are in a constant collisional cascade.
Planetesimals collide, and in these destructive collisions they break up and produce

smaller planetesimals, dust and some gas. The smaller planetesimals produced in those
collisions go on to collide themselves, and so on. Over time the dust is removed from the
system by the forces of stellar wind, radiation pressure and Poynting-Robinson drag (PR
drag), but is replenished by the ongoing collisions. Eventually the planetesimals themselves
also deplete, reducing the total mass in the disc across all sizes also reducing the disc’s
brightness and observability.

It is the continually replenished second generation dust that we primarily observe
when looking for debris discs. The total luminosity of the dust is typically less than a
thousandth the total luminosity of the host star, i.e. its ‘fractional luminosity’, 𝐿𝑑/𝐿★, is
constrained to: 𝐿𝑑/𝐿★ ⪅ 10−3.

The evolution of the disc can be more dramatic in younger systems. The Solar
System’s Kuiper belt (together with the asteroid belt forming the Solar System’s debris
disc/s) is significantly less massive than its observed contemporaries, and indeed would not
be observable with current technologies if it were around another star. We have evidence
to believe that this lack of material in the Solar System’s debris disc is the consequence
of significant clearing in the system’s past. The cratering record on the Moon and Mars,
combined with the age of recovered Moon rocks, provides evidence for a past influx of
impactors termed the ‘Late Heavy Bombardment’ (LHB), however the precise timing and
duration of the LHB is widely debated [Bottke and Norman, 2017, and references therein].
One possibility is a ‘Terminal Cataclysm’ model, a short lived pulse of impactors 3.8-
4.0 Gyr ago, when the Solar System was 0.6-0.8 Gyr old. Another possibility is a ‘declining
bombardment’ model that starts 0.2 Gyr earlier, but with a lower impact rate that slowly tails
off over hundreds of millions of years. Hybrid models that include aspects of each scenario
are also possible.

The ‘declining bombardment’ model sources impactors from leftover planetesimals
that were dynamically excited in the early Solar System by the forming protoplanets and
planetary embryos but survived past the planet-formation era in addition to planetesimals
from dynamically unstable regions in the young asteroid belt.

The ‘Terminal Cataclysm’ model is based on the disruption of planetesimal orbits
by gravitational instabilities induced by planetary migration. One such planetary migration
model is the ‘Nice Model’ [Gomes et al., 2005]: in the early Solar System the giant planets
were originally in a tighter formation. Over time, planetesimals from a more massive proto-
Kuiper belt occasionally crossed the outer planets’ orbits, gravitationally exchanged some
momentum and caused the planets’ orbits to migrate. Eventually due to this migration the
giant planets begin to gravitationally affect each other and their orbits were destabilised.
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In the ensuing movement and eventual re-settling of the planets’ orbits, large amounts of
planetesimals in both the Kuiper belt and asteroid belt had their orbits disrupted, causing
the observed LHB when these disrupted orbits intersect with the inner planets. Overall,
one of the end results is the thinning of the Solar System’s debris disc. However, recent
research has suggested that planetary instability ought to occur much earlier within the Solar
System’s history, within the first 100 Myr [de Sousa et al., 2020]. Such an early instability
would be incompatible with a Terminal Cataclysm LHB.

The entirety of a LHB-like sequence is not directly observable around other stars,
unless we were able to catch a system in the precise moments in which we can tell that a
visible disc is likely to be unstable in the presence of a visible planet, but they may help
explain why some systems do not have observable debris discs.

LHB-like events, short or long lasting, are not the only possible stochastic occur-
rences, and we have further evidence for another extreme event that happened in our Solar
System. The ‘giant-impact hypothesis’ derived from the peculiarities of the Earth-Moon
system describes a catastrophic collision between the Earth and a Mars-sized body that
ended up forming the Moon. Another consequence of such an event would be a huge release
of dust into solar orbit, the thermal emission of such dust and its variability across its orbit
could be visible from outside of the Solar System [Kenyon and Bromley, 2005; Asphaug,
2014]. Indeed, we think we do see such traces of similar events around other stars in what
we call ‘extreme debris discs’[Su et al., 2019]. Extreme debris discs, e.g. those in the
ID8 and P1121 systems, typically present in younger systems with large mid-to-near-IR
excesses and accompanying fractional luminosities greater than the debris disc typical, i.e.
𝐿𝑑/𝐿★ ⪆ 10−2, that imply huge amounts of dusty material close to the star. The infrared
flux has short term variation on the scale of weeks and months and can also show separate
long term decay and additional variation on the scale of years. Finally, spectral observations
find evidence of material that typically composes dust like olivine and forsterite [Olofsson
et al., 2012]. The cohesive hypothesis for all this evidence is that one or more recent giant
impacts have produced large clouds of dust and silica vapour in an orbital region close to
the star where otherwise naturally collisionally evolving dust would not exist or survive long
in such amounts. Short term variation in flux is due to the progression of the clouds along
their orbit varying their geometry from dynamical shearing whereas the long term evolution
is due to collisional evolution of the material and formation of the visible small dust grains.

Additionally, we occasionally see brightness asymmetries and dust clumps in debris
discs [e.g. HD 11520, AU Mic; Crotts et al., 2022; Boccaletti et al., 2015; Chiang and Fung,
2017], for which an often posited cause is a recent large collision [Jackson et al., 2014; Kral
et al., 2015].

Even closer to the star, observed in the near-IR and with interferometry, are the
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hot dust ‘exo-zodis’, analogues to the Solar System’s zodiacal dust but a thousand times
brighter [Defrère et al., 2015; Sezestre et al., 2019]. Sometimes the near-IR is accompanied
by warm mid-IR emission, and the spectral slope observed necessitates that exo-zodi dust is
dominated by small submicron grains that sit at or very close to the sublimation radius at a
few stellar radii, interior to which the dust would vaporise from the energy of the incoming
stellar radiation. As a traditional collisionally cascading dust belt could not survive at
such a small radius due to the short collisional lifetime, alternative explanations have to be
found for the presence of the dust, specifically it must be transported inwards from some
external supply. It has been suggested that dust grains inwardly migrate from a distant
parent planetesimal belt due to Poynting-Robertson drag, and sublimation then shrinks the
grains when they reach the inner stellar system [Belton, 1966; Mukai et al., 1974; Mukai and
Yamamoto, 1979], but when modelled this mechanism does not seem to produce enough
flux or small enough grain sizes [Kobayashi et al., 2008, 2009, 2011; van Lieshout et al.,
2014]. Alternative studies conclude that PR-drag of small grains from a parent planetesimal
belts can explain exo-zodis in all but the brightest cases [Rigley and Wyatt, 2020]. An
alternative scenario is that the dust is sublimated in situ off of large bodies, namely asteroids
and comets that have been scattered there by planets [Bonsor et al., 2012; Raymond and
Bonsor, 2014; Marboeuf et al., 2016].

This then leads us into the direct observation of comets in other stellar systems,
labelled ‘exocomets’. Like comets in our own Solar System, exocomets we presume originate
in distant reservoir belts - the main debris discs of the system - and are simply the local
icy planetesimals that have been scattered onto inner system crossing orbits. When an
exocomet nucleus comes close to its star on its orbit it will outgas and break up to create an
accompanying coma and tails of gas and dust. It is the coma and tails that we can observe,
through two main avenues [Strøm et al., 2020]. First, spectrally: as the cometary material
passes in front of the star at distances of tens of stellar radii, ionised atoms, e.g. CaII [Ferlet
et al., 1987], intercept and absorb ultraviolet starlight through the line of sight resulting in
deficits in the observed stellar spectrum. These absorption features are also measurably
shifted from the systemic velocity due to the comet’s own velocity relative to the star in
their orbits. Over time, the changing shift of the absorption features can directly trace the
motion of the exocomet. Second, photometrically: as the comet passes in front of the star
the coma and tail block enough of a fraction of broadband optical starlight resulting in a
time-evolving dip in measured light on the scale of tenths of a percent [Zieba et al., 2019].
The asymmetric transit signature is unique to the cometary origin: the transit begins with a
traditional dip as the mostly optically dense coma passes in front of the star but this sharply
turns to an exponential decay in transit depth due to the passage of the decreasingly optically
deep tail, resulting in a final sawtooth shape.
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An exocomet is simply an icy planetesimal from an outer reservoir that happens to
have been scattered interior to its parent belt. As mentioned before the planetesimals in the
parent belt are also icy as well as rocky, and in their local grinding collisions that produce
the observable dust, observable gas can also be released. However production of gas is in
such small quantities and with such little thermal excitement that it has only been observed
in a handful of systems, e.g. Fomalhaut and TWA 7 [Matrà et al., 2017; Matrà et al., 2019a].

1.1.3 Giant branch stars

Debris discs can still survive into the post main sequence in a recognisable form. For
example, the 2.5 Gyr old K-type subgiant star ^ CrB retains its debris disc as resolved by
Herschel [Bonsor et al., 2013]. A large planet of mass 𝑚 degenerate with the unknown
inclination 𝑖 of the system 𝑚 sin 𝑖 = 2.1MJ is also known to be present in the system at
2.8 AU [Johnson et al., 2008]. The disc can be described by different models depending on
the disc’s intersection with other unknown planets or companions in the system, as either
a single wide belt between from 20 to 220 AU or as two narrow belts centred on 40 and
165 AU. Bonsor et al. [2013] infer that the observability of the disc precludes an LHB-like
event from having happened in the system’s history, thus also constraining the migrations of
any planets in the system. ^ CrB demonstrates the potential for debris discs to both survive
for several Gyrs and remain observable and for both a planetary system and a debris disc
to survive as the host star moves off the main sequence. A Herschel survey found that 4
of 36 observed subgiants, including ^ CrB, possessed infrared excesses likely indicating the
presence of a debris discs [Bonsor et al., 2014], demonstrating that this is not an isolated
phenomenon.

1.1.4 White dwarfs

Even in the stellar remnant phase do we find evidence of debris discs and planetesimals. For
decades, white dwarfs have also been found to have infrared excesses [e.g. Zuckerman and
Becklin, 1987; Graham et al., 1990], evidence of circumstellar dust close to the star. The
generally accepted hypothesis is that the dynamical stability of planetesimals in a surviving
debris disc is reduced as the host star evolves into a white dwarf, causing some planetesimals
to be scattered into the inner system [Debes and Sigurdsson, 2002] where the tidal forces of
the white dwarf disrupt them, forming a circumstellar dust and gas disc [Jura, 2003; Veras
et al., 2014]. The dust clouds produced after a recent large planetesimal disruption have
even been observed transiting the host white dwarf [Vanderburg et al., 2015; Gänsicke et al.,
2016; Gary et al., 2017] and the gas in the disc can be observed from emission lines that
are double-peaked due to the towards and away-from line-of-sight Keplerian rotation of the
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orbit [Manser et al., 2021].
Over time the individual grains drift into the star due to Poynting-Robertson drag and

other mechanisms [Rafikov, 2011; Veras et al., 2015], sublimating, accreting and ‘polluting’
the stellar atmosphere and leaving absorption lines observable via spectroscopy [e.g. Debes
et al., 2012]. These elements would naturally sink into the white dwarf on a short timescale
and so their observation necessitates recent and continuous replenishment, reinforcing the
distant parent planetesimal belt hypothesis. Looking at these elements present tells us
about the composition of the replenishing bodies. In the majority of cases it seems that the
pollutants trace rocky asteroids [Ca, Mg, Fe; e.g. Hollands et al., 2018]; however, there has
also been observation of volatile rich pollution [C, N, O; e.g. Harrison et al., 2018] that
leads to an exocometary origin.
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1.2 Main-Sequence Debris Discs in Depth

We return to our focus, debris discs, and examine them in more detail.

1.2.1 What is a debris disc?

Figure 1.2 displays two images of the Fomalhaut debris disc. The left image shows the disc
as captured at a wavelength of 1.3 mm by the Atacama Large Millimetre/submillimetre Array
(ALMA), at the centre of the image is the star itself. The debris disc is the clearly defined
ring around the star, it is an inclined ring and the flux originates from the thermal emission
of mm-sized dust grains. These dust grains share their orbits with the planetesimals whose
collisions created them, and so the image also demonstrates the expected distribution of the
planetesimals. The right image shows the discs as captured by the Hubble Space Telescope
(Hubble/HST) over a wavelength range of 0.2-1.0 microns; at the centre of this image the
star has been blocked by a coronagraph. The lines radiating from the central coronagraph
are residual starlight, but in a similar position and orientation as to the left, the ring of
the debris disc can be seen. Some flux from outside the clearly defined ring that does not
originate from the star is also visible, particularly in the top right of the image, this light
also comes from dust in the debris disc. The disc flux originates from starlight scattering
off of micron sized dust grains in the ring, the scattering effect is weaker at the ansae of the
disc and so these seem dimmer, but they are just as physically dense. The micron sized dust
grains are more strongly affected by radiation pressure that pushes them outward from the
star, and so some micron sized dust grains populate a ‘halo’ around the ring, away from the
planetesimals. The inferred planetesimals, the large dust grains that share their orbit and the
small dust grains that are pushed outwards are all parts of what we call a ‘debris disc’.

Where did planetesimals come from?

How did the planetesimals that comprise the backbones of debris discs originally form?
Nearly all large body formation occurred while the system was still in the protoplanetary
disc phase [Williams and Cieza, 2011; Raymond and Morbidelli, 2022], and primordial dust
from the original parent cloud grew into planetesimals and planets, or was removed by either
accreting onto the star or being blown out from the system by stellar wind and radiation
pressure.

Within the protoplanetary disc, on the simplest level, the orbiting dust grains collide.
When these collisions occur at low enough relative velocities, the electrostatic forces between
dust grains stick them together to produce a larger grain. With time these larger dust grains
would themselves collide and stick and grow.
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Figure 1.2: The debris disc of Fomalhaut as seen by ALMA at a wavelength of 1.3 mm
(Left) and by Hubble over a wavelength range of 0.2-1.0 microns (Right). Left, the star is
visible in the centre and right, the star has been blocked by a coronagraph. [Image credit:
NASA, ESA and P. Kalas (University of California, Berkeley, USA), Kalas 2013; ALMA
(ESO/NAOJ/NRAO); M. MacGregor, MacGregor 2017]
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However, dust grains within a protoplanetary disc are constantly drifting within the
disc due to the surrounding gas. The viscous fluid gas orbits at non-Keplerian velocity due
to the additional radial force of gas pressure that combats or combines with the gravitational
force felt, defined by the gradient of the pressure within the disc. Where the pressure
gradient is negative, i.e. the pressure decreases with increasing radius, the gas orbits with
sub-Keplerian velocity because the interior pressure pushing outwards reduces the effective
inwards gravitational force. Where the pressure gradient is positive, i.e. pressure increases
with increasing radius, the gas orbits with super-Keplerian velocity because the exterior
pressure increases the effective inwards gravitational force, and so the orbiting gas must
possess a greater velocity. The dust grains, which are not coupled to the gas and its pressure,
instead feel the result of the gas velocity: in a sub-Keplerian zone the gas is felt as a headwind
the slows down the dust and in a super-Keplerian zone the gas is felt as a tailwind that speeds
the dust up. The total result is that dust grains are always having their velocity affected such
that they drift in their orbits towards pressure maxima. If there is a local pressure maximum
in the dust, the dust accumulates there. If there are no local pressure maxima, the location
of highest pressure in the disc is closest to the star and the dust grains drift towards the
star until they ultimately accrete. Because drag force is dependent on surface area, different
dust grain sizes drift at different rates. Drift can cause problems for grain growth when it
enforces a size-based velocity distribution that prevents agglomerative collisions for certain
grain sizes and when grains drift into the star faster than they can grow to significant sizes.
This problem has variably been termed the ‘radial-drift barrier’ or the ‘metre-sized barrier’
[e.g. Weidenschilling, 1977; Hayashi, 1981; Desch, 2007; Crida, 2009; Laibe et al., 2012].

So, other mechanisms are required to assist initial growth. The streaming instability
[Youdin and Goodman, 2005] serves as one of the most significant. The streaming instability
examines the result of the equal and opposite force that the dust exerts on the gas in the drag
interaction. As a solid particle is buffeted and slowed by the gas headwind, it pushes back
and imparts some additional momentum onto the gas, increasing the immediately local gas
velocity. In the zone immediately surrounding an interacting particle or an overdense region
of particles, the gas is less sub-Keplerian and so less of a headwind is felt for other particles.
These other particles then do not feel as much drag and so their drift is reduced, they stay
longer in the overdense region and now contribute to the overdensity, reinforcing the total
effect. As the effect gets stronger and the more the overdensity grows, there is positive
feedback and a large clump of material can grow and survive. An example of a pressure
maximum where the streaming instability might be initiated would be the edge of a ring
interior to which a forming planet is reducing the local gas density through its accretion.
Eventually the clump grows large enough to constitute significantly sized planetesimals
following gravitational collapse.
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The favourable locations for streaming instabilities to form are where there is already
enhanced densities of solid material. This can be local pressure maxima which dust has
drifted into, where the pressure maxima themselves can be caused by the effects of other
protoplanets in the disc. If the streaming instability requires a protoplanet to already be
present to be formed, then that planet must have formed through other means, for example
gravitational instability [Boss, 1997]. Enhanced particle densities and sizes can also be
found at ice lines, where vapour-phase molecules freeze onto dust grains, adding to their
growth.

The collisional cascade and the size distribution

We have that our debris discs are composed of planetesimals and dust (and small amounts of
gas), and that it is the dust that is observed. But how much dust and how many planetesimals
relative to each other and across all sizes? What is the distribution of sizes within the
disc? The collisional cascade describes a continuous size distribution of bodies, with larger
bodies being broken up by collisions to form a continuous supply of smaller bodies.

The collisions of the larger bodies, sometimes called ‘parent planetesimals’, produce
smaller bodies in their destruction, and these smaller bodies collide to produce even smaller
bodies, and so on until the smallest dust grains are produced. This is the collisional
cascade. An ideal infinite collisional cascade has a differential size distribution defined by
the equation:

𝑛(𝑠) ∝ 𝑠2−3𝑞 (1.1)

where 𝑛(𝑠) is the number of grains of size between 𝑠 and 𝑠+d𝑠 (interchangeably seen as 𝐷
or 𝑎) and 𝑞 is the slope of the number density distribution of grains as a function of mass
[Dohnanyi, 1969] and has the value 11/6 [Dohnanyi, 1969; Tanaka et al., 1996]. This is
sometimes alternatively written in a simplified form as

𝑛(𝑠) ∝ 𝑠−𝑝 (1.2)

where 𝑝 (normally written also as 𝑞 but changed here for clarity) represents the slope of
the size distribution and is equal to 3.5. Mathematically we can recognise simply that
2 − 3 × 11/6 = −3.5.

Naturally, real collisional cascades are not ideal, and they vary system to system
[e.g. MacGregor et al., 2016]. There are several sources to the non-ideal behaviour:

The real distribution is naturally not infinite, but extends from an 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 at the top, the
largest planetesimals formed in the system. In younger systems the collisional lifetimes of
these largest bodies can be longer than the age of the system and so they have not necessarily
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begun colliding in a given disc.
The lower limit of the size distribution is 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 where the amount of dust grains that

are small enough to be removed from the system by pressure forces become significant, i.e.
𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 is close to a blowout size 𝑠𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑤 .

𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 will be on the order of ∼ 100 km and 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 is on the order of 1 `𝑚, both will
vary depending on the individual system. In particular, the blowout size and thus 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛

depend strongly on the stellar type of the host, as earlier types will have stronger radiation
pressure that can blow out larger grains, and in later type stars radiation pressure can be so
weak as to not blow out any grains. In these later type systems where stellar wind pressure
becomes the dominant force, the age of the host also becomes important, as stellar activity
varies with both type and age.

Smaller particles in the collisional cascade can also destroy particles larger than
them, this is called the ‘bullet and target’ model. There is a limit to this and ‘bullets’ that are
too small will not have enough kinetic energy to destroy ‘targets’ a certain degree larger than
themselves. A corollary to this is that if smaller particles can destroy larger particles, and the
size distribution predicts that there are vastly more smaller particles than identical particles
of a certain size, then the destruction of targets of a particular size is nearly entirely due to
bullets of the smallest feasible size. This idea is important when we consider grains of sizes
below∼1 mm, where pressure forces become relevant. Grains of these sizes can have ripples
in their size distribution due to the disruption of equilibrium caused by the presence of the
cut-off size 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 [Campo Bagatin et al., 1994]. As there are no grains smaller than 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 to
contribute to the destruction of 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 sized grains, the density at 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 can be enhanced. This
then results in a reduction of density above 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 due to enhanced destruction, and then an
increased density a step beyond that in a decaying ripple pattern.

Dohnanyi [1969] also treats the differently sized bodies as having constant strength;
instead a size dependent critical fragmentation energy can be applied. This is especially
relevant when a distinction is made between a ‘strength’ regime, below ∼100 m where
molecular forces hold bodies together, and a ‘gravity’ regime at larger sizes where gravity
holds bodies together [O’Brien and Greenberg, 2003].

There is another regime present, the primordial regime where planetesimals with
collisional lifetimes longer than the age of the system have not yet begun colliding, and so
retain the primordial size distribution of their formation.

And so a more complicated size distribution could have larger bodies that have
not yet entered the cascade that temporarily retain their shallow initial distribution, then
there is a slope shallower than 𝑝 = 3.5 in the gravity regime down to the transition to
the strength regime, which is steeper than 𝑝 = 3.5. At the bottom of the size distribution
towards the blowout and 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 there are then wiggles due to the alternating lack of bullets
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of Left: Dohnanyi [1969] size distribution model with 𝑝 = 3.5 and
Right: the three slope model of Krivov and Wyatt [2021] with the pressure affected dust in
red, the colliding planetesimals in green and non-colliding primordial planetesimals in blue.
In the axes of both, a horizontal line would correspond to a power-law size distribution with
𝑝 = 3. In both, the black line is the typical outcome of a collisional simulation model with
the ACE code, using a size-dependent critical fragmentation energy. Both figures are taken
from Krivov and Wyatt [2021].

and targets [Löhne et al., 2008; Krivov and Wyatt, 2021]. A comparison of this to the
Dohnanyi [1969] theory can be seen in Figure 1.3, from Krivov and Wyatt [2021], with the
more complex model labelled as the ACE code that collisionally modelled it. Beyond these,
Dohnanyi [1969] also assumes a constant velocity dispersion, if instead different sizes can
have different velocity dispersions, 𝑝 will change as the collisional rate at each size will
vary with velocity [Pan and Schlichting, 2012]. A different velocity dispersion with size is
realistic for small grain sizes where pressure forces significantly effect grain dynamics.

The individual dynamics of a system can also be important. The degree of dynamical
excitation of the colliding planetesimals [Thébault and Wu, 2008], the relative orientations
of colliding particles [Löhne et al., 2012] and the eccentricities of parent bodies [Pawellek
et al., 2014] may all influence the overall size distribution.

The true size distribution for each individual disc is thus uncertain.

Large bodies and stirring

For destructive collisions to occur, planetesimals must share intersecting orbits for which
the relative velocities at the point of impact are large enough to achieve fragmentation.
For this requirement to be met, planetesimals must be ‘stirred’. The circular primordial
orbits in place during the protoplanetary disc stage resulted in net accretion that allowed for
planetesimal and planet growth; without perturbation this status quo would persist into the
main-sequence lifespan. A disc can either be self-stirred by which the largest planetesimals
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within the disc perturb the other planetesimals, or planet-stirred by which a planet external
to the disc perturbs the planetesimals.

Kenyon and Bromley [2001, 2004a,b, 2005, 2006, 2008] theorise that planetesimals
embedded within the disc on the order of 1000 km size (i.e. Pluto-sized objects) are
sufficiently massive to dynamically excite planetesimals into destructive orbits.

This theory has a caveat however: the time it takes to produce such a planet can be
longer than the lifetime of the protoplanetary disc, particularly at large radii where growth is
slower, and so the stirring can be delayed with the collisional cascade only initiating tens or
even hundreds of Myrs into the main sequence life of the disc. Such a self-stirring scenario
is then called delayed stirring. This model has difficulties explaining observations of large
discs around young stars. Krivov and Booth [2018] predict that discs can instead be self-
stirred by faster-forming planetesimals of 200 km size that are produced in the protoplanetary
disc stage via the clumping of pebbles in turbulent vortices and streaming instabilities. If
sufficiently perturbing planetesimals can be formed in the protoplanetary disc, it would
remove the necessity for all self-stirred discs to be implicitly delayed and allow for observed
young and bright debris discs to be explained by self-stirring.

Even in the models of Krivov and Booth [2018] there are debris discs observed to
be so bright, young and at such large radii that they could not be reasonably self-stirred,
namely HR 8799, HD 95086, and 49 Cet. For these discs a planet-stirred scenario must be
invoked, and indeed already two of the systems are known to harbour planets already [HR
8799; HD 95086; Marois et al., 2008, 2010; Rameau et al., 2013a,b].

Mustill and Wyatt [2009] model the long-term secular interactions between a planet
and planetesimals within the disc that excite and precess planetesimals orbits into inter-
section. They find that a planet at 1-10 AU need only have eccentricities on the orders of
10−3, 10−2, and 10−1 in order to effectively stir planetesimal belts at 30, 100 and 300 AU
respectively.

Kenyon and Bromley [2002] investigate the possibility that stellar flybys could stir
debris discs. They find that while a moderately close flyby can indeed initiate an observable
collisional cascade, without a constant stirring mechanism the cascade is quickly damped
on a timescale of a Myr, after which the disc will lose brightness as the rate of collisions
reduces. Given the rarity of close flybys in the field and the long ages of many debris
discs, they conclude that flybys are not a consistent explanation for the general debris disc
observations. It may also be possible that a recent close flyby instead of/as well as stirring
the disc could perturb the stability of the orbits of any planets in the system [Brown and
Rein, 2022], triggering then or at a later point planetary migration and a LHB-like event.
In certain systems it is possible that there can be knowledge of or at least reason to believe
that there may have been a recent flyby. One example is the Fomalhaut system for which
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Shannon et al. [2014] predict a dynamically chaotic evolution of the triple system. In their
scenario there have been close encounters within the last 25-50 Myrs between Fomalhaut C
and Fomalhaut A and B that could have affected the disc of Fomalhaut C. This hypothesis is
explored in Chapter 3.

Dust grain removal and the blowout size

Each dust grain in the disc feels the effects of several forces. First is the force of gravity
from the host star pulling it towards the star and resulting in an orbit. The self-gravity
of the disc is usually regarded as insignificant. The gravitational force of the host star is
dependent on the mass of the particle, and so its volume, as well as its density as defined by
its composition. Where 𝐺 is the gravitational constant, 𝑀★ is the mass of the host star, 𝜌 is
the density of the dust grain, 𝑎 is the radius of the dust grain and 𝑟 is the distance between
the dust grain and the star, the force of gravity, 𝐹𝐺 , on a dust grain is:

𝐹𝐺 =
𝐺𝑀★ 𝜌 4

3𝜋𝑎
3

𝑟2 (1.3)

There are two more key forces. One of these forces originates from the dust’s interaction
with stellar radiation, and the other originates from the dust’s interaction with stellar wind.
Both of these forces can be broken down into two components. There is a radial component
that directly combats gravity and reduces the effective gravity a grain feels. When a dust
grain is created in a collision between larger planetesimals on an approximately circular
orbit, it will feel a reduced effective gravity and so while its orbit must still cross the point
it was created in, the orbit must be eccentric (or hyperbolic). This orbit will carry it further
from the host star than the parent planetesimals. Then there is a tangential component
that acts as a drag force reducing the orbital energy of the dust grain, thus decreasing the
size of the orbit so that it spirals inwards until the dust grain is either trapped in resonance
with an interior planet, accreted onto an interior planet, scattered by an interior planet or
sublimated close to the star. As these drag forces are proportional to orbital velocity, they
are more significant for debris discs with smaller radii, additionally, once dust has begun
to drift inwards, the drag forces increase, causing the dust to more sharply spiral in. The
radial component of the radiation force is commonly called ‘stellar radiation pressure’ and
the tangential component is called ‘Poynting-Robertson drag’. The radial component of the
stellar wind force is called ‘stellar wind ram pressure’ or often just ‘stellar wind pressure’
and the tangential component is called ‘stellar wind drag’ or sometimes ‘corpuscular drag’.

First we will discuss stellar radiation pressure. The photons released from the host
star impart momentum upon the dust grains that thermally absorb and re-emit them. This
momentum pushes dust away from the star. Unlike gravity, this force is dependent on the
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surface area of the dust grain, as well as its absorption efficiency and albedo as defined by
its composition [Burns et al., 1979; Krivov et al., 2006]. The force of radiation pressure,
𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑑 , on a dust grain, in the opposite direction to gravity, where 𝐿★ is the luminosity of
the host star, 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 is the radiative pressure efficiency, for which a value of 0 gives a perfect
transmitter, 1 gives a perfect absorber and 2 a perfect reflector, and 𝑐 is the speed of light in
a vacuum, is:

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑑 =
𝐿★𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝜋𝑎

2

𝑐4𝜋𝑟2 (1.4)

In addition to radiation pressure acting against gravity is stellar wind ram pressure [Strubbe
and Chiang, 2006]. This is the effect of stellar wind material colliding with dust grains and
exchanging momentum. This will also push the dust away from the star and is dependent on
the surface area of the dust. The force of stellar wind ram pressure, 𝐹𝑆𝑊 , on a dust grain,
in the opposite direction to gravity, where ¤𝑀★ is the mass loss rate of the host star, 𝑄𝑆𝑊

is the stellar wind efficiency that can alternatively be thought of as the dimensionless cross
section the grain presents to stellar wind pressure and is approximately equal to 1, and 𝑣𝑆𝑊

is the speed of the stellar wind, is:

𝐹𝑆𝑊 =
¤𝑀★𝑄𝑆𝑊 𝑣𝑆𝑊 𝜋𝑎2

4𝜋𝑟2 (1.5)

There is also the stellar wind drag [Plavchan et al., 2005, 2009]. Stellar wind material can
also block the orbital path of the dust and in collision there is a component of exchange
along the path of motion causing a drag force on the dust. This can slow the dust down and
cause it to drift closer to the star. This will be dependent on the surface area of the dust too,
but also the orbital velocity of the dust. As the orbital radius of the dust grain decreases,
the drag force will increase, reducing the orbit further, overall causing the dust to spiral
inwards towards the star. The drift motion however is still tempered by the dust’s inertia,
and so larger particles with greater surface areas but also greater volumes and masses will
drift more slowly. This is effectively the tangential component of stellar wind pressure.

This force is not in direct opposition to gravity, it is not balanced or reduced by
anything, but does require there to be sufficient stellar mass loss for the effect to be non-
negligible in comparison to the other orbit-altering effects in this system.

The force of stellar wind drag, 𝐹𝑆𝑊𝐷 , on a dust grain, in the opposite direction to
the orbital motion, where 𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑏 is the orbital velocity of the dust grain, is simply the stellar
wind force multiplied by a factor 𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑏/𝑣𝑆𝑊 :

𝐹𝑆𝑊𝐷 =
¤𝑀★𝑄𝑆𝑊 𝑣𝑆𝑊 𝑎2

4𝑟2
𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑏

𝑣𝑆𝑊
(1.6)
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we can substitute in the velocity of a circular orbit, 𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑏 =
√︁
𝐺𝑀★/𝑟 , as an assumption and

simplify:

𝐹𝑆𝑊𝐷 =
¤𝑀★𝑄𝑆𝑊 𝑎2√𝐺𝑀★

4𝑟2.5 (1.7)

The final force to account for is Poynting-Robertson drag. This is the effect of the motion of
the dust relative to the star as it interacts with stellar radiation. In the dust’s reference frame
there is a momentum exchange along the direction of travel between itself and incoming
stellar photons that are not perfectly normal to the orbital direction. The grain does not
see itself as travelling, and so it must be the incoming photons that have motion towards it
along the orbital path [Poynting, 1904; Robertson, 1937; Burns et al., 1979]. In the star’s
reference frame, the dust is receiving the stellar radiation normally, but due to the dust’s
motion when it thermally re-emits radiation there is a blue shift of light along its velocity
vector and a redshift behind. This anisotropy of emission results in a net loss of momentum
along the direction of motion. The radiative equilibrium of the dust with the star means
that there is no mass loss from the dust, which would otherwise keep its velocity constant
despite the momentum loss, and so the loss of angular momentum results in a decrease in
orbital radius and the grain will spiral in towards the star. This manifests as a drag force
that reduces the velocity of the dust and drifts it closer to the star. Because the force relies
on absorbing/radiating surface in the respective reference frames the force is dependent on
surface area, but also the orbital velocity of the dust. The resultant drift motion however
is still tempered by the dust’s inertia, and so larger particles with greater surface areas but
also greater volumes and masses will drift more slowly. This is effectively the tangential
component of radiation pressure.

This force is not in direct opposition to gravity, it is not balanced or reduced by
anything, and is in essence unavoidable. An outward pressure force might have a more
significant effect than PR-drag and overall an orbit could still be made to increase in radius,
but if a particle is not significantly affected by radial pressure forces, it cannot avoid PR-drag.
The timescale for PR-drag is long, but not longer than the ages of main-sequence stars: for
a 2 `m sized dust grain, it takes 10 Myr to drift from a belt at 50 AU into a solar mass,
solar luminosity star [Wyatt et al., 1999]. Given the age of detected debris discs at tens
to hundreds and even thousands of Myr, the timescale of PR-drag would be sufficient to
remove the dust that is not blown out by pressure forces, making it necessary to invoke a
constant replenishment of dust. This is how the collisional cascade process was first inferred
to be ongoing when debris discs were originally discovered [Backman and Paresce, 1993].
There is the caveat that the slow drift of large grains can take sufficiently long that for most
detectable debris discs, which by nature are the most massive discs, there is enough mass in
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the cascade that the inward drift is interrupted by collisions before dust grains can leave the
parent belt. After being collisionally processed into small enough grains, pressure forces
can then overpower PR-drag and blow the dust from the system [Wyatt, 2005a]. This can
allow us to safely ignore PR-drag as a significant dynamical factor in certain debris discs.

The force of PR-drag drag, 𝐹𝑃𝑅, on a dust grain, in the opposite direction to the
orbital motion, is simply the radiation pressure force multiplied by a factor 𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑏/𝑐:

𝐹𝑝𝑟 =
𝐿★𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑎

2

4𝑟2𝑐

𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑏

𝑐
(1.8)

we can substitute in the velocity of a circular orbit, 𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑏 =
√︁
𝐺𝑀★/𝑟 , as an assumption and

simplify:

𝐹𝑝𝑟 =
𝐿★𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑎

2√𝐺𝑀★

4𝑟2.5𝑐2 (1.9)

There is a mathematical measure, 𝛽, of the balance between the radial forces. In most cases,
i.e. early type stars, it is sufficient to measure 𝛽 as the ratio between the gravitational force
a dust particle feels and the radiation pressure it feels. To be more complete, the full 𝛽
prescription is the ratio between gravity and the pressure forces of radiation and stellar wind
together. Drag forces tangential to the orbit and perpendicular of the force of gravity are
left out of this prescription as they are not in balance. The drag forces are also proportional
to orbital velocity, and so these effects become stronger closer to the star and become more
significant for the short timescales of smaller radius warm debris discs and exo-zodi like
dust populations than they are for the cold Kuiper-like belts. Without factoring in stellar
wind ram pressure, we can simplify the ratio of Equations 1.3 and 1.4:

𝛽𝑟𝑎𝑑 =
3𝐿★𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑

16𝜋𝐺𝑀★𝑐𝑎𝜌
(1.10)

Also including stellar wind ram pressure, we can simplify the ratio of Equations 1.3 and 1.4
and 1.5 together:

𝛽𝑟𝑎𝑑+𝑆𝑊 =
3

16𝜋𝐺𝑀★𝑎𝜌

(
𝐿★

𝑐
𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 + ¤𝑀★𝑣𝑆𝑊𝑄𝑆𝑊

)
(1.11)

We can see that 𝛽 is independent of orbital radius. We also see that because the gravitational
force depends on the mass of a particle and therefore its volume, but pressure forces depend
on surface area, 𝛽 depends on grain size, and that larger grains are less susceptible to pressure
forces affecting their orbits. However, 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 is also a function of grain size, as grains do not
efficiently couple to light of wavelength greater than their own size [Krivov et al., 2008],
this results in a turnover in 𝛽𝑟𝑎𝑑 , so that it does not indefinitely increase for smaller grain
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sizes. We also now define the blowout size, which sets 𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛 within the collisional cascade,
as the grain size for a given system at which 𝛽 is equal to 0.5. At this point, grains of this
size that are created by planetesimals on approximately circular orbits have such a velocity
and see such a reduced effective gravity that they possess parabolic orbits that remove them
from the system and from the collisional cascade. Grains smaller than this size possess
hyperbolic orbits that also remove them from the system and the cascade. As these grains
are removed from the cascade, even smaller grains beyond the 𝑄𝑟𝑎𝑑 turnover with 𝛽𝑟𝑎𝑑

values once more less than 0.5 are not produced in large quantities, additionally these tiny
grains, of size smaller than tenths of a micron, are subject to further effects that reduce their
lifetime such as the Lorentz force and erosion from stellar wind sputtering [Krivov et al.,
2008], or indeed stellar wind pressure may be sufficient to blow them out. As such, these
tiny grains do not contribute significantly to either the thermal emission of the disc nor its
dynamics and can usually be disregarded.

Dust 𝛽 depends strongly on the type of the host star. Radiation pressure is directly
tied to host luminosity, and so the radius and temperature of the star which are defined by its
spectral type. The early type A0V star HR 4796A is theorised to have a blowout size in the
range of ∼ 5-15`m, the sun-like G8V star HD 61005 a range of ∼ 0.5-1.5`m, and low-mass
late type stars like the M1Ve AU Mic do not have a minimum grain size set by radiation
pressure, as for no grain size does 𝛽𝑟𝑎𝑑 exceed 0.5 [Arnold et al., 2019].

Late type systems can have mass loss rates orders of magnitude higher than the mass
loss rate of solar type stars due to hotter coronae and increased magnetic activity [Plavchan
et al., 2005; Mullan et al., 1992; Fleming et al., 1995; Wargelin and Drake, 2001, 2002;
Wood et al., 2001, 2002; Lim and White, 1996; van den Oord and Doyle, 1997]. In these
systems, when radiation pressure becomes insufficient to remove dust, stellar wind becomes
the dominant factor in setting a blowout size. Unfortunately, stellar mass loss and wind
strength are difficult to measure on a case by case basis and there is significant spread of
activity levels between similarly typed and aged stars. This makes predicting 𝛽𝑟𝑎𝑑+𝑆𝑊 for
late type stars difficult. As well as type, stellar age is a significant factor for stellar activity.
As stars age they tend to become to more quiescent, and so over the lifetime of a late type
star there is an evolution in the blowout size with older stars potentially harbouring larger
reserves of smaller dust grain sizes. We do have direct evidence for stellar wind ram pressure
blowout: AU Mic is not massive enough for 𝛽 to reach 0.5 through radiation pressure alone.
However, clumps of dust have been observed to be blown radially outwards from the star
and this must be due to stellar wind ram pressure [Boccaletti et al., 2015; Chiang and Fung,
2017; Sezestre et al., 2017; Boccaletti et al., 2018; Grady et al., 2020].

In Figure 1.4 we can see the 𝛽 curves for dust in the M1Ve GSC 07396-00759
system under the effect of just radiation pressure, for which 𝛽 never exceeds 0.5, and under
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Figure 1.4: 𝛽 as function of grain size for GSC 07396-00759, with three hypotheses for
stellar mass loss rate. The horizontal black line shows 𝛽 = 0.5 where dust grains become
unbound from the system. Here 𝛽𝑃𝑅 solely accounts for radiation pressure, 𝛽𝑆𝑊 solely
accounts of stellar wind ram pressure and 𝛽 is the combination of the two. This figure is
taken from Sissa et al. [2018].

increasing strengths of stellar wind for which 𝛽 does reach 0.5 at increasingly large grain
sizes [Sissa et al., 2018].

Time evolution

At the end of the era of planet formation and at the onset of the collisional cascade, a finite
number of the largest bodies were produced, and over a long enough time their number will
inevitably reduce as they collide. As theirs is the mass that when removed is not replenished,
the lifetime of the disc is defined by the lifetime of these largest bodies.

The collisional lifetime of a large body within a disc, 𝑡𝑐, is determined by: the radial
location of the disc, as the more distant a disc is from the star the slower the bodies within
it will be moving and so the less destructive and less common their collisions will be; the
width of the discs, as with more area to spread out in the less likely it is that a collision
occurs; the size of the body itself, as the larger a body is the more area it has that can be
collided with; the internal strength of the body, as the stronger a body is the less likely that
any given collision will fragment it; the eccentricity of the body’s orbit, as a more eccentric
orbit is more likely to cross into other bodies’ orbits and with greater relative velocity; the
mass of the host star, as a more massive star will result in larger orbital velocities at a given
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radius, and so more frequent and destructive collisions; and the total mass of the disc, as a
more massive disc has more total bodies to collide with [Wyatt et al., 2007; Dominik and
Decin, 2003].

In the simplest approximation, the rate of change of total mass in the disc, 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 ,
with respect to time, 𝑡, is:

d𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 (𝑡)
d𝑡

= −𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝑡𝑐
(1.12)

with the additional knowledge that 𝑡𝑐 is itself proportional to 1/𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 the result of integrating
this is:

𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 (𝑡) =
𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 (0)

1 + 𝑡/𝑡𝑐 (0)
(1.13)

If the debris disc is subject to delayed stirring, where bodies large enough to stir the disc must
form in non-destructive collisions before they initiate the collisional cascade, the time-decay
of Equation 1.13 will be delayed by the time it takes to form the stirring bodies, 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑟 :

𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 (𝑡) =
𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 (0)

1 + (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑟 )/𝑡𝑐
(1.14)

The key result is that the disc mass, and therefore its fractional luminosity, is theoretically
proportional to 𝑡−1.

As 𝑡𝑐 was itself inversely proportional to the total mass, an interesting result is that,
all else the same, an initially more massive disc will evolve faster than a less massive disc
until it ‘catches up’, and after sufficient time the total mass of an aged disc is independent
of the total mass it started with [Wyatt et al., 2007].

Under more intense scrutiny and collisional modelling, the evolution of the dust
mass, which is what is observed, and the total mass can be different and the decay of the
disc fractional luminosity can be proportional to 𝑡−0.3∼−0.4[Löhne et al., 2008]. This is
possible as the shape of the size distribution can change over time, away from a primordial
distribution that existed when the collisional cascade initiated.

Chemical makeup and shape

What is the dust that we observe chemically made of? And do we assume spherical dust
grains?

To the first approximation, we treat dust as astronomical silicates [Draine and Lee,
1984], i.e. composed of mineral compounds like olivine with chemical formulae like
Mg2SiO4, identified on the basis of mid-IR observations of a characteristic spectral feature
of the Silicon-Oxygen bond. The silicate is dubbed ‘astronomical’ as we cannot yet perfectly
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replicate the precise grain composition in the laboratory, and the specific composition does
not occur terrestrially. Typically we regard them as amorphous in debris discs rather than
crystalline, as crystallinity requires high temperatures that require being much closer to the
star [Wyatt and Dent, 2002]. For simplification we approximate the grains to be spherical,
but they could be cylindrical, oblately/prolately spheroidal or more complex shapes formed
from clumping. To a higher order, these grains have a silicate core but a refractory mantle
of complex organic molecules [Li and Greenberg, 1997]. These grains will have a varying
degree of porosity, and the vacuums of the grains can be filled with some fraction of water
ice, further altering the optical properties. The degree of porosity and ice fraction will also
affect the density of the grains, which can have a knock-on effect for the balance of forces
and blow-out sizes, as well as for a final disc mass calculation.

When it comes to observation, each of these materials has associated optical con-
stants [Li and Greenberg, 1997, 1998] and the optical constants for the total composite
can be computed using Maxwell-Garnett Effective Medium theory [Bohren and Huffman,
1983]. The absorption efficiencies of these grains, which also determine their emission, can
then be calculated with Mie theory [Bohren and Huffman, 1983], and at the extrema where
Mie theory breaks down with Rayleigh-Gans theory and geometric optics [Laor and Draine,
1993].

Planetesimals in Kuiper-belt like debris discs, that formed beyond molecular ice
lines, we know to contain volatiles as well as rocky and metallic material. ALMA obser-
vations of debris discs sometimes observe CO gas co-located with the dust, implying that
the gas is being released in the selfsame collisions between planetesimals that release dust
[Cataldi et al., 2015; Kral et al., 2016, 2019; Matrà et al., 2015; Matrà et al., 2017; Matrà
et al., 2019a].

When these planetesimals are scattered into the inner stellar systems to be observed
as exocomets, we can directly observe the material in their vaporised gaseous coma in
transmission spectroscopy, letting us know directly part of what they are made of.

To date, we have observed the elemental species from spectroscopy of planetesimal
belts and exocomet events: Carbon, Nitrogen, Oxygen, Magnesium, Aluminium, Silicon,
Sulfur, Calcium, Chromium, Manganese, Iron, Nickel and Zinc [Strøm et al., 2020, and
references therein].

1.2.2 The spatial features of debris discs

We have covered what a debris disc is composed of internally and the ongoing physics within
them. Now we will look at their large scale structure.
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Rings

We have taken it as given that debris discs exist as rings around a host star, like the Kuiper
belt, as opposed to the radially complete discs of the protoplanetary era. There remains the
fundamental question of why? To look at our own Solar System again, we can see that the
regions where there are not planetesimals are the regions where there are planets.

Aside from the existence of trojan asteroids that survive at the Lagrange points of
planetary orbits, all of the planets in the Solar System have cleared their orbits, and the space
between their orbits and the next planet over, of planetesimals. The exception to this is the
space between the orbit of Mars at 1.5 AU and the orbit of Jupiter at 5.2 AU, within which the
asteroid belt resides. Jupiter likely began stirring this belt once it had formed, preventing any
new planets from growing there [Petit et al., 2001]. The radius of the asteroid belt spans from
approximately 2.1 to 3.3 AU; these are the 4:1 and 2:1 orbital mean-motion resonances with
Jupiter respectively. Planetesimals close to these resonances have their orbits destabilised.
Planetesimals interior to this were cleared by Mars, and exterior to this cleared by Jupiter.
If there was a migration of Jupiter in the early Solar System, these resonances would have
swept across the wider Mars-Jupiter gap and either collected or removed planetesimals along
the way such that at the end of the migration the only asteroid belt bodies remaining were
those within them [Moons, 1996]. The case is similar for the Kuiper belt: two thirds of
observed Kuiper belt objects exist in the ‘classical Kuiper belt’ between the 2:3 and 1:2
mean-motion resonances with Neptune at 39 and 48 AU respectively. During an early Solar
System migration Neptune would have swept the belt outwards as Neptune’s orbital radius
increased. This process is thought to also be the reason why Pluto is in 2:3 resonance with
Neptune [Malhotra, 2019].

These same concepts we can extrapolate to the ringed debris discs that we observe.
The inner edges of rings we can predict to be truncated by the presence of a large planet
immediately interior to the disc [e.g. Quillen, 2006; Chiang et al., 2009; Matrà et al., 2020;
Faramaz et al., 2021; Pearce et al., 2022]. Large interior cavities in discs, and large gaps
between rings can be explained by chains of smaller planets clearing material [e.g. Faber
and Quillen, 2007; Su et al., 2013; Pearce et al., 2022]. Pearce et al. [2022] also find that
these theoretical truncating planets can be additionally consistent with the requirements for
planet based stirring models; a graphic displaying the different ways planets can interact
with a debris disc in Pearce et al. [2022]’s dynamical arguments is displayed in Figure 1.5.
Debris discs that are observed to be radially thin may be constrained by orbital resonances
with a giant planet [Booth et al., 2017], or shepherded by two small planets in either side of
the ring [Boley et al., 2012].
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Figure 1.5: Graphic displaying the ways interior planets can affect debris discs within the
system. This figure is taken from Pearce et al. [2022]

Haloes and wings

External to a well-defined far-IR bright ring, an extended ‘halo’ of dust is also sometimes
seen. These haloes are sometimes visible in the mid-IR, e.g. with Spitzer [e.g. Vega;
HR 8799, Su et al., 2005, 2009], around A-type stars, tracing warm tens of microns sized
dust. However the halos are often much more apparent, or only seen, in optical and NIR
scattered light, which trace small micron-size dust grains, as opposed to the mm sized
grains traced by thermal far-IR observations [e.g. AU Mic; HD 129590, Kalas et al., 2004;
Matthews et al., 2017]. The logical hypothesis is that the observations are seeing the small
dust grains that are more directly affected by pressure forces and have scattered onto distant
eccentric orbits. The mm dust grains, with 𝛽 values much less than 0.5, unaffected by
pressure have remained in their birth ring co-located with their parent planetesimals from
whose collisions they were produced [Strubbe and Chiang, 2006]. In the case of the M-
dwarf AU Mic, scattered light observations detect a halo stretching hundreds of AU from
the star [Kalas et al., 2004], as opposed to the 40 AU radius of the birth ring [Strubbe and
Chiang, 2006; Wilner et al., 2012]. Recent ALMA observations are now finding evidence of
haloes observable at mm wavelengths [e.g. HD 61005, HD 32297, MacGregor et al., 2018a;
Olofsson et al., 2022]. These observations could be tracing small dust grains pushed to
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eccentric orbits by pressure forces in sufficient quantities to remain visible in their thermal
emission. Alternatively they could be tracing a halo of large mm-grains located there
through an as-of-yet unknown mechanism.

A similar but separate feature observed are the ‘swept back wings’ of discs like
HD 61005, HD 15115, HD 32297 [Schneider et al., 2014]. These asymmetric features also
seem to trace small dust grains externally distant to the parent planetesimal belt. The
lack of axisymmetry makes stellar pressure forces unlikely as the root cause, but a pre-
existing pressure-based halo of small grains could be made asymmetric by interactions with
something external to the stellar system. The posited scenario is that the stellar system is
moving through a region of the interstellar medium (ISM), and it is drag from the ISM that
more strongly affects small grains that deforms the halo [Maness et al., 2009; Debes et al.,
2009]. However, planet based scenarios have also been presented [Esposito et al., 2016;
Lee and Chiang, 2016], as well as recent collisions [Mazoyer et al., 2014], as explanations.
Further mm-wave observations of these systems may help break the degeneracies of these
explanations, as the mm dust grains should be affected differently in dynamic, collisional
and ISM based scenarios.

Asymmetry, clumps and transient features

Asymmetrical features aside from the sweeping of dust halos into wing like structures are
also observed in debris discs.

In the disc of AU Mic, scattered light observations find small features quickly trav-
elling radially outwards along the surface of the disc [Boccaletti et al., 2015, 2018; Grady
et al., 2020]. These seem to be unbound clouds of dust being blown out of the system by
the stellar wind. Chiang and Fung [2017] theorise that these are dust ‘avalanches’ produced
at the intersection of a birth ring and a second inclined ring remnant of a recently destroyed
large body. Sezestre et al. [2017] posit that the origin of the dust is a single parent body
close to the star on a Keplerian orbit.

The point source within the Fomalhaut A system observed with scattered light [Kalas
et al., 2008; Currie et al., 2012; Kalas et al., 2013] originally hypothesised to be a planet
may also be a transient dust cloud on an unbound orbit [e.g. Janson et al., 2012; Gáspár and
Rieke, 2020].

‘Clumpy’ structure, i.e. anomalous unresolved signal peaks within the disc, are
occasionally reported, e.g. 𝜖 Eridani [Greaves et al., 2005], occasionally disputed, e.g.
𝜖 Eridani [Chavez-Dagostino et al., 2016] and occasionally found to be ambiguous with a
strong possibility that at least some observed clumps are background galaxies, e.g. 𝜖 Eridani
[Booth et al., 2017].

Ren et al. [2021] observe a large clump in the outer reaches of the face-on TWA 7
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disc observed in scattered light with multiple instruments. The clump is observed at multiple
epochs with sufficient time baseline that they can conclude that the clump shares the star’s
proper motion and is therefore not a background galaxy. The dust seems to possess Keplerian
motion around the star, but it is unclear if the clump is moving radially away from the star.
If so, the clump may be unbound and being blown from the system, behaving the same
way and sharing a similar origin with the moving dust features of AU Mic [Boccaletti et al.,
2015]. They also identify the clump with a similar structure observed at the same location
in the sub-mm [Bayo et al., 2019].

There are also brightness asymmetries observed in edge-on discs at short wave-
lengths. One side of the disc may appear brighter by a significant factor than on the other
side of the star. For 𝛽 Pic, the south-west side is ∼1.5-2 times brighter than the north-
west [Telesco et al., 2005]. Another example is GSC 07396-00759, which has a observed
brightness asymmetry of factor ∼1.5-2 in scattered light [Sissa et al., 2018; Adam et al.,
2021]; HD 106906 is observed to be ∼1.3 times brighter in the south-east to the north-west
[Kalas et al., 2015; Crotts et al., 2021]. Some observations of 𝛽 Pictoris at mm-wavelengths
have been reported to recover this asymmetry with reduced magnitude [Dent et al., 2014],
with the south-west 1.15 times brighter than the north-east. However, other observations at
mm-wavelengths have not recovered this asymmetry [Matrà et al., 2019a].

The 𝛽 Pictoris belt is also warped, with not all the disc residing in one plane, as
observed in small grains scattered light [Mouillet et al., 1997; Heap et al., 2000; Golimowski
et al., 2006] and theorised to be due to a perturbing planet [Mouillet et al., 1997; Augereau
et al., 2001]. A planet consistent with causing the warp was indeed later discovered
[Lagrange et al., 2009]. The warp is not recovered in the sub-mm [Matrà et al., 2019b],
suggesting the warping effect does not apply to the more massive planetesimals and large
grains, although ALMA observations do detect a tilt in the carbon monoxide distribution
[Matrà et al., 2017]. Tentative warps or ‘bumps’/‘tilts’ have also been suggested to be
present in the discs of AU Mic [Wang et al., 2015] and HD 110058 [Kasper et al., 2015].

There is a common theme of examining structures in both scattered-light and mm-
wave imaging for corroboration or lack thereof that yields insight into whether the structure
is present in all bodies or just the smallest dust grains. A graphic displaying different
structures and asymmetries within debris discs is displayed in Figure 1.6

Eccentricity

Many debris discs have been observed to be eccentric, i.e. the ring appears elliptical or
approximately circular but with a centre offset from the stellar location. These eccentricities
can range from 𝑒 ≈ 0.21 for HD 53143 [MacGregor et al., 2022] down to 𝑒 ≈ 0.06
for HR 4796A and HD 15115 [Rodigas et al., 2015; Milli et al., 2017; Sai et al., 2015].
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Figure 1.6: Graphic displaying different structures within debris discs. This figure is taken
from Hughes et al. [2018] with references for each individual disc therein.

Eccentricities lower than this can be difficult to measure with current techniques without
costly observation times at high resolution [e.g. Cronin-Coltsmann et al., 2021, Chapter 3].

Aside from their overall geometry, eccentric discs can have their own brightness
asymmetries dependent on the wavelength of observation. When viewed in scattered light,
the pericentre of the disc is closer to the host star and therefore receives more incident
radiation, leading to a ‘pericentre glow’ of increased flux. The incident radiation can also
warm the disc at the pericentre leading to more MIR emission [Wyatt et al., 1999]. When
viewed in the sub-mm, the build up of dust at the apocentre where most of the orbital period
is spent can lead to an opposite ‘apocentre glow’ [Wyatt, 2005b; Pan et al., 2016]. As the
location and relative magnitudes of the glows are a function of grain size, multi-wavelength
observations of the same disc can be used to probe grain emissivity and the size distribution,
as MacGregor et al. [2017] do this for Fomalhaut in comparison with Marsh et al. [2005]
and Acke et al. [2012]. The eccentricity and semi-major axis distribution of planetesimals
in these disc should also affect the observed radial profile [Kennedy, 2020].

Eccentricity in debris discs is often linked to the secular perturbations of a theoretical
eccentric planet, that may also be shaping and stirring the disc. As the observed eccentric
discs are also narrow, a planet can solve both problems at once.

There are alternative scenarios however. A recent giant impact could produce a short
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lived narrow eccentric dust disc, although this could be differentiated from a typical debris
disc through the size distribution of the dust [Jackson et al., 2014]. Previous interactions
with a companion star is also feasible for certain systems, as posited by Shannon et al. [2014]
for the Fomalhaut system. Eccentricity can also be primordial from the protoplanetary disc
with or without the need for a perturbing planet [Kennedy, 2020; Lyra and Kuchner, 2013].
The over-narrowness of Fomalhaut and HD 202628’s discs may require a protoplanetary
origin [Kennedy, 2020]. This can be investigated through high resolution observations of
the radial profile.

Vertical structure

The vertical structure of discs is usually codified into a ‘scale height’ that may be the standard
deviation of a vertical Gaussian thickness of the disc or the half width at half maximum of
a different vertical density distribution. A related measure to the scale height is the ‘aspect
ratio’, the ratio between the scale height of the disc and its radius. The arctangent of the
aspect ratio then gives the ‘opening angle’, a measure of the angle between the midplane of
the disc and a representative height of the disc at the disc location as measured from the star.

Thébault [2009] model disc collisions and find there is a natural minimum aspect
ratio when observed in visible to mid-IR wavelengths of 0.04± 0.02. This is defined by the
natural dispersion of small grain orbital inclinations as a result of mutual collisions along
eccentric orbits. The necessary eccentricity of these orbits is derived from interactions with
radial pressure forces. As scale height can be a function of grain size due to the influence of
pressure forces, observations in scattered light, which are sensitive to small grains and their
halos, may not be optimal for measuring the interior dynamics of discs that would otherwise
affect the scale height of dust grains parent planetesimals.

The scale height of an optically thin debris disc can only be measured when the disc
is not face-on, and an edge-on disc provides the clearest viewing geometry for measurement.
Even in this case disc scale heights are often too small to be resolved in the sub-mm. When
they are resolved however, we can observe the mm dust grains which more closely trace
dynamical excitation within the disc.

Daley et al. [2019] measure the aspect ratio of AU Mic and infer from dynamical
modelling of the underlying velocity and inclination dispersions the size of the stirring
bodies within the disc. They put a lower limit on the size of the largest bodies of 400 km and
an upper limit on the mass of the largest body of 1.8 𝑀⊕. These measurements also preclude
the presence of a gas giant or Neptune sized planet residing just exterior to the 40 AU disc
outer edge, suggesting the disc is self-stirred or stirred by an Earth sized planet.

Matrà et al. [2019b] similarly studied 𝛽 Pictoris and find that the scale height is
instead better described by the sum of two separate Gaussian distributions. 𝛽 Pictoris would
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thus mirror the Kuiper belt in possessing separate dynamically ‘hot’ and dynamically ‘cold’
populations. They find that the orbit of the detected exoplanet in the system 𝛽 Pictoris b is
unlikely to be able to excite the hot population to its inclination throughout the radial extent
of the disc through secular perturbation. They also conclude that self-stirring planetesimals
within the disc would only be able to produce one of the two populations. The observations
could only be explained if the planetesimals were somehow born with high inclinations, or
if there existed another planet that could have previously migrated to the disc’s inner edge,
similar to the putative migration of Neptune towards the Kuiper belt edge.

1.2.3 Observed occurrence and trends

We have covered what debris discs are and the features that we find in them, but how often
do we actually observe them? We cannot directly answer the question ‘what percentage
of stellar systems have debris discs’ because there is a limit to what our technology and
knowledge enable us to detect. A debris disc that is not massive enough, too far away or too
poorly illuminated by its host star will not be detectable. Indeed, the Solar System’s Kuiper
belt is itself not massive enough to be observable by our technological standards if it were
placed around a neighbouring star. Even if we had ultra-sensitive instruments, we would
come across a different problem - the ‘calibration limit’. If we are trying to detect debris
discs via their infrared excess, we need to know exactly what they are in excess of. The
infrared flux of a very dim debris disc may present an infrared excess that resides within the
error bounds of our model for the stellar photosphere itself. If we do not have sufficiently
accurate stellar photosphere models, or sufficient photometry to fit one, we might not be
able to distinguish the flux of a debris disc even if it had been detected. There is also the
‘confusion limit’, there comes a point where an instrument is sensitive enough that there
becomes a statistically significant chance that it will detect a background galaxy in any given
observation which would muddy if not mimic a circumstellar infrared excess.

The limits of calibration and confusion would not be an issue if the disc were
resolved, but that comes into conflict with the diffraction limit and our ability/resources to
construct large enough telescopes.

Care must also be taken when comparing observations taken at different wavelengths,
as the luminosity of a disc at a given wavelength will be a direct function of its temperature.
Hotter discs’ blackbody spectra peaking at shorter wavelengths, and the modified blackbody
tail of the disc’s spectra due to the non-ideal thermal emission of small particles, exacerbates
the difficulty of observing a disc at a wavelength beyond its emission peak. Different
instruments will inherently be sensitive to different discs and equally sensitive instruments
may detect or not detect the same disc at different wavelengths.

Even if we cannot tell whether debris discs are objectively present, we can at least
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measure how common the most massive discs are, and see if there are trends in the occurrence
of massive discs across stellar characteristics like type, age, multiplicity, and presence of
known planets.

Across Type

The incidence of observable debris discs can be split roughly into three bins: A-type stars,
F, G and K (FGK) type sun-like stars and M-type stars.

Su et al. [2006] searched∼160 nearby A-type stars with known ages with Spitzer/MIPS
at wavelengths of 24 and/or 70 `m for infrared excesses. They found to a 3𝜎 confidence level
a detection rate of 33±5%. The Herschel DEBRIS survey observed 83 A-type stars from an
unbiased nearby volume limited sample at 100 and 160 `m with Herschel/PACS and found
to a 3𝜎 confidence level a detection rate of 24±5% [Thureau et al., 2014]. The difference
between these two rates may be due to the younger average age of Su et al. [2006]’s sample.

Trilling et al. [2008] study a sample of ∼184 nearby FGK stars with Spitzer at 24
and 70 `m. They detected an infrared excess rate of 3.8±1.5% at 24 `m and 16.3±3% at
70 `m.The Herschel DUNES [Eiroa et al., 2013] survey observed a biased sample of 124
FGK-type stars within 20 pc at 100 and 160 `m with Herschel/PACS and found an incidence
rate of 20.2±2%. Montesinos et al. [2016] present the DUNES sample in combination
with another 56 stars that were observed under the DEBRIS survey, but that align with
the DUNES’ sampling method. Upon combination, the sample of 105 stars within 15 pc is
complete for F-types (23/23), nearly complete for G-types (33/42) and contains a statistically
sufficient number of K-types (49/89). This 15 pc sample was found to have a total detection
rate of 22±8%, and when broken down to the individual types, rates of : 26±17% for F stars,
21±14% for G stars and 20±12% for K stars. The Herschel DEBRIS survey [Sibthorpe
et al., 2018] observed an unbiased sample of 275 nearby FGK-type stars at 100 and 160 `m
with Herschel/PACS and found a total detection rate of 17.1±2.4% and when broken down
to the individual types, rates of : 23.9±5% for F stars, 14.3±4.3% for G stars and 13.0±4.0%
for K stars.

Matching the Hipparcos astrometry catalogue with IRAS’ catalogue of infrared
sources at 60 `m Rhee et al. [2007] found only a single disc around an M-type host, AU Mic,
from ∼900 in the Hipparcos catalogue. Gautier et al. [2007] used Spitzer to examine 62
M-type stars at 24 `m, 41 of which were also observed at 70 `m and 20 stars at 160 `m,
but observed no infrared excesses. The Herschel DEBRIS survey found only two discs from
89 observed M-dwarfs [GJ 581; Fomalhaut C, Lestrade et al., 2012; Kennedy et al., 2013]
giving a detection rate of 2.2+3.4

−2.0%[Sibthorpe et al., 2018]. Another Herschel survey of
twice the sensitivity detected three discs from 18 M-types and 3 late K-type planet hosts
[Kennedy et al., 2018a].
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The rates across studies are in general agreement but individual studies come to
their individual conclusions for A and FGK stars. Trilling et al. [2008] find their sample
statistically indistinguishable across AFGK, but with a slight trend at 70 `m of decreasing
excess rate with later type with possible bias from age effects. The separation between A
and GK is more significant for DEBRIS [Thureau et al., 2014; Sibthorpe et al., 2018], but A
and F incidence rates seem similar. In all, it is valid to say that the fraction of stellar systems
with observable debris discs generally decreases with type across AFGK stars. M types are
then a different case. There is a distinct possibility that there is a significantly lower rate of
observed discs, but also the chance that a similar rate (at a given fractional luminosity) as
for early type stars could be there and is simply hiding below a sensitivity limit.

Across Age

Su et al. [2006]’s observations of ∼160 nearby A-type stars with Spitzer/MIPS found that
the fractional luminosity of infrared excesses followed a general trend of falling off with a
relationship 𝑡0/𝑡 with a 𝑡0 ∼150 Myr at 24 microns and 𝑡0 ⪆400 Myr at 70 microns, with
a wide scatter at any individual age. This finding that the warmer discs, closer to their
host star, decayed faster and the 1/𝑡 trend are consistent with collisional evolution theory.
Rieke et al. [2005] studying A-type discs with Spitzer/MIPS at 24 `m combined with ISO
and IRAS data find the same 𝑡0/𝑡 with a 𝑡0 ∼150 Myr relationship. The trend of decreasing
fractional luminosity and/or detection rate is consistently recovered across such surveys [e.g.
Trilling et al., 2008; Montesinos et al., 2016], but there is a large spread in the population
at any given age [Decin et al., 2003] and old discs of several Gyrs can still be very bright
[Sibthorpe et al., 2018].

As well as through sampling a large number of variously aged stars, age effects can
be investigated by studying moving groups and clusters, collections of stars all at a similar
known age and birthed with similar initial conditions.

Pawellek et al. [2021] examine the 12 F-type stars of the ∼20 Myr old [Bell et al.,
2015; Miret-Roig et al., 2020] 𝛽 Pictoris Moving Group (BPMG). If debris discs are brightest
when they are young, then such a survey should find more and/or brighter discs then a sample
spread across all ages. They detected nine discs from the twelve stars giving a 75% detection
rate. This is significantly higher than the rate detected by Sibthorpe et al. [2018] for field
F stars of which 90/92 of their sample where known to be older than 160 Myrs. They
also compare their result to a collection of moving groups of age 45 Myrs and find the
two samples consistent. They field three different scenarios to explain their results: i) the
BPMG is representative of the population of field stars and something causes a drastic drop
in disc observability over the first 100 Myr of a star’s life; ii) the BPMG is representative of
field stars but the discs observed at different ages are different discs within the population;
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iii) the BPMG is not representative of field stars and the young moving group formation
environment was significantly different and affected disc formation and evolution. Scenario
i) requires a time evolution proportional to 𝑡−2, much too fast for collisional evolution and
inconsistent with measured aging post-100 Myrs as observed in other studies. If LHB-like
dynamical instabilities and migrating planets in the first 100 Myrs were common, they could
explain the result. Scenario ii) would require that the secondary belts that go on to be visible
at later times have not yet initiated their collisional cascades and that the early time visible
belt be formed through a different mechanism, e.g. primordial dust swept up by depleting
gas forming planetesimals through streaming instabilities in place of the remnants from the
planet formation process. Scenario iii) might entail increased rate of stellar flybys truncating
field star discs during their formation in denser cluster environments.

Sullivan et al. [2022] look at 76 solar type stars in the 115 Myr old Pleiades open
cluster with ALMA at 1.3 mm. 71 of these were previously observed at 24 `m with Spitzer
finding 23/71 warm excesses. They observed no discs with ALMA, a 0% detection rate.
They however find that this result, simultaneous with the Spitzer detections, is consistent
with collisionally evolving a randomly sampled synthetic disc population with a 𝑡−1 decay.

Planet Hosts and stellar multiplicity

Yelverton et al. [2019] study 341 stellar systems for the effect of the presence of binary
companions on the presence of an observable debris disc. They find, in accordance with
previous studies [Rodriguez et al., 2015], that the population of binaries with discs is
different to the population of binaries without them. They conclude that the separation of
the binaries has a significant effect on the presence of a detectable debris disc. When the
separation is greater than 135 AU, the detection rate, 19±4%, is similar to that of single
stars. That is, wide stellar multiplicity does not observably effect the likelihood there is a
detectable disc present. When the separation is less than 25 AU, the detection rate, 8±1%, is
more than halved. The close binary may be either interfering with planetesimal formation or
driving faster collisional evolution of planetesimals that do form. They found no detectable
discs when the binary separation was between 25 and 135 AU. They conclude that binary
separation on the scale of typical disc radii likely disrupts planetesimal formation in the
protoplanetary disc phase via the clearing of material.

Yelverton et al. [2020] compare a sample of 201 systems with known radial-velocity
planets and far-IR excesses with a control sample of 294 stars with far-IR excesses without
known planets. They found that the disc fractional luminosities were different between the
two samples, as has been reported before [e.g. Bryden et al., 2009; Kóspál et al., 2009;
Matthews et al., 2014], but that this result may be due to bias. The radial velocity planet
hosts were less likely to be binaries or late type stars than the control sample, these also
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affect the likelihood of the presence of a detectable disc. When the samples were restricted
to sun-like stars without close companions the significance of the result drastically dropped
and they ultimately rule that there is no significant correlation between radial velocity planet
presence and debris disc properties.

1.2.4 M-dwarfs

There is plenty of room for future investigation, observation and theorising within the debris
disc field, e.g. connecting them to the features we see in protoplanetary discs, examining
their scale heights in the sub-mm, exploring the relationship between hot, warm and cold
discs within the same system, but one of the largest holes is the question: where are all the
M-star discs?

To recount and expand on what is relevant about M-dwarfs for debris disc science:
The stellar mass ranges from 0.57 𝑀⊙ for M0V to 0.079 𝑀⊙ for M9.5V [Pecaut and

Mamajek, 2013]. The comparative host mass to Sun-like stars for early M-types means
that the protoplanetary disc is not short on planet/planetesimal forming solids. In fact,
we frequently observe M-stars to be planet hosts, even more frequently hosting observable
terrestrial planets than earlier type stars [e.g. Bonfils et al., 2013; Dressing and Charbonneau,
2015; Mulders et al., 2015]. The gravitational environment is also not significantly different,
and as orbital velocity scales with the square root of the stellar mass the collisional dynamics
and lifetimes of similarly sized discs are also not significantly different for these late type
stars.

The host stellar luminosity however, drops much more drastically, ranging from
0.07 𝐿⊙ for M0V to 0.00027 𝐿⊙ for M9.5V. This has larger consequences. A debris disc
with the same mass or fractional luminosity around a late type star will be much less bright
than around an early type star. That the host star cannot illuminate its disc as well will
affect both thermal emission observations and scattered light observations of the disc. With
less illumination also comes lower temperature: a disc at the same radius, or a scaled down
radius (as luminosity drops more quickly than mass), will be colder around a M-dwarf,
requiring far-IR instruments to detect thermal emission.

Another effect of the low host luminosity is that for M type stars 𝛽𝑟𝑎𝑑 never reaches
0.5, i.e. small grain dust cannot be blown out of the system by radiation pressure as the
radiation pressure is too weak. On the other hand, as late type stars are more active,
especially young ones, stellar wind takes the place of radiation pressure and removes small
grain dust. This strong stellar wind can cause other phenomena as well, for example the fast
moving small dust features seen in AU Mic scattered light observations.

Background galaxies are known to be frequent sources of confusion in debris disc
studies, but with late type stars with more stellar activity, there is another source to be wary
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Figure 1.7: The stellar flare detected from Proxima Centauri in the mm. Left: ACA images,
the left panel shows the naturally weighted image from combining all of the 13 observations,
the middle panel shows just the first 12 observations with low flux at the stellar location,
the right panel shows just the final 13th observation with the very high flux from the flare.
Right: an ACA light curve of the point source detected in the final 13th observation showing
a transient flare-like event. This figure is taken from MacGregor et al. [2018b].

off: stellar flares. In 2017 an unresolved debris disc detection around Proxima Centauri
was reported [Anglada et al., 2017], however it came to pass upon further examination that
the mm excess had originated from a stellar flare [MacGregor et al., 2018b]. Anglada et al.
[2017] observed Proxima 13 times at 1.3 mm with the Atacama Compact Array (ACA) with
each observation lasting ∼1.6 hours and combined the observations for greater signal to
noise. They detected a mm flux of 340±60 `Jy with an expected stellar flux of 74±4 `Jy,
interpreting the excess emission as deriving from a debris disc with a radius of 1-4 AU.
However, when the observations were looked at individually, MacGregor et al. [2018b]
found that the first 12 observations showed no excess, and only the 13th did. When this
observation was split further into the individual 6.58 minute scans, only one of the seven
scans showed the excess. Splitting further into 2 second intervals showed a clear flare-like
light curve, as seen in Figure 1.7. A ∼1 minute flaring event with a peak flux of 100 mJy
when time averaged over the all the observations had looked instead like a constant 270`Jy
debris disc. Further research found mm-flaring to be a relatively common phenomenon.
Flares have been detected around the M5.5Ve Proxima Centauri and the M1Ve AU Mic
[MacGregor et al., 2020]. The flares last typically on the order of seconds to a minute,
with fluxes on the order of half a dozen to dozens and up to a hundred mJy. MacGregor
et al. [2020] estimate a flaring rate of 20 events per day for AU Mic and 4 events per day for
Proxima. This highlights the importance of checking all unresolved late-type star ALMA
observations’ individual time chunks to check for transients.

The detection rate for debris discs around M-dwarfs is extremely low. Only a handful
of discs are known and of these many are very young and/or close by. The eight published
M-star discs are:
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• the archetypal and well observed M1V AU Mic, in the BPMG at ∼20 Myr old and
only 9.7 pc distant [e.g. Moshir et al., 1990; Kalas et al., 2004; Augereau and Beust,
2006; Graham et al., 2007; MacGregor et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2014; Matthews
et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Wisniewski et al., 2019];

• the M4V Fomalhaut C at 440 Myr and only 7.7 pc away, part of the Fomalhaut triple
system and previously detected with Herschel [Kennedy et al., 2013];

• the M3.2V TWA 7 34 pc away in the 6.4 Myr old TW Hya association resolved in
scattered light and marginally resolved with ALMA [Olofsson et al., 2018; Ren et al.,
2021; Bayo et al., 2019; Matrà et al., 2019a];

• the M0.5 TWA 25 in the same association but 54 pc distant resolved in scattered light
[Choquet et al., 2016];

• the planet-hosting M3V GJ 581 only 6.3 pc away but 2-8 Gyr old and marginally
resolved with Herschel [Lestrade et al., 2012];

• the planet hosting M2V GJ 433 at 9.1 pc and M2V GJ 649 at 10.4 pc with ages
uncertain but likely to not be young and with only unresolved excesses from Herschel
[Kennedy et al., 2018a];

• and the M1V GSC 07396-00759 in the BPMG at ∼20 Myr old but 71.4 pc away and
previously only imaged in scattered light [Sissa et al., 2018; Adam et al., 2021].

There are several possible explanations to explain the lack of detections. There are
two scenarios to consider: first that debris discs less commonly form around M-dwarfs.
The increased planet detections could be the key: perhaps planet formation is extra efficient
around M-dwarfs and not many planetesimals are left over or instead planetesimal and planet
formation is fundamentally different around M-dwarfs due to the more compact and cooler
protoplanetary disc. In cluster environments M-dwarf discs could be more easily stripped
by stellar encounters [Lestrade et al., 2011] or photoevaporation [Adams et al., 2004]. Or
instead the strong stellar wind drag could remove grains quickly enough to significantly
affect the dynamics of the disc [Plavchan et al., 2009].

The other scenario is that they are indeed there, but they were just unable to be
detected in historic surveys due to their dimness and coldness. Luppe et al. [2020] investigate
whether a population of discs similar, e.g. in radius/mass etc., to those found by the DEBRIS
survey but scaled by the host luminosity could exist around M-dwarfs and remain undetected
due to the low host luminosity and low disc temperature. They produce synthetic disc
populations for M-dwarfs observed by previous programs under several different scaling
hypotheses. Namely, their hypotheses are that M-dwarf discs are as prevalent as discs about
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other types while: their radii could be the same or dependent on host luminosity, their mass
could be the same or dependent on host mass, the fractional luminosity could be the same,
lesser or greater and the temperature of the dust is colder. They find that the lack of M-dwarf
detections is consistent with nearly all of their hypotheses, and the discs were simply too dim
and cold to be detected by the sensitivities of past surveys. They then predict whether future
surveys would be able to detect their M-dwarf disc populations, in particular for 15 minute
integration time ALMA Band 7 observations of the Herschel DEBRIS M-star sample they
predict a detection rate of 4.3%-15.8%. However this has caveats, if the discs were resolved
then their SNR per beam would decrease and ALMA’s interferometry may not recover all
of the disc flux if the angular scale is larger than the maximum recoverable size, making
detection more difficult. In Band 7 over half their discs could be resolved, lowering the
detection rate to 1.0%-6.3% for 15 minute observations.

If there are discs to be found, the best place to look would be nearby young moving
groups, as we know younger stars are more likely to have brighter discs and the nearer a disc
is the more flux we can recover from it. Given also the known existence of two M-dwarf
discs there already (AU Mic and GSC 07396-00759) and the observed high incidence of
discs for early type stars [Pawellek et al., 2021], the 𝛽 Pictoris Moving Group is an ideal
place to search. The instrument of observation must be far-IR and highly sensitive to detect
the dim and cold discs, currently the Atacama Large Millimetre/submillimetre Array best
suits this purpose. Using ALMA’s high resolution to investigate the known discs, such as
that of the latest type debris disc host Fomalhaut C, will also be invaluable in exploring the
M-dwarf debris disc mystery.
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Chapter 2

Methods

We have a lot of knowledge concerning the features of debris discs and we have detected
hundreds of individual discs. But what are the scientific techniques we used to achieve this?
We have detections, but what are our detectors, and what observational biases do they come
with? How did our knowledge evolve as our telescopes evolved? What telescopes do we
require to observe discs around M-dwarf stars?

To begin with, in the simplest case a detection of a debris disc comes from the
infrared excess. Infrared excess is the unresolved infrared flux from the stellar location that
is more than, i.e. in excess of, the expected stellar photospheric flux. The excess must come
from something else that is colder than the star, circumstellar dust. If you have multiple
photometry points in the infrared, you can begin to characterise the thermal spectrum of the
excess through an SED.

2.1 Thermal Emission and SEDs

The letters of the acronym SED are derived from Spectral Energy Distribution. A ‘spectral
energy distribution’ is a plot showing the distribution of energy emitted by an object across
the electromagnetic spectrum. By definition an SED ought to have energy [J] along its y-axis
and either wavelength or frequency along the x-axis, but typically flux density (or irradiance;
[W · m−2]) is placed along the y-axis. Thus the plot becomes instead a ‘flux density distri-
bution’, but the acronym SED is retained by convention. This flux is often scribed as aFa ,
where Fa is the spectral flux density (or spectral irradiance; [W ·m−2 ·Hz−1]. The favoured
unit in radio astronomy for spectral flux density is the Jansky, Jy [1 Jy = 10−26 W·m−2 ·Hz−1],
and radio telescopes often deliver their flux measurements in some multiple of Janskys or
Janskys per unit area, where the area can be steradian, beam or pixel. Not only are Janskys
the more practical unit, but using the spectral flux density, Fa , in place of the flux density on
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Figure 2.1: Flux density distribution (SED) for the disc of Fomalhaut C. Dots are measured
fluxes and triangles are 3𝜎 upper limits. The stellar photosphere model is in blue, the
disc model in green and the combined SED in orange. This figure is taken from Cronin-
Coltsmann et al. [2021] (Chapter 3).

the y-axis of an SED has the effect of making the infrared/radio emission more visible on
the plot, and so this form is often used in debris disc science. The plot is now technically
a ‘spectral flux density distribution’, but Janskys are still said to measure ‘flux density’ and
the acronym SED is still retained by convention.

SEDs can be applied to a variety of astronomical objects, from galaxies to stars.
Circumstellar material scientists produce SEDs from the combined emission of the host
star and any surrounding discs, an example SED of the Fomalhaut C system is displayed in
Figure 2.1.

The goal is to describe the total emission as originating from the sum of a stellar
photosphere and the thermal emission of the surrounding circumstellar matter. As the tem-
perature of the star and the material are normally very different, thousands of Kelvin for
the star and less than a few hundred Kelvin for the disc, it normally is not complex to fit a
stellar photosphere and identify what remains as an excess. The stellar photosphere model
is fit around optical and near-infrared photometry where their emission peaks. These mea-
surements often originate from large sky surveys like SDSS [York et al., 2000], Gaia [Gaia
Collaboration et al., 2016, 2018, 2021, 2022], 2MASS [Skrutskie et al., 2006] and WISE
[Wright et al., 2010]. Depending on the temperature of the disc, the disc’s flux is generally
informed by mid to far-IR and sub-mm data, with data from telescopes like WISE, Spitzer
[Werner et al., 2004], Herschel [Pilbratt et al., 2010] and ALMA [Wootten and Thompson,
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2009].

An infrared excess can point towards the presence of a disc, but fitting a model to
the disc and characterising it is not straightforward. Essentially this is because dust grains
do not emit as perfect blackbodies and so their spectral flux density is not described by the
Planck function, where the Planck function is:

𝐵a (a, 𝑇) =
2ℎa3

𝑐2
1

𝑒
ℎa
𝑘𝐵𝑇 − 1

(2.1)

for frequency a at temperature 𝑇 where ℎ is the Planck constant, 𝑐 is the speed of light, 𝑘𝐵
is the Boltzmann constant.

To begin with, a dust grain will emit inefficiently at wavelengths larger than its own
size, more precisely at wavelengths > _ for a size of between _/2𝜋 and 2𝜋_ depending on
the grain’s other properties [Backman and Paresce, 1993]. As grains with a temperature
between∼30-200 K will have emission peaks at wavelengths of∼100-15 microns, inefficient
emission is a significant factor. This would not be an issue if only one grain size was present
in a disc, but the collisional cascade that perpetuates debris discs necessarily produces a
distribution of grain sizes. The chemical composition and morphology of the dust grains is
also significant for their emission properties.

Different approaches can be taken to address these issues when attempting to fit a
model to the dust emission. The simplest is to use a so-called ‘modified blackbody’. Here,
the flux is taken as the flux of a perfect blackbody multiplied by a wavelength dependent
parameter, applied only at wavelengths longer than a given cut-off wavelength _0. Such a
modified blackbody equation could have the form of spectral flux density:

𝐹a ∝ 𝐵a (a, 𝑇)𝑋−1
_ (2.2)

where 𝑋_ is an attenuation factor itself parameterised by slope 𝛽 (not to be confused with
the 𝛽 of §1.2.1 that describes the balance of forces on a dust grain) [e.g. Kennedy and Wyatt,
2014]:

𝑋_ =


1 for_ ≤ _0

( _
_0
)𝛽 for_ > _0

(2.3)

This 𝑋_ factor can be observationally determined at specific wavelengths [Wyatt et al., 2007;
Wyatt, 2008]. Note this is sometimes seen as:

𝐹a ∝ 𝐵a (a, 𝑇)_−𝛽 (2.4)
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which may be applied at all wavelengths. An alternative, but similar (and converging to
identical at long wavelengths), formulation is [Williams et al., 2004]:

𝐹a ∝ 𝐵a (a, 𝑇)𝑄_ (2.5)

where 𝑄_ is an emission efficiency factor described at all wavelengths by:

𝑄_ = 1 − 𝑒−(
_0
_
)𝛽 (2.6)

In these equations _0 corresponds to where inefficient emission becomes important and can
be linked to a ‘characteristic’ grain size of the disc _0/2𝜋, roughly an average by weight
and emissivity over the grain size distribution [Hughes et al., 2018]. Grains of all sizes
contribute to the flux and information pertaining to the particular size distribution of the
disc is encoded in 𝛽.

As _0 and 𝛽 are individual to each disc and its particular size distribution, these
parameters are typically left free when fitting, although if there is not strong photomet-
ric coverage it is not uncommon for them to be poorly constrained. In cases where the
simple modified blackbody does not give strong constraints or when a surplus of photome-
try/spectroscopy allows for a deeper dive, a more complex and physical model can be used.
Conversely, if there is a lack of photometry that does not allow for strong constraints, using
a more realistic model can give more useful physical limits. Examples of what a more
complex model could include are:

• Multiple discs at different radial locations; this can still be through the modified
blackbody method but simply with multiple dust components simultaneously fitted.

• The spatial distribution of the dust grains; dust grains at different distances to the
star will have different incident stellar fluxes and thus different temperatures, this
distribution can be informed by modelling of a resolved image of the disc.

• Allowing different grain sizes to possess different temperatures; smaller grains that
emit inefficiently at more wavelengths will retain more of their heat and will reside at
higher equilibrium temperatures than larger grains.

• Modelling the size distribution of the grains; different grains sizes have different
properties as above and by including the slope parameter 𝑞 as a free parameter one
can shift the balance between different grain sizes.

• Setting maximum and minimum grain sizes; the minimum grain size will typically be
defined by the blow-out size of the system but can be a free parameter, in particular
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for low mass systems where a blow-out size is not well defined, and the maximum
size will be a cut off above which little significant flux is contributed.

• Using realistic optical properties based on grain composition and chemistry.

There can be many complications, some of which are simple:

• The disc could have multiple spatial components; i.e. there are multiple discs at
different radii and therefore with different temperatures in the system.

• There could not be enough IR photometry points; now that Spitzer and Herschel are
defunct many new detections have a critical lack of wavelength coverage.

• There is another star very nearby along the line of sight; this may be a binary
companion or a coincidental alignment. This can result in a blending of the two
stars’ emissions resulting in inaccurate photometry measurements and therefore an
uncertain stellar photosphere. This problem is more pronounced for colder stars
whose thermal emission peaks at longer wavelengths where telescope resolution is
decreased due to diffraction limit effects.

• There could be not enough high-quality optical photometry; when paired with a lack
of parallax measurement in particular and/or if no spectrometry is available, this can
leave the type and evolutionary stage of the host star uncertain; asymptotic giant
branch stars can heave off their outer layers forming a surrounding shell of dust that
causes an infrared excess [e.g. Habing, 1996].

• Extinction can also affect photometry; interstellar space is not a perfect void and
interstellar dust clouds can attenuate stellar fluxes, leading to inaccurate photometry
measurements.

There are other dangers in relying solely on SED fitting, for example background confusion.
Debris discs are not the only repositories of cold dust emitting in the infrared in the universe.
A chance alignment between a galactic star and a distant dusty galaxy can appear identical
to a debris disc when presented as just an SED gathered from local sky photometry. For
this reason imaging is often required to confirm the presence of a disc, or at least rule out
the presence of a background object.

Despite striving to produce an informed imperfect-blackbody distribution for the
emission of dust grains in a debris disc, there is a useful measure that can be derived from
pretending that dust grains are ideal emitters. This measure is the ‘blackbody radius’ of a
debris disc. If in a given model only one dust temperature is fit, the corresponding blackbody
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radius is the location of the dust ring if the dust indeed behaved as a perfect blackbody. If
the disc radius has been resolved in imaging, we can then compare the blackbody radius
to the resolved radius as a measure of how imperfectly the dust grains are behaving. The
measure commonly used is called Γ, defined as Rdust/RBB, the ratio of the resolved disc
to the blackbody radius [Booth et al., 2012], or equivalently defined as (Tdust/TBB)2, the
square of the ratio of the dust temperature to the temperature of an ideal blackbody at the
radius of the disc [Pawellek et al., 2014]. Γ can be used as an indirect measure for probing
grain size, as smaller dust grains behave more imperfectly and so are hotter than perfect
blackbodies; Γ is observed to increase with decreasing host luminosity, which correlates
to the decreased radiation pressure blowout size of less luminous hosts. Investigating this
measure and identifying trends in it can also then assist in characterising unresolved discs.
If there is an estimate for the typical Γ of a disc around a certain type host, one can model
the blackbody radius of an unresolved disc from its SED, and then use the expected Γ factor
to estimate a physical dust radius.

The information derived from modelling that creates an SED can also be used to
produce an alternative plot, a plot of temperature/blackbody radius (or representative tem-
perature/radius in a more complex model, where representative may mean something like
the properties of the dust grains observed by a particular instrument) vs fractional luminos-
ity. Such a plot can be used compare these parameters to those of other debris discs, or
to compare possible models to the detection limits of individual instruments, an example
of this for the disc around GSC 07396-00759 is displayed in Figure 2.2 [Cronin-Coltsmann
et al., 2022, Chapter 4].

2.1.1 Historic instruments

To understand the history of infrared and sub-mm astronomical observations, a few key
concepts must be addressed.

First is the idea of of an ‘atmospheric window’, or lack thereof. The Earth’s at-
mosphere is not a perfect transmitter of electromagnetic energy, in fact vast swathes of the
electromagnetic spectrum are mostly or entirely absorbed or scattered. Water vapour is the
most significant molecule when it comes to absorption in the infra-red, with large contri-
butions from carbon dioxide and smaller contributions from oxygen and ozone, methane
and nitrogen oxides. The end result, as seen in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, is that at sea level
much of the spectrum between 1 micron and 1 mm is blocked by the atmosphere, making
telescopic observations very difficult from Earth’s surface. It is still technically feasible, but
the telescope must be built somewhere high up and dry, with less atmosphere and water to
look through. A different solution for infrared observation however is to remove the issue
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Figure 2.2: Plot of disc fractional luminosity against representative temperature/blackbody
radius, i.e. the temperature and stellocentric radius of mm grains. Blackbody radius depends
on host stellar temperature and is thus only accurate for GSC 07396-00759. A selection
of allowed models for the disc of GSC 07396-00759 are plotted as blue circles. The
distributions up to 3𝜎 following the same SED fitting procedure are shown for a selection of
low mass host debris discs as coloured ellipses. The detection limits for the WISE 12 micron
band, WISE 22 micron band and ALMA Band 7 are plotted as blue, orange and green curves
respectively. The vertical red dashed line is placed at 70.2 AU, the best-fitting model radius
for GSC 07396-00759’s resolved disc. This figure is taken from Cronin-Coltsmann et al.
[2022] (Chapter 4).
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of the atmosphere entirely, by placing your telescope in space. Naturally this comes with its
own expense and engineering challenges, but the results are worthwhile.

The other issue, which becomes a dominant concern when it comes to space tele-
scopes, is the need for cooling. Mid to far infrared telescopes are looking to trace the thermal
emission of distant objects, but thermal emission can originate from much closer to home.
An infrared telescope needs to not be overwhelmed by the thermal emission of its imme-
diate surroundings. Placing a telescope in the vacuum of space also assists in this manner,
removing all the heat of the Earth’s atmosphere from the equation, although a sun-shield
is still warranted. But there is still the thermal emission of the telescope itself to contend
with. To counter this, infrared space telescopes come equipped with supplies of cryogen,
normally liquid helium, that is slowly expended to keep the telescope cool. Once the supply
of cryogen depletes, the telescope can no longer cool itself enough that its own heat does not
wash out that of the objects it observes and it can no longer continue in operation, at least
for observing the longer wavelengths. A telescope’s equilibrium temperature may still be
cool enough to observe at the shortest wavelengths it is equipped to [e.g. SPITZER/IRAC;
WISE 3.4 and 4.6 `m; Werner et al., 2004; Fazio et al., 2004; Wright et al., 2010; Mainzer
et al., 2014].

The final consideration for observing at longer wavelengths is the diffraction limit.
By the physical laws of diffraction there is a natural limit to how well resolved an image
can be, the resolving angle \, for a telescope with a set aperture/mirror/lens size, diameter
𝐷, observing at a particular wavelength, _. The diffraction limit is defined by the equation
\ = 1.22_/𝐷. Even if an optical system is not refined to reach its diffraction limit, when
the wavelength of observation is increased, so too will the resolution decrease. So when
telescopes observe at longer wavelengths in the far-IR, their resolution will always be
naturally worse than telescopes observing at smaller wavelengths with similar mirror sizes.
Larger mirrors are always more desirable, both for increasing resolution and increasing light
gathering area, across all wavelengths of observation, but the construction of increasingly
large mirrors is an increasingly larger technical challenge, especially if the mirror must be
raised into space intact.

It is for these reasons that so many far-infrared telescopes are space telescopes,
with lifespans limited by cooling supplies and with resolutions that always drag behind the
optical. It would be outside of the scope of this thesis to detail every single instrument
that was or is capable of observing debris discs, but some of the key contributors can be
described to highlight the importance of ALMA in contemporary debris disc science.
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Figure 2.3: Plots describing the local electromagnetic radiation environment in the near-
ultraviolet to mid infrared-regime. The top plot shows incoming radiation from the Sun as
well as the Earth’s own outgoing thermal emission. The middle plot shows total absorption
and scattering reducing the intensity of incoming light; atmospheric windows are present
where intensity loss is minimal. The bottom collection of plots show the impact of individual
species in absorption and the effect of Rayleigh scattering; water vapour is noticeably the
largest absorber. This image was taken from Wikimedia commons having been released
into the public domain.
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Figure 2.4: Plot showing how opaque the atmosphere at sea level is to light of a wide
range of wavelengths. The rainbow denotes visible light. Multiple atmospheric windows
are visible, in particular a large window is present a wavelengths between approximately
2 cm and 10 m. This image was modified from an image taken from NASA and is in the
public domain.

IRAS

The Infrared Astronomical Satellite [Neugebauer et al., 1984] was a far-IR space telescope
launched in January 1983 that observed the entire sky over ten months and then ceased
operations when it ran out of coolant. It observed at four wavelengths: 12 `m, 25 `m, 60 `m
and 100 `m with 5𝜎 sensitivities of ∼500 mJy for the first three bands and ∼1500 mJy for
the 100 `m band, and resolutions of ∼25 arcsec, ∼25 arcsec, ∼50 arcsec and ∼100 arcsec
respectively.

As the first space telescope to observe the entire sky in the infrared, it was the
telescope that first discovered debris discs. The first excess was detected around Vega
[Aumann et al., 1984], followed by 𝛽 Pictoris, 𝜖 Eridani and Fomalhaut. Soon hundreds of
stars had infrared excesses identified [Oudmaijer et al., 1992], although not all were main
sequence debris discs. Note that these detections came before the Kuiper belt itself was
detected [Jewitt and Luu, 1993].

IRAS was extremely important for discovering the first debris discs, but its technol-
ogy has long been superseded. However, as a rare far-infrared all-sky survey, its photometry
can still prove useful for particularly bright stars and discs. In terms of imaging, IRAS’s
resolution was too poor to fully resolve any of its detections, but could distinguish the discs
from point sources [Backman and Paresce, 1993].

WISE

The Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer [Wright et al., 2010] is a space telescope in polar
orbit around the Earth. The telescope has four different observation bands: W1: 3.4 `m, W2:
4.6 `m, W3: 12 `m and W4: 22 `m, in the All-Sky Data Release [Cutri and et al., 2012;
Cutri et al., 2012] it observed with respective 5𝜎 sensitivities of 68, 98, 860 and 5400 `Jy,
several orders of magnitude greater than that of IRAS, with resolutions of ∼6.1 arcsec,
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∼6.4 arcsec, ∼6.5 arcsec and ∼12.0 arcsec respectively. WISE surveyed the entire sky and
released several large data releases across its mission. To begin with the 2012 All-Sky Data
release covered the entire sky with all four bands. Once the spacecraft’s cryogenic supplies
ran out it could only observe the 3.4 `m and 4.6 `m bands, but it continued observing, now
looking for Near-Earth Objects for the NEOWISE mission [Mainzer et al., 2011, 2014].
In 2013 NEOWISE’s data was released and later that year a combined catalogue dubbed
ALLWISE was released [Cutri et al., 2021]. The NEOWISE mission was extended and is
ongoing, continuing to release data annually [Schlafly et al., 2019; Cutri et al., 2021].

WISE’s wavelength and sensitivity is highly photometrically valuable for character-
ising the photospheres of host stars, and sometimes the emission of particularly warm debris
discs. Nearly every modern debris disc SED will use WISE data in the photosphere fitting.

Having viewed the entire sky, WISE data is also capable of discovering new warm
debris discs as well as characterising known ones. For example Moór et al. [2021] use the
ALLWISE catalogue to identify new six new extreme debris discs. The long time baseline
of the WISE data also allowed them to probe the time-variability of their sample.

With a maximum wavelength of 22 `m, WISE could only observe debris discs with
dust warmer than ∼100 K, and with the post-cryogenic maximum wavelength of just 4.6 `m
the dust must be several hundreds of Kelvin to be observable, only achievable in extreme
debris discs. The resolution of WISE’s images is generally too poor to resolve the debris
discs it is capable of observing.

Spitzer

The Spitzer Space Telescope began operation in 2003. Its Infrared Array Camera [IRAC;
Fazio et al., 2004] observed at 3.6 `m, 4.5 `m, 5.8 `m and 8 `m all with a resolution
of ∼1.2 arcsec and respective sensitivities of 6, 7, 36 and 54 `Jy (5𝜎 for 200 seconds
of observation). The Infrared Spectrograph [IRS; Houck et al., 2004] could operate at
several spectral resolutions in a range of 5.3 to 40 `m. The Multiband Imaging Photometer
for Spitzer [MIPS; Rieke et al., 2004] observed at 24 `m, 70 `m and 160 `m at spatial
resolutions of 6 arcsec, 18 arcsec and 40 arcsec respectively. To give a perspective of its
sensitivity range, 5𝜎 sensitivity after 200 seconds of observation was ∼250`Jy and in its
SED mode for point sources was 51, 127 and 283 mJy respectively at wavelengths of 60, 75
and 90 `m.

Its primary operation lasted five and a half years before its cryogenic supply ran out.
However, as active cooling was not required for the 3.6 and 4.5 `m IRAC bands and in these
modes the telescope continued operation until final shutdown in 2020.

Finally, a sensitive telescope observing in the far-infrared allowed for hundreds of
papers published in science related to debris discs, discovering and characterising hundreds
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of disc candidates [e.g. Rieke et al., 2005; Su et al., 2006; Trilling et al., 2008; Koerner
et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2014].

Certain discs could be resolved for the first time, such as the four nearby and bright
Vega [Su et al., 2005], 𝛽 Pictoris [Rebull et al., 2008], 𝜖 Eridani [Backman et al., 2009] and
Fomalhaut systems [Stapelfeldt et al., 2004]. The disc of Fomalhaut resolved by Spitzer at
70 microns is displayed in the top left of Figure 2.5.

Spitzer was an excellent addition to the debris disc observer’s arsenal, but its main
mission lifetime was finite and there was more room to go deeper into the far-IR to find
cooler discs and to image at higher resolution.

Herschel

The Herschel Space Observatory was designed to peer into even longer wavelengths. From
2009 until its cryogenic supply fully depleted in 2014, Herschel observed in the far-IR. Of
particular relevance to debris discs science, the Photodetecting Array Camera and Spectrom-
eter [PACS; Poglitsch et al., 2010] was capable of imaging at wavelengths of 70, 100 and
160 `m, the FWHM of the beams were 5.6, 6.8 and 10.7 arcsec respectively. The Spectral
and Photometric Imaging REceiver [SPIRE; Griffin et al., 2010] was capable of imaging at
250, 350 and 500 `m, the FWHM of the beams were 18.1, 25.2 and 36.6 arcsec respectively.
With an hour of integration time the 5𝜎 sensitivity of the PACS bands were 5-10 mJy and
sensitivity would be confusion limited to ∼6 mJy for SPIRE. ‘Confusion limited’ means
that the beam size is large enough that with a certain sensitivity it becomes statistically
impossible to distinguish between emission from a given object and faint emission from
unwanted extra-galactic sources also caught up in the beam.

Herschel provided much needed photometry in the far-infrared needed to fill in the
SEDs of colder discs, finally allowing them to be characterised. No other telescope currently
provides sensitive photometry in this wavelength range, the Earth’s atmosphere blocks light
of these wavelengths and such space missions are expensive and so few and far between. Its
photometry, where available, remains invaluable while SED modelling and every disc SED
modelled without Herschel photometry suffers from the lack of it.

Herschel was able to well resolve debris discs, some to a new degree of clarity
and some for the first time. The disc of Fomalhaut resolved by Herschel at 70 microns is
displayed in the top right of Figure 2.5.

Its sensitivity also allowed it to detect many new discs for the first time, providing
the best statistical disc occurrence rates yet that are still highly referenced today, such as
the DEBRIS and DUNES surveys [e.g. Eiroa et al., 2013; Thureau et al., 2014; Montesinos
et al., 2016; Sibthorpe et al., 2018]. With its far-IR reach it could also begin to detect
new M-dwarf discs beyond the nearby AU Mic. Particularly, it discovered the disc around
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Figure 2.5: Top left: the disc of Fomalhaut as seen by Spitzer at 70 microns. [Image credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech/K. Stapelfeldt (JPL), Stapelfeldt et al. [2004]]. Top right: the disc of
Fomalhaut as seen by Herschel at 70 microns. [Image credit: ESA/Herschel/PACS/Bram
Acke, KU Leuven, Belgium, Acke et al. [2012]]. Bottom left: the disc of Fomalhaut as
seen by Hubble over a wavelength range of 0.2-1.03 microns. [Image credit: NASA, ESA
and P. Kalas (University of California, Berkeley, USA), Kalas et al. [2013]]. Bottom right:
the disc of Fomalhaut as seen by ALMA at a wavelength of 1.3 mm. [Image credit: ALMA
(ESO/NAOJ/NRAO); M. MacGregor, MacGregor et al. [2017]].
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Fomalhaut C [Kennedy et al., 2013].
The end of the Herschel mission leaves a noticeable hole in debris disc photometric

capabilities, but there is a possibility that its work could be continued in the future by the
next generation Far-IR telescopes like the Origins Space Telescope [OST Leisawitz et al.,
2018, 2021].

Scattered Light Observations

Scattered light observations supply a good complement to infrared observations. Rather
than observing the thermal emission of dust grains, they observe the starlight that is scattered
off of dust in the disc. Relying on the scattering mechanism means that these observations
can only take place at sub-micron to several micron wavelengths and are limited to viewing
the smallest dust grains in the system as these dominate the scattering surface area. These
observations thus do not trace the parent planetesimal belt but do instead trace the dynamical
consequences of pressure forces in the system that primarily act on small dust grains. That
is, halos of blown out dust and ‘swept-back wings’ likely from ISM interaction are often
seen. Scattered light observations cannot be used to construct SEDs or probe the grain size
distribution, but can inform us about the structure of a system and the forces at play. As the
light is not directly emitted by the dust but originates from the star, there are a couple of
consequences that must be kept in mind.

First, the star’s own direct emission would also be picked up by the telescope, and
so a coronagraph must be used to mask out the stellar emission. This can prevent the inner
reaches of a disc from being imaged, and/or the back/front of a disc if the system is being
edge-on. Secondly, as incident flux decreases with distance from the star as 1/𝑟2, dust
that is further away is significantly less illuminated and will be less bright to our sensors,
decreasing signal to noise very rapidly as one observes further from the host star. Thirdly,
the observation of scattered light depends on the ‘scattering phase function’ (SPF). The
scattering phase function is the likelihood of a scattered photon being directed towards the
observer as a function of angle to the star, in other words a measure of how likely it is for
a photon to change direction after scattering. When looking at all the unpolarised light
received, a ‘total-intensity’ observation, the scattering phase function is heavily weighted
towards forward-scattering. This is where the scattering angle is low and the light does not
have to change its overall direction much after scattering. Due to this forward scattering
propensity debris discs are much more likely to be observed in scattered light when they
are edge-on, as a face-on disc would require a large scattering angle. When looking at the
light of a single polarisation received, a ‘polarised light’ observation, the SPF is different,
as whether or not the light will pick up a polarisation is also a function of scattering-angle.
The polarised SPF is less forward-scattering than the total-intensity SPF and peaks at 90◦
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scattering angles and so these observations view different sections of the disc. The host
star’s light is not polarised and so polarised light observations do not suffer from significant
stellar contamination.

Instruments like Gemini/GPI [Macintosh et al., 2008], VLT/SPHERE [Beuzit et al.,
2008, 2019a] and HST/STIS [Woodgate et al., 1998] that observe scattered light have
resolved numerous discs [e.g. Esposito et al., 2020; Wahhaj et al., 2016; Sissa et al., 2018;
Kalas et al., 2013], including discs that have not been fully resolved in the submillimetre
such as TWA 7 [Olofsson et al., 2018; Ren et al., 2021]. The disc of Fomalhaut resolved
by Hubble over a wavelength range of 0.2-1.03 microns is displayed in the bottom left of
Figure 2.5.

2.1.2 The need for ALMA

It seems like there is a good suite of past observations across a large wavelength range,
both directly observing and mapping sky, without even mentioning many other instruments
like Akari [Murakami et al., 2007], JCMT/SCUBA2 [Holland et al., 2013] and the VLA
[Thompson et al., 1980]. So what is missing? Many of these instruments are either defunct,
outdated, operate at inconvenient wavelengths or simply are not powerful enough. Our tools
for far-infrared observations are severely limited; we would like to probe the largest dust grain
sizes requiring far-IR/submm observations, allowing investigation of the deep structure of
planetesimal belts by observing the large dust grains that trace the parent planetesimals; we
would like to resolve a wider population of discs, requiring high resolution and sensitivity;
we would like to discover the coldest discs out there, detectable only at sub-mm wavelengths
at high sensitivity; and we would like to investigate the presence of cold gas in these
discs, observable only with spectrally sensitive far-IR/mm instruments. ALMA is the only
observatory that fits this bill, by the joint forces of a large collecting area from dozens of
individual dishes and subverting the diffraction limit by measuring the Fourier transform of
the sky rather than directly imaging. For comparison, the disc of Fomalhaut as resolved by
ALMA at a wavelength of 1.3 mm is displayed in the bottom right of Figure 2.5.

2.2 The Atacama Large Millimetre/submillimetre Array

So what is ALMA, actually? The Atacama Large Millimetre/submillimetre Array [ALMA;
Wootten and Thompson, 2009] is an interferometric array comprised of 66 individual radio
telescopes situated at an elevation of 5000 m atop the Chajnantor plateau in the Chilean
Atacama Desert. Nominal ALMA observations use up to 50 12 m dishes; additionally
the Atacama Compact Array [ACA; Iguchi et al., 2009] observes in an especially compact
configuration using an additional 12 7 m dishes and 4 12 m dishes. The observatory is run
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Figure 2.6: Aerial view of ALMA antennae, the cluster of smaller antennae is the Atacama
Compact Array. [Image credit: Clem & Adri Bacri-Normier (wingsforscience.com)/ESO]

by a partnership of countries from Europe, the USA, Canada, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan
and Chile and cost over a billion US dollars to construct. It began observing in 2011 and
reached full operational status in 2013. An aerial view of some of ALMA’s antennae is
presented in Figure 2.6

2.2.1 The basis of interferometry

As an interferometer, ALMA relies on the physics of interference, the construction and
destruction of the amplitude of coincident photons on the basis of their phase.

To begin with we will define a couple of coordinate systems. First, we will define
a 2-dimensional spatial distribution of the intensity of an astronomical object on the sky,
we will call this 𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚), where 𝑙 and 𝑚 are our orthogonal spatial axes whose units are
radians, these are angular coordinates. The 𝑙, 𝑚 plane is the ‘plane of the sky’ as commonly
understood by astronomers, i.e. it is perpendicular to the line of sight. To clarify, at a
position of 𝑙 along one spatial axis and 𝑚 along another, a point will have a given intensity,
i.e. a brightness. Our second system we define as 𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣) and we call ‘visibility space’.
The values at 𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣), we call visibilities. The orthogonal visibility axes 𝑢 and 𝑣 have units
of radians−1, although we commonly measure ‘baseline’ vectors b within them in units of
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wavelengths for convenience/by convention. Technically, these units of wavelengths must
at some point be converted back into units of radians−1, through multiplication of a factor
1/_ rad−1, where _ is the wavelength of the light being observed. A visibility point at a
given 𝑢 and 𝑣,𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣), is a complex number with an amplitude and phase/real and imaginary
part. We will develop our understanding of 𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣) as we go along.

If we imagine an astronomical point source in the sky, at some 𝑙, 𝑚, emitting
light of angular frequency 𝜔 and wavelength _ that eventually reaches Earth, that light
takes a certain amount of time to reach a radio receiver here on Earth. The source is
sufficiently far away that we can treat the light it emits as parallel wavefronts. If we have
a second nearby receiver, that wavefront takes slightly longer to arrive due to a slight
difference in path length. The wavefront travels for an extra time 𝜏𝑔. A receiver will
measure the electromagnetic signal from this light, varying with time 𝑡 as the light wave
naturally oscillates. In ALMA’s dishes, this signal is digitised into a voltage. We’ll call
the signal to the first receiver 𝑉1 and 𝑉1 = 𝑉 cos (𝜔𝑡), the signal to the second slightly
more distant receiver is 𝑉2 = 𝑉 cos (𝜔(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑔)). The important measurement we want to
make is the combination of the signals from the two receivers to see how they interfere.
ALMA does this through multiplication in a supercomputer called the ‘correlator’. After
this multiplication we have a combined interfered signal𝑉1𝑉2 = 𝑉2 cos (𝜔𝑡) cos (𝜔(𝑡 − 𝜏𝑔)).
Using the trigonometric theorem cos (𝑎) cos (𝑏) = cos (𝑎+𝑏)+cos (𝑎−𝑏)

2 we can split this into
𝑉1𝑉2 = 𝑉2

2
(
cos (𝜔(2𝑡 − 𝜏𝑔) + cos (𝜔(𝜏𝑔))

)
. The signals are also averaged over a short time

period so the cos (𝜔(2𝑡 − 𝜏𝑔)) averages to zero, and we have an output signal, which we will
call 𝑅𝑐, 𝑅𝑐 = 𝑉2

2 cos (𝜔𝜏𝑔). This setup is displayed in Figure 2.7.
The vector separation between two receivers we call a baseline, b, which we measure

in units of wavelengths of the light observed. If ŝ is the unit vector describing the direction
of the object in the sky and b is our baseline vector, the extra distance travelled by the light
to reach the second receiver is b · ŝ. This means 𝜏𝑔 = b·ŝ

c , where c is the speed of light. It
then follows that 𝜔𝜏𝑔 = 2𝜋 b·ŝ

_
and we get the equation for the ‘cosine correlation’ 𝑅𝑐:

𝑅𝑐 =
𝑉2

2
cos (2𝜋b · ŝ

_
) (2.7)

So we can see that this measurement varies with baseline and the wavelength observed,
and also the position of the object in the sky. The value of 𝑅𝑐 varying with position is
demonstrated in the top of Figure 2.8, and the value varying with baseline is demonstrated
in the bottom of Figure 2.8.

The field of view (FOV) on the sky of an interferometer is set by the diameter of
the individual dishes and the wavelength of observation, this is connected to the idea of the
diffraction limit. The profile of the field of view, called the ‘Primary Beam’, is approximately
Gaussian in shape and is normally defined by its Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM).
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of a two-receiver interferometer measuring a path difference in light
received from a distant point source.
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Figure 2.8: Top: Due to the change in extra path length changing the time delay 𝜏𝑔, the
value of 𝑅𝑐 varies between an observation of a source at 𝑇 (𝑙𝑎, 𝑚𝑎) in black and a source
at 𝑇 (𝑙𝑏, 𝑚𝑏) in red. Bottom: Due to the change in baseline changing the time delay 𝜏𝑔, the
value of 𝑅𝑐 varies between an observation of a source using the short baseline b21 in black,
the medium baseline b2B in blue and the long baseline b2A in red.
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For ALMA’s 12 m dishes the FWHM of the primary beam is 21 arcseconds when observing
at a wavelength of 1 mm, this is displayed in Figure 2.9 centre.

For a single baseline we can imagine a response to a source within the field of
view as a set of fringes projected onto the sky, the fringes being described by the cosine
in Equation 2.7. These fringes before the application of the primary beam are displayed in
Figure 2.9 top and these fringes after the effect of the primary beam is applied is displayed
in Figure 2.9 bottom.

The total signal received by a single baseline observing an extended source on the
sky is proportional to the integral of this response multiplied by the entire sky brightness
distribution, where we have substituted𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚) for a form as a function of ŝ, 𝑇 (ŝ), and where
Ω is the solid angle on the sky to be integrated over :

𝑅𝑐 =

∫
𝑇 (ŝ) cos (2𝜋b · ŝ

_
)𝑑Ω (2.8)

There are additional factors that account for instrumental response (e.g. the effective area of
the receivers) and bandwidth that we will omit for brevity. Typically we want to centre the
‘phase’ of the fringes so that we have a maximum response at the centre of the FOV where
the primary beam response is also strongest. We can introduce an artificial time delay 𝜏0 into
the signal to shift the fringe pattern on the sky in order to centre it. ALMA simultaneously
observes at multiple wavelengths over a bandpass that each have different fringe patterns.
There is a singular ‘phase centre’ where all wavelengths of observation have a peak response
that we can ‘point’ towards the centre of the FOV by setting 𝜏0 ≈ 𝜏𝑔. This idea is displayed
in Figure 2.10.

From this point we can also define what makes something ‘resolved’. For multiple
point sources or an extended source, the light emitted from different locations is incoherent
with the rest of the emission, i.e. the signals received originating from spatially separated
emission do not interfere coherently and the total signal measured is the sum of the signals
from all sources after they have interfered with only themselves.

If we have two equally bright point sources very close to each other, they could both
reside within the same first peak of the fringes and would thus be indistinguishable from a
single point source of greater brightness. This is shown in the top left of Figure 2.11.

If we can also vary our baseline to make it longer, with correspondingly higher
frequency fringes, as soon as one source resides in a peak and the next in a trough of the
fringes the signals would cancel to zero in the integration and we would be able to tell
that there must be two separate sources. The sources are now resolved. This is shown in
the top right of Figure 2.11. Mathematically, something is resolved when its angular scale
Δ\ = _/2b; compare this to the Rayleigh criterion for resolution Δ\ = 1.22_/𝐷 and we can
see the increased performance of interferometry.
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Figure 2.9: Top: The response to a source of a single baseline interferometer shown as a
fringe pattern projected onto the sky. Centre: the primary beam response on the sky for
ALMA’s 12 m dishes. The FWHM is 21 arcseconds and response quickly drops beyond
this, effectively limiting the ‘useful’ FOV to the primary beam FWHM. Bottom: the fringe
pattern projected onto the sky after the application of a primary beam response. The value
at the fringe peak in red is +1 and the value at the fringe trough in blue is −1.
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of a two-receiver interferometer measuring a path difference in
light received from a distant point source with the inclusion of a time delay 𝜏0 to one of
the signals. Also shown is the aligning of the fringes of multiple wavelengths of light on a
single phase centre in one dimension.
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Figure 2.11: Top left: two point sources on the sky both reside within the same peak. Over
the integration the total signal is positive and indistinguishable from a single bright point
source. Top right: if we also have access to longer baselines, and so higher spatial frequency
fringes on the sky, we can reach a point where one source resides in a peak and the other a
trough. Over integration the total signal is zero and we have resolved the sources. Bottom
left: as the signal of a large source is spread over several peaks and troughs, over integration
the signal self-cancels and most of the flux of the source is lost. Bottom right: If a single
point source resides in at a zero in the fringe, the integration returns zero signal. Shifting the
fringes by a quarter wavelength would bring the source onto a peak and return a signal, and
so both a sinusoidal and cosinusoidal fringe pattern are used together to ensure detection.
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With an extended source, we can see the issue of ‘resolving out’ in the bottom left
of Figure 2.11. Here the flux is spread across multiple peaks and troughs of the fringes, and
much of the signal is lost upon integration.

If we look at the bottom right of Figure 2.11 we see that if the receivers and phase
centre are not precisely pointed with a target point source at a central peak, the measurement
this baseline makes could be zero. If we shift the phase of the fringes by 90◦, we recover it.
Such that we do not miss these ‘odd components’ of sources, we extend our measurement to
also always include a second 90◦ shifted component. Mathematically we have an equation
for the ‘sine correlation’, 𝑅𝑠:

𝑅𝑠 =

∫
𝑇 (ŝ) sin (2𝜋b · ŝ

_
)𝑑Ω (2.9)

with which we will define an equation for the ‘complex correlation’ 𝐶 for baseline b:

𝐶 = 𝑅𝑐 − 𝑖𝑅𝑠 (2.10)

or more fully:

𝐶 =

∫
𝑇 (ŝ) (cos (2𝜋b · ŝ

_
) − 𝑖 sin (2𝜋b · ŝ

_
))𝑑Ω (2.11)

We should recognise an opportunity to use Euler’s formula (𝑒𝑖𝑥 = cos 𝑥 + 𝑖 sin 𝑥), to get:

𝐶 =

∫
𝑇 (ŝ)𝑒−𝑖2𝜋 ( b

_
·ŝ)𝑑Ω (2.12)

We remember that ŝ is a unit vector whose direction is defined by the position of the source
on the sky 𝑙, 𝑚, with an angle to the plane of \. Our coordinates 𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚) are technically
called ‘direction cosine coordinates’. The origin of the coordinate system 𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚) is at the
phase centre of the observation, which is usually also the centre of the field of view. This
origin could be described by an origin vector ŝ0 with an angle to the plane of the physical
baseline of \0. We can separate ŝ into a component perpendicular to the 𝑙, 𝑚 plane, ŝ0, and
a component in the 𝑙, 𝑚 plane that we will call 𝝈 such that ŝ = ŝ0 + 𝝈. As ŝ and ŝ0 are both
unit vectors defined by angles from the ground, 𝝈 is technically a projected angular distance
on the sky. In the direction cosine coordinate system we are using, 𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚), 𝝈 is simply by
definition the location of a source

[
𝑙
𝑚

]
.

For a given observation phase centre, ŝ0 is constant, and so we rewrite Equation 2.12:

𝐶 = 𝑒−𝑖2𝜋 (
b
_
·ŝ0)

∫
𝑇 (𝝈)𝑒−𝑖2𝜋 ( b

_
·𝝈)𝑑Ω (2.13)

where 𝑒−𝑖2𝜋 (
b
_
·ŝ0) is now a constant factor dependent on the chosen phase centre defined by
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ŝ0. We can now introduce the equation for a measured visibility, 𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣):

𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑒𝑖2𝜋 (
b
_
·ŝ0)𝐶 (2.14)

such that:

𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣) =
∫

𝑇 (𝝈)𝑒−𝑖2𝜋 ( b
_
·𝝈)𝑑Ω (2.15)

A baseline is directly related to our visibility coordinates 𝑢 and 𝑣. The 𝑢, 𝑣 plane is parallel to
the 𝑙, 𝑚 plane and the projection of a physical baseline vector b onto this plane corresponds
to the vector [ 𝑢𝑣 ]. These planes and their relation to a physical baseline are shown in
Figure 2.12. If the receivers were observing a source directly above them, the plane of
the physical telescope baselines would also be parallel to the 𝑢, 𝑣 and 𝑙, 𝑚 planes, and no
projection is needed. In this case if we place one receiver 500,000 wavelengths (500 kilo-
lambda, 500 k_), north and 100 k_ east of a second receiver, the measurement those two
make when they combine their signals corresponds to the point at 𝑉 (500k_, 100k_) in
visibility space. Important to note is that to place a telescope north and east of another is
equally to place a telescope south and west of another, and so in this case we have also have
measured the visibility at 𝑉 (−500k_,−100k_).

The dot product of b and 𝝈 will naturally project b onto the 𝑢, 𝑣 plane, as 𝝈 resides
in the 𝑙, 𝑚 plane that is parallel to the 𝑢, 𝑣 plane. We also earlier stated that we chose 𝑢, 𝑣

to be measured in units of rad−1, so our baseline in terms of distance b must be converted
by dividing through by _. And so we can now resolve the dot product from the exponent of
Equation 2.15:

b
_
· 𝝈 =

[
𝑢

𝑣

]
·
[
𝑙

𝑚

]
= 𝑢𝑙 + 𝑣𝑚 (2.16)

After converting back from functions of 𝝈 to functions of 𝑙, 𝑚 and going back from inte-
grating with respect to Ω to integrating with respect to 𝑙 and 𝑚, and inserting Equation 2.16
into Equation 2.15, we finally have:

𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣) =
∫ ∫

𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚)𝑒−𝑖2𝜋 (𝑢𝑙+𝑣𝑚)𝑑𝑙𝑑𝑚 (2.17)

The equation might look familiar at this point. We make the startling realisation that our
visibilities 𝑉 measured by the interferometer are simply the Fourier transform of the sky
intensity distribution 𝑇 :

𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣)
F
↼−−⇁ 𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚) (2.18)
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Figure 2.12: Schematic of the 𝑙, 𝑚 and 𝑢, 𝑣 planes in relation to the sky and a physical
baseline. A point on the sky is located at 𝑙, 𝑚 and is described by the vector 𝝈, the projection
of the vector ŝ onto the 𝑙, 𝑚 plane. A physical baseline between two receivers has baseline
vector b that is projected onto the 𝑢, 𝑣 plane to point 𝑢, 𝑣. The 𝑙, 𝑚 and 𝑢, 𝑣 planes are
parallel.
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explicitly:

𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣) =
∫ ∫

𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚)𝑒−𝑖2𝜋 (𝑢𝑙+𝑣𝑚)𝑑𝑙𝑑𝑚

𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚) =
∫ ∫

𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣)𝑒+𝑖2𝜋 (𝑢𝑙+𝑣𝑚)𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣
(2.19)

The above mathematics are not entirely rigorous, but the derivation can be found in more
detail at https://ratt-ru.github.io/fundamentals_of_interferometry and the
general relationship that the intensity distribution of a distant incoherent source is a Fourier
transform of its interferometric visibility is proven by the van Cittert-Zernike theorem [van
Cittert, 1934; Zernike, 1938].

We can look at all of this in another way. 𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣) is the Fourier transform of 𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚),
and so 𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚) is the sum of the contributions of all the spatial frequencies described by
𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣). A single baseline acts as a mask in the Fourier plane, or a spatial filter. What is
then measured from a single baseline is how much that single spatial frequency the baseline
represents contributes to the overall structure of 𝑇 (𝑙, 𝑚).

The entire process seems convoluted, and it is important to regain sight of the
fundamental use case. What we can achieve through the use of interferometry and two-
receiver baselines is sensitivity to resolution scales smaller than the individual dishes are
capable of alone. By using a baseline b comprised from two small aperture receivers we
can resolve the sky on the scale that would have otherwise required a single, unfeasibly
large aperture diffraction-limited receiver of diameter b. With two small receivers we have
synthesised a larger receiver and circumvented the diffraction limit. This idea is called
aperture synthesis.

To continue we must now discuss the general properties of Fourier transforms.

2.2.2 Fourier transforms

One-dimensional Fourier transforms

A Fourier transform generally decomposes a signal into the frequencies of the underlying
cosinusoidal/sinusoidal waves that comprise it. For example, a sound signal can be trans-
formed into the amplitudes of its constituent notes. In such a case, the amplitude of the
signal over time have been transformed into the amplitude of its frequencies. Analogously,
a distribution of intensity across a space can be Fourier transformed into the amplitude of
the spatial frequencies of the waves that sum to create it. This concept is displayed simply
in Figure 2.13.

A Fourier transform produces a complex result: the frequencies have a real and
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Figure 2.13: Graphic displaying two complementary Fourier domains that could be e.g. time
& frequency or space & spatial frequency plotted on the left and right x-axes respectively
with amplitude on the y-axes. On the left in red a one-dimensional waveform is plotted,
and on the right in blue are the frequencies that constitute it. In the centre in blue are
the individual waves represented by each frequency that when summed produce the red
waveform. [This image was taken from Wikimedia commons having been released into the
public domain].

imaginary component. In frequency space, point 𝑓 has value (𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖). The real part
describes the shape of the signal and the imaginary part describes the location. For a
single frequency 𝑓 , the imaginary component describes whether or not the sinusoidal wave
is peaked, troughed or in between at the origin. Or alternatively, the real part describes
how cosinusoidal the wave is and the imaginary part describes how sinusoidal it is. If we
extend the frequency axes into negative numbers, a ‘positive’ frequency 𝑓 and a hypothetical
‘negative’ frequency − 𝑓 describe the same wavelength wave, and so the Fourier transform
of a signal is also mirrored about the origin, however the mirror ‘negative’ frequency’s value
will be the complex conjugate of the positive’s, to account for the opposite phase. This is
called Hermitian symmetry and is always true if the original signal is purely real.

Some basic transform relationships are: a constant transforms to a delta function,
a top-hat distribution transforms into a sinc function, a thin Gaussian transforms to a wide
Gaussian, as seen in Figure 2.14.

Additionally, if we have two functions 𝑔(𝑥) and ℎ(𝑥) with respective Fourier trans-
forms𝐺 (𝑡) and𝐻 (𝑡), the convolution theorem states that the Fourier transform of𝐺 (𝑡)×𝐻 (𝑡)
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Figure 2.14: A top hat is Fourier transformed to a sinc function and a wide Gaussian is
Fourier transformed into a thin Gaussian.
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is equal to the convolution of 𝑔(𝑥) and ℎ(𝑥).

𝑔(𝑥)
F
↼−−⇁ 𝐺 (𝑡)

ℎ(𝑥)
F
↼−−⇁ 𝐻 (𝑡)

𝐺 (𝑡) × 𝐻 (𝑡)
F
↼−−⇁ 𝑔(𝑥) ∗ ℎ(𝑥)

(2.20)

Two-dimensional Fourier transforms and ALMA

These basic properties all extend into two dimensions, and in our space-time it is much
easier to imagine a two-dimensional spatial intensity distribution than it is to imagine a two-
dimensional temporal amplitude distribution. The spatial frequencies are our visibilities - a
single baseline is a single point 𝑢, 𝑣 in visibility space, measuring a single visibility𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣)-
and they describe the amplitude of composite spatial frequencies, their phase (i.e. their
value at the origin or cosinusoidal/sinusoidal quality) and now their direction. The distance
from the origin, i.e. the length of the baseline, describes the frequency of the spatial wave;
the absolute value at the specific point in 𝑢, 𝑣 space, i.e. the combined signal measured by
the receivers of a baseline, describes the intensity or the wave; the imaginary component
relative to the real component of the value describes the wave’s phase; the orientation of
the baseline, its angle from a given axis/its argument, describes the direction of the wave in
real space. A constant still transforms to a delta function, a 2-d Gaussian transforms to a
2-d Gaussian, and a uniform disc (a 2-d top hat) transforms to a Bessel function (a 2-d sinc
function) as shown in Figure 2.15.

Any image, as images are essentially 2-d intensity distributions, can be Fourier
transformed into its component spatial frequencies. The sum of all the spatial waves the
spatial frequencies describe recreates the image.

A 𝑢, 𝑣 point, a visibility 𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣), which has the value (𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖), in any given quadrant
describes the same spatial frequency as a 𝑢, 𝑣 point in the opposite quadrant, at −𝑢,−𝑣. A
wave pointed in a certain direction is indistinguishable from a wave pointed in the exact
opposite direction. If the first wave is not symmetrical about the origin, i.e. b is non-zero,
then for the wave described by 𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣) to have a totally identical spatial distribution to the
wave described by 𝑉 (−𝑢,−𝑣), the wave described by 𝑉 (−𝑢,−𝑣) must have an oppositely
valued phase. These relationships are shown in Figure 2.16. In other words, if visibility
𝑉 (𝑢, 𝑣) has value (𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖), visibility 𝑉 (−𝑢,−𝑣) must have value (𝑎 − 𝑏𝑖), the two are
complex conjugates - this is the Hermitian symmetry again and holds as the sky distribution
of intensity is purely real. This also hearkens back to when we stated "that to place a telescope
north and east of another is equally to place a telescope south and west of another". When
we measure the signal from a single physical telescope baseline, we actually get out a pair
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Figure 2.15: A uniform disc is Fourier transformed to a Bessel function and a Gaussian is
Fourier transformed into a Gaussian. When an elliptical Gaussian is transformed, an axis
that was thin becomes wide and an axis that was wide becomes thin.
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Figure 2.16: A graphic showing the relationship between Left: a visibility V(𝑢, 𝑣) with
value (𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖), or with value in alternative notation as |V|𝑒i𝜙 and Right: the spatial wave it
describes. Also shown in grey is the Hermitian conjugate V(−𝑢,−𝑣) with oppositely phased
value (𝑎 − 𝑏𝑖) that describes the same wave. The magnitude of the visibility |V| describes
the amplitude of the spatial wave; the phase of the visibility 𝜙 describes the phase of the
spatial wave at the origin; the magnitude of the visibility coordinates |𝑢, 𝑣 | describes the
wavelength of the spatial wave and the angle from the origin to the visibility coordinates 𝜓
describes the wave’s direction.

of visibilities, although they are entirely dependent and so redundant.
Long baselines, at distant 𝑢, 𝑣 coordinates in visibility space, describe high frequency

waves, and short baselines describes low frequency waves. High frequency waves/long base-
line measurements describe the fine structure of an image/intensity distribution and allow
us to resolve detail, whereas low frequency waves/short baseline measurements describe the
large scale flux of the distribution. This is readily seen when the frequencies are filtered as
per Figure 2.17. If we do not have coverage of the whole visibility plane, the full image is
not recovered, but still retains valuable and recognisable information.

What is less intuitive, is that large swathes of the visibilities can be lost while
still transforming back to a recognisably meaningful image. The visibility space can be
relatively sparsely sampled and still provide a useful output, detail and flux will always
be lost but meaningful science can be still extracted. When physically constructing an
interferometer, it is naturally impossible to construct every possible baseline and sample
the full visibility space, 𝑁 individual dishes only result in 𝑁 (𝑁 − 1)/2 baselines. ALMA’s
main array comprises 50 dishes, and so at any one time there is a theoretically a maximum
of 1225 baselines, although not every receiver is active at once in practice. These baselines
also measure the Hermitian conjugate visibilities and so we have double the measurements,
but our coverage of 𝑢, 𝑣 space is still lacking. Fortunately there is a secret weapon. We
stated that the 𝑢, 𝑣 plane that the vector baselines reside on is parallel to the sky 𝑙, 𝑚 plane.
Another key feature is that these two planes must share a common frame of reference, they
cannot be independently rotated. So what happens when the Earth naturally rotates during
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Figure 2.17: Demonstration of the difference in information carried by long and short
baselines. Top left: the complete image before transformation. Bottom left: the complete
Fourier transform of the complete image. Top middle: Fourier data after removal of short
baseline data, the 400 central zeroed pixels are not readily discernible. Bottom middle:
the inverse Fourier transform of the long baseline data, only the shortest spatial scales are
preserved; edges are well defined but large scale flux information is lost. Top right: Fourier
data after removal of long baseline data, the central non-zero pixels are barely discernible,
comprising the central 400 of 5 million total pixels. Bottom right: the inverse Fourier
transform of the short baseline data, only the large spatial scales are preserved; edges and
small scale features are blurred but large scale flux is readily apparent.
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Figure 2.18: On the left are the measured visibilities after half a minute of ALMA obser-
vation. On the right are the measured visibilities after one hundred minutes of observation
with significant rotation of the Earth, allowing more visibilities to be sampled.

its day/night cycle along with all the radio receivers? The receivers measure new baselines,
baselines that are rotations of the previously measured ones. With increasing observation
time, not only does individual photon count go up thus improving signal to noise as per
a normal telescopes, but as the Earth rotates the 𝑢, 𝑣 coverage increases as the physical
baselines rotate in reference to the sky. This effect is sufficient to sample enough of the 𝑢, 𝑣
space to be meaningful and is displayed in Figure 2.18.

Notably ALMA also has the capability of customising its baselines. Using two
large transporter trucks ALMA can pick up and move its receivers to different locations to
customise the baselines of its observations. As of the 2022-2023 Cycle 9 ALMA will have
10 defined configurations with maximum baselines ranging from 0.16-16.2 km.

No matter the configuration or observing time, the final sky image is always incom-
plete, it is called ‘dirty’, and its incompletion is a function of the visibilities sampled. The
measured visibilites are the multiplication of the full visibility space and the sampling func-
tion, all the measured baselines - effectively a spatial filter. Remembering the convolution
theorem, Equation 2.20, we have that the dirty sky image is the convolution of the true sky
distribution and something. This something is the dirty beam (also called the ‘synthesised
beam’), the Fourier transform of the sampling function. The dirty beam is a point spread
function applied to the image. These relationships are shown in Figure 2.19. If we know
both the dirty image and the dirty beam, does that mean we can deconvolve back to retrieve
the true sky image? No, as there are infinite solutions to a deconvolution. Just the same way
that we cannot divide the measured visibilities by the sampling function to retrieve the full
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Figure 2.19: The relationships involved in creating a dirty image from measured visibilities.
Top Left: The sampling function. This is defined by the telescope baselines and the length
of the observation given the Earth’s rotation; these are the visibilities we will be able to
sample. Top Middle: The perfect Fourier transform of the sky intensity distribution. This
will be sampled by our sampling function; mathematically that operation is a multiplication.
Top Right: The measured visibilities that constitute our Fourier space data. Bottom Left:
The dirty beam. This is Fourier transform of the sampling function that effectively serves
as a PSF for the sky intensity when producing an image. Bottom Middle: The perfect sky
intensity distribution. When the dirty beam is applied as a PSF our measured result is the
dirty image; mathematically this application is a convolution. Bottom Right: The dirty
image. The Fourier transform of our measured visibility data and a ‘raw’ visualisation of
our measurement of the sky intensity distribution. [Image credit: David Wilner].

visibilites, as this would involve dividing by an infinite number of zeroes.
That does not mean that we are totally helpless though.

CLEAN

The clean algorithm, originally published in Högbom [1974], is designed to extract a more
accurate science image from the dirty image without requiring any additional information
by assuming the brightest features in an image are physical and constructing a model from
them. It comprises the following steps:

1. Identify the brightest pixel in the dirty image
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2. Remove this pixel and place it in a separate model image

3. Convolve the model image with the dirty beam and subtract this from the original
image, creating a residual image

4. Repeat upon the residual image until you think all physical emission has been modelled

We are effectively deconvolving through assumption. The PSF is strongest at its
centre, and so the most intense parts of the dirty image are still most likely to be where
physical emission is located. Subtracting the successive dirty model images removes the
non-local effects the dirty beam, which is not a pure Gaussian, has on those most-likely-
physical parts of the image, to allow us to have a clearer view of what remains in the residual
for us to identify the next most likely physical emission. But when physical emission reaches
levels similar to the noise, how can physical emission that we still wish to account for be
distinguished from large noise peaks? Human input is still required, before employing the
clean algorithm, and between selected numbers of steps, the user selects regions of the
dirty image for the algorithm to select model sources from. The user begins by themselves
distinguishing what they think is physical emission. This is simple for resolved sources
and/or when the user knows what they are looking for, but if in doubt the user can always
not select a region and let the algorithm operate on the whole image as a check.

The cycle stops when the flux of brightest features of the image reaches some user
predefined multiple of the image RMS or some fraction of the level of the brightest feature
in the known noise region. At this point we have decided that we cannot distinguish between
physical emission and noise.

The final model image is then reconvolved with a restoring ‘CLEAN’ beam, usually
an elliptical Gaussian that has been fitted to the central response lobe of the dirty beam, to
account for our fundamental resolution limits and to suppress high spatial frequency artifacts
that the clean algorithm can introduce. The FWHM of this final ‘CLEAN’ beam can be
approximated as

FWHM [arcsec] =
76

maximum baseline [km] × frequency [GHz]
(2.21)

although as we will see we have further control over this.
The ultimate output of the clean process is the final cleanly-convolved model added

to the final residual, meaning we have accounted for as much of the ‘dirtiness’ due to our
incomplete 𝑢, 𝑣 coverage as reasonably possible.

This is not the end of the user input into producing science however. Again depending
on what the user expects from the data, and typically experimented with just-in-case, the
individual 𝑢, 𝑣 visibilities can be weighted to enhance different spatial scales. Weighting
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takes the form of multiplicative factors to the amplitudes of the individual visibility. These
weighting factors 𝑅𝑖𝐷𝑖𝑇𝑖 apply to the individual 𝑖𝑡ℎ visibilities 𝑉𝑖 (𝑢𝑖 , 𝑉𝑖) to produce a new
set of weighted visibilities 𝑉𝑊 (𝑢, 𝑣) after summing over all N visibilities:

𝑉𝑊 (𝑢, 𝑣) =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑅𝑖𝐷𝑖𝑇𝑖𝛿(𝑢 − 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣 − 𝑣𝑖)𝑉𝑖 (𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖) (2.22)

where 𝛿(...) is the Dirac delta function. To begin with, all points have the ‘noise variance’
weighting factor 𝑅𝑖 applied. The amplitudes of all visibilities 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 are divided by their
variance 𝜔𝑖 , explicitly: multiplied by a weight factor 𝑅𝑖 = 𝜔𝑖 = 1/𝜎2

𝑖
and where 𝜎𝑖 is the

RMS noise on the visibility 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣𝑖 .
The next factor that can be optionally applied is a ‘density’ weight 𝐷𝑖 . This is

a factor proportional to the inverse of the local 𝑢, 𝑣 point density. This factor accounts
for the incomplete coverage of the 𝑢, 𝑣 space and the tendency for there to be much fewer
long baselines observed than shorter baselines. If no density weighting factor is applied,
i.e. 𝐷𝑖 = 1, the scheme is called natural weighting and provides the highest SNR images,
as it downweights noisier baselines. ALMA’s configurations invariably have more short
baselines than large baselines and so natural weighting also results in the largest beam/lowest
resolution; in the sum of all weighted baselines the many shorter baselines (large scales in
the final image) outweigh the few long baselines (fine details in the final image). Within the
casa software [McMullin et al., 2007] that is often used to process ALMA data, the 𝑢, 𝑣 plane
is gridded into cells with the 𝑢, 𝑣 cell size equal to 2 over the FOV of the observation. More
properly, the cell size is the size of the spatial frequency with a wavelength equal to 2/FOV.
The density weighting factor then normalises the individual visibilities by the total noise
variance weight of visibilites in their given grid cell. Uniform weighting is the name for the
direct application of this factor after the noise variance factor, explicitly here 𝐷𝑖 =

1
𝑊𝑖

where
𝑊𝑖 is the total weight in the 𝑖𝑡ℎ cell over the total weight of all 𝑁 visibilites: 𝑊𝑖 =

∑
𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=𝑖 𝜔𝑖∑𝑁
𝑛 𝜔𝑛

.
This gives a total weight factor 𝑤𝑖 for uniform weighting of 𝑤𝑖 =

𝜔𝑖

𝑊𝑖
. Uniform weighting

gives equal weight to short and long baselines as a whole, thus increasing the resolution and
reduces the beam. However, as fewer long baselines are together given equal weight to more
short baselines, this increase in resolution also necessarily comes with decreased SNR.

There is also the option to define a weighting scheme somewhere between these
two extremes of natural weighting and uniform weighting, using a different 𝐷𝑖 called
Briggs weighting [Briggs, 1995; Briggs et al., 1999]. This has a slightly more complicated
formalism but essentially involves a so-called ‘robust’ parameter R that controls how strongly
weighted by 𝑢, 𝑣 density the visibilites are. A robust parameter of R = −2.0 will give
weighting very similar to uniform and a robust parameter of R = 2.0 will give weighting
that is very close to natural. Using Briggs weighting and adjusting R allows one to find the
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trade off between resolution and sensitivity that best suits one’s observation and science.
The final possible weighting factor 𝑇𝑖 is called the uv taper and is also optional.

The uv taper is a Gaussian centred on the origin of the 𝑢, 𝑣 space applied to all visibilities,
thus downweighting longer baselines. A multiplicative Gaussian factor in 𝑢, 𝑣 space is
transformed to a convolution with a Gaussian in image space, and so this can also be seen as
convolving the final image with a Gaussian, effectively smoothing the PSF. This will always
reduce the resolution of the observation but increases sensitivity to extended emission and
reduces artefacts caused by lack of coverage at long baselines.

There is one final-final step to producing a science image from which measurements
can be taken. This is the ‘primary beam correction’. Our primary beam, the response
function of the receiver antennae themselves, defines our field of view but affects also our
sensitivity in different parts of that field of view. Towards the centre, the response is stronger
and our SNR is higher, near the edge of the field of view the response is weak and the noise
grows. If flux or RMS measurements are being taken from an image, the primary beam
must be taken into account. Applying this response function to the image is called ‘primary
beam correction’ and takes the effect of decreasing the SNR at the edges of the field.

The data cube and CO

As briefly mentioned already, ALMA simultaneously observes at a range of wavelengths. An
ALMA observation has a general bandpass that is further split into four ‘Spectral Windows’
comprised of ‘Channels’ of optional width. On the general scale, ALMA has ten different
receiver Bands of observation, from Band 3 capable of observing wavelengths between
2.6 − 3.6 mm (84 − 116 GHz) up to Band 10 capable of observing between 0.32 − 0.38 mm
(787 − 960 GHz), with Bands 1 and 2 in construction and planning respectively. The
Band chosen will affect the size of the beam and the receivers for the different Bands have
differing sensitivities. Once a Band is chosen, the spectral windows must be selected. These
windows typically have bandwidths of ∼ 2 GHz and must be centred somewhere in the
bandwidth of the Band, thus not the entire bandwidth of a Band is actually observed at
once. The windows are then split into channels, which define the spectral resolution of
the observation. A spectral window that is not observing any particular spectral line, i.e.
observing ‘continuum’ emission, will typically have 128 channels and a spectral window
that is centred on a particular spectral line of interest may have up to 3840 channels.

When not observing specific spectral lines all the channels and windows can be
summed to give a single two-dimensional continuum image of greater signal to noise. If
this is not done, the output would instead be a three-dimensional data cube. However the
process behind examining a spectral line in ALMA data is not so straightforward. First
the average continuum flux per channel must be identified from the continuum data after
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Table 2.1: The significant differentiating factors between ALMA Bands. All beam mea-
surements are the FWHM of the resolution element using the same configuration: C3 with
a maximum baseline of 0.5 km. Sensitivity measurements are taken from representative
wavelengths within the bands that have maximum transmission as per Figure 2.20, with
30 minutes of on source integration time and with a precipitable water vapour (PWV) in the
third Octile with a value of 0.913 mm. Disc flux represents the total flux at a wavelength in
the centre of each Band for the archetypal M dwarf debris disc around AU Mic estimated
from a modified blackbody model.

Band Frequency
[GHz]

Wavelength
[mm] Beam [”] Sensitivity

[`Jy]
Disc Flux
[mJy]

3 84–116 2.6–3.6 1.52 13 0.55
4 125–163 1.8–2.4 1.06 14 2.2
5 163–211 1.4–1.8 0.81 18 3.9
6 211-275 1.1–1.4 0.63 19 6.5
7 275–373 0.8–1.1 0.47 28 12
8 385–500 0.6–0.8 0.34 77 21
9 602–702 0.4–0.5 0.23 245 49
10 787–950 0.3–0.4 0.18 400 78

masking out the region containing the spectral line. Then this ‘continuum background’ must
be subtracted from the data, leaving only the spectral line flux. The channels that lie distant
from the spectral line ought to be cut to save processing time, finally leaving a smaller cube
centred on the spectral line containing only spectral line emission and noise, that is wide
enough to safely contain any red-shifted and blue-shifted emission and some zero emission
regions beyond for comparison.

ALMA observations of debris discs typically occur in Band 7, 0.8− 1.1 mm (275−
373 GHz), or Band 6, 1.1 − 1.4 mm (211 − 275 GHz), for several reasons. Firstly, these
wavelengths provide a good middle ground between good resolution and good sensitivity to
the disc sizes and fluxes expected from debris discs. These wavelengths sample the Rayleigh-
Jeans tail of the blackbody emission of bodies of temperatures of around 10 − 100 K, the
temperatures expected in debris discs. Of importance is the transmission of the atmosphere
at ALMA’s wavelengths; even at such an elevation ALMA contends with atmospheric
windows. Band 7 has generally high transmission, and so more signal is recovered, but
individual spectral windows much be chosen to avoid the large drop in transmission at the
centre of the band as seen in Figure 2.20. Secondly, these wavelengths sample wavelengths
much longer than previous telescopes were capable of, providing a complement to previous
data where it exists. Finally, these Bands contain the most significant debris disc spectral
lines: the CO J=3-2 and CO J=2-1 transitions. On a less scientific note, these Bands can be
less competitive for telescope proposals than Bands 8 and 9 and so using them can result in
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Figure 2.20: Atmospheric transmission in the frequency range of ALMA’s observations.
The transmission can be significantly different for different Bands as well as within a band due
to specific atmospheric absorption features. Taken from ALMA cycle 5 technical handbook,
https://almascience.nrao.edu/documents-and-tools/cycle-5-docs.

more observation time.
Even if CO is present, the observation might not be directly sensitive enough to

detect it, but there is a nifty workaround that can increase the SNR of any present CO
emission: spectro-spatial filtering [Matrà et al., 2015]. In a resolved debris disc that is
not face-on it is expected that in either ansa of the disc any CO emission will be red or
blue shifted, this shifting moves the associated emission into the channels either side of the
central spectral line channel depending on the location in the disc and expected velocity of
the gas respective to the line of sight. If we have an accurate approximation for the host
star’s mass and the disc’s inclination, then we can directly predict the velocity of the gas in
the disc and so we can also predict how shifted the gas emission ought to be at each part of
the disc/pixel of the image, aside from the degeneracy in which side is rotating towards us.
With this prediction in hand we can then identify across the cube each pixel in which we
expect there to be emission and then manually move each such pixel into a single channel.
If no emission is still apparent, the pixels in this new channel that we know reside within
the discs’ bounds from the resolved continuum image can be summed to maximise signal.
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This treatment enhances the SNR more than a simple sum over all the expected channels
(called the ‘moment 0’ map) as empty pixels and their noise are discarded in spectro-spatial
filtering. This produces two final spectra, one for each rotation direction of the disc, that
can be compared to each other and an unshifted spectrum to identify whether a signal has
been recovered.

Disc modelling and Markov chain Monte Carlo

When we have a final clean science image of a resolved or partially resolved disc we could
take geometric measurements of the disc’s radius, flux, inclination, position angle etc. These
measurements can be helpful guides and sanity checks but depending on the image these
properties may be difficult to judge, they will not provide probability distributions for the
range of possible parameters given the signal, and ultimately do not exploit ALMA’s true
capabilities. The more rigorous methodology would be to create a range of models and fit
them directly to the visibilities such that all the data is used and without any of the potentially
muddying steps of the clean algorithm.

To begin with we want to choose a disc model: how many rings are there, do the
rings have Gaussian/top-hat/power-law profiles, do we want to give them a height or just a
width, can the ring be offset from the star, etc. With a particular disc model selected that is
defined by a certain set of parameters, we can generate a model after giving values to those
parameters. We can then predict how this model would appear two-dimensionally on the
sky. Next we can Fourier transfer this model sky intensity distribution to produce a set of
model visibilities, then we can sample these model visibilities at the baselines that ALMA
observed to directly compare model visibilities with observed visibilites and calculate a 𝜒2.
A 𝜒2 is a statistical measure of how well a model fits a data usually calculated as a variation
on summing the squares of the differences between each individual observed data point and
model point. In my work this is performed by the galario package [Tazzari et al., 2018].
In galario the 𝜒2 is calculated as:

𝜒2 =

𝑁𝑣𝑖𝑠∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖 ×
[
(𝑅𝑒𝑉𝑜𝑏𝑠 𝑖 − 𝑅𝑒𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑖)2 + (𝐼𝑚𝑉𝑜𝑏𝑠 𝑖 − 𝐼𝑚𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑖)2] (2.23)

With a way to generate a 𝜒2, and therefore a goodness of fit for a model to the data, we
can produce many models and compare them to find a best fit. With the right method we
could also produce a probability distribution for our model parameters. To generate model
parameters and explore these target parameter distributions in parameter space, often we use
some variation of the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. To be explicit, these are
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separate processes, MCMCs should not be used to optimise models, only to investigate the
probability distribution of the parameter space. The basic steps of an MCMC are relatively
straightforward. There exists a ‘walker’ which starts with a chosen selection of parameters.
This walker then explores the parameter space according to the algorithm:

1. Propose a step to a new position in the parameter space (the function that proposes
the new step is usually some sort of Gaussian probability distribution centred on the
current walker location)

2. Calculate a probability of accepting the step (by evaluating the likelihood of the new
position relative to the likelihood of the current position, where likelihood can be
described by e.g. the 𝜒2)

3. Decide to take the step or remain stationary (with probability according to the accep-
tance probability)

4. Repeat (until a predetermined number of steps have been taken)

After a certain number of steps, the walker ought to have sufficiently explored the
target parameter probability distribution, known as the posterior distribution. The entire
path a single walker has taken is called a ‘chain’ and from the chain we can extract that
distribution and it’s metrics - quantiles and medians, etc.

To speed up the exploration it is typical to use many walkers at once, as many as
computation limits can spare - preferably hundreds but at least more than twice the number
of parameters. When initiating, the starting locations of all the walkers are usually taken as
Gaussian blob around a central set of parameters. These central starting parameters ought to
be the best fitting values of an optimisation or the median parameters of a previous MCMC
run.

The total number of steps that ought to be taken depends on the walkers’ convergence,
quantified in their ‘autocorrelation time’. This value is essentially a measurement of how
many steps it takes the walkers to reach the target distribution to begin useful exploration.
Even when starting at the median parameters of a previous run or from an optimised result
this is not zero as the initialisation function that sets the values of the initial walkers is
not expected to be equal to the target probability distribution, since for example parameters
may be correlated (a.k.a. degenerate). After approximately ten autocorrelation lengths it is
expected that the locations of all the walkers at their final step is an accurate representation
of the target probability distribution. The autocorrelation length for a certain parameter, for
it will be unique to each parameter, can be computed directly from the chains and can also
be checked by eye by plotting the parameter values for the chains at each step and visually
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identifying whether or not the chains have converged and stabilised in their evolution. Only
several dozens of samples are needed to define the target distribution, but if you do not have
that many walkers or you desire a greater sample of the distribution you can take a selection
of steps after a defined ‘burn-in’ number which ought to be at least ten autocorrelation
lengths. When sampling more than just the final step, immediately successive steps ought
not to be sampled as to ensure independence of the samples.

It is often very valuable to create a ‘corner plot’ to visualise the target distribution.
A corner plot displays a two-dimensional plot of each parameter plotted against each other
parameter, thus for 𝑁 parameters 𝑁 (𝑁 − 1)/2 plots are produced. This allows for easy
visual identification of parameters that are not independent of each other, for independent
parameters the corresponding plot ought to be close to a 2D Gaussian. Any other shape
implies dependence, other departures from well behaved distributions such as bimodal
distributions and alternative solutions can also be readily identified.

I used in my work the emcee package [Foreman-Mackey et al., 2013] which codifies
a more complex version of MCMC method in Python.

With an understanding for the likely properties of the disc we are ready to investigate
what these parameters could imply about the system and to compare the system with the
population of debris discs as a whole.
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Chapter 3

ALMA imaging of the M-dwarf
Fomalhaut C’s debris disc

Declaration

This chapter is reproduced from the paper "ALMA imaging of the M-dwarf Fomalhaut C’s
debris disc" published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, Volume 504,
Issue 3, pp.4497-4510 in July 2021. All analysis and write up for this paper was performed
by me except for section 3.4.10 written by Paul Kalas, bar the latter half of paragraph four
starting ‘The 7𝜎 ALMA compact source...’, and section 3.4.10 written by Julien Milli, Figure
3.9 was also created by Julien Milli. The code base for the SED and fractional-luminosity
fitting used in Figure 3.7 was created by Grant Kennedy.

Abstract

Fomalhaut C (LP 876-10) is a low mass M4V star in the intriguing Fomalhaut triple system
and, like Fomalhaut A, possesses a debris disc. It is one of very few nearby M-dwarfs known
to host a debris disc and of these has by far the lowest stellar mass. We present new resolved
observations of the debris disc around Fomalhaut C with the Atacama Large Millimetre
Array which allow us to model its properties and investigate the system’s unique history.
The ring has a radius of 26 au and a narrow full width at half maximum of at most 4.2 au. We
find a 3𝜎 upper limit on the eccentricity of 0.14, neither confirming nor ruling out previous
dynamic interactions with Fomalhaut A that could have affected Fomalhaut C’s disc. We
detect no 12CO J=3-2 emission in the system and do not detect the disc in scattered light with
HST/STIS or VLT/SPHERE. We find the original Herschel detection to be consistent with
our ALMA model’s radial size. We place the disc in the context of the wider debris disc
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population and find that its radius is as expected from previous disc radius–host luminosity
trends. Higher signal-to-noise observations of the system would be required to further
constrain the disc properties and provide further insight to the history of the Fomalhaut
triple system as a whole.

3.1 Introduction

The Fomalhaut system, one of the brightest in the night sky, has been subject to much
observation, simulation and theoretical hypothesising over the past 35 years. A wide triple
system, it comprises A4V star Fomalhaut A as well as K4V TW PsA (Fomalhaut B) at
a 57,400 au separation, and M4V LP 876-10 (Fomalhaut C) at a 158,000 au separation
[Mamajek et al., 2013]. Fomalhaut A is just 7.7 pc distant and 440 Myr old. The historic
interest in the system can be attributed to two factors that are not necessarily unrelated.

Firstly, both Fomalhaut A and C possess detectable debris discs. That is, we detect
the presence of gas poor dust rings around the host stars. This dust is inferred to be continually
produced by a collisionally evolving parent planetesimal population and not leftover from the
protoplanetary disc [e.g. Hughes et al., 2018; Wyatt, 2008]. The disc around Fomalhaut C
was initially detected with Herschel PACS [Kennedy et al., 2013]; it was not spatially
resolved but a temperature of 24K and radius of ∼20-40 au were estimated. Not much more
about the disc could be discerned until it was recently observed with ALMA, as this paper
will discuss. However, the Fomalhaut A debris disc has been clearly resolved in scattered
light with HST [Kalas et al., 2005] as well as in the far-infrared with Herschel [Acke et al.,
2012] and in the millimetre with ALMA [MacGregor et al., 2017; Boley et al., 2012; White
et al., 2017]. These observations identify the belt as a sharply defined ring at a radius of∼135
au, the centre of which is offset from the location of Fomalhaut A. The sharp definition of the
edges and offset together imply a highly apsidally aligned population of planetesimals with a
coherent eccentricity of 0.12±0.01. Such disc morphologies are typically interpreted as the
result of the action of a perturbing planet [Wyatt et al., 1999]. At first this perturbing planet
seemed to be the directly imaged exoplanet candidate Fomalhaut Ab, a point-like object
identified in HST observations [Kalas et al., 2008]. However, the point source could not
be detected in the infrared and possessed a stellar-like colour, suggesting the flux originates
from scattered stellar light and casting doubt on the hypothetical planet’s nature [Currie
et al., 2012]. Further HST observations proved that the object was on a highly eccentric
orbit that is incapable of sculpting the disc into its present morphology [Kalas et al., 2013].
Kalas et al. [2008] propose the point source is a low mass planet with a large circumplanetary
ring system. A planet with a collisional swarm of irregular satellites has also been proposed
and discussed [Kennedy and Wyatt, 2011; Tamayo, 2014; Kenyon et al., 2014]. But it has
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also been hypothesised that the point source is just a transient dust cloud [Janson et al.,
2012; Kenyon et al., 2014; Tamayo, 2014; Lawler et al., 2015; Gáspár and Rieke, 2020].

Thus a separate planet must be invoked to drive the eccentricity of Fomalhaut A’s
debris ring for a planet driven scenario, however to date a second planet has not been
identified in the system despite several searches [Kenworthy et al., 2013; Currie et al.,
2013]. Quillen [2006] predict this belt-shaping planet to have a mass of 0.04 – 0.14 MJup

and Chiang et al. [2009] predict a planet mass of 0.5 MJup. On the additional assumption
that Fomalhaut Ab was scattered into its current orbit by this putative planet, Faramaz et al.
[2015] constrain a belt-shaping Fomalhaut Ac mass to 0.25 – 0.5 MJup.

Alternatively, simulations [Lyra and Kuchner, 2013] have shown gas-dust interaction
could also organise dust into tight, eccentric rings. This can occur through instabilities within
the disc [Klahr and Lin, 2005; Besla and Wu, 2007] but requires a significant gas presence.
Herschel PACS observations failed to detect C II and O I emission lines that would have
been detected had the necessary quantities of gas been present in Fomalhaut A’s disc [Cataldi
et al., 2015]. Matrà et al. [2017] do detect the presence of CO in Fomalhaut A’s disc using
ALMA, but not in sufficient amounts to generate the necessary instabilities.

Past stellar interactions provide another mechanism for the generation of disc ec-
centricities, be this a flyby from an external star or the action of companion stars within the
system. The action of flybys has long been investigated both in general theory [e.g. Kenyon
and Bromley, 2002; Jílková et al., 2016] and in application to specific interesting systems,
such as HD 141569 [e.g. Ardila et al., 2005; Reche et al., 2009] and HD 106906 [e.g. Rodet
et al., 2017; De Rosa and Kalas, 2019; Rodet et al., 2019].

In addition to the eccentric belt around Fomalhaut A, the system’s unique orbital
configuration provides a second point of interest. The wide orbits of Fomalhaut’s stellar
companions constitute sufficient angular momentum to preclude a common protostellar core
fragmentation scenario. The system cannot have unfolded as per the model of Reipurth and
Mikkola [2012], as an angular momentum exchange resulting in a third star moving to a
distant orbit requires the tightening of an inner binary. Stellar capture during the original
cluster dispersal resulting in two wide companions is a viable history, but relies on two
independently low probability events both occurring. The current wide separations also
call into question the degree to which the system is bound and how it has evolved over its
440 Myr lifetime. The magnitude of the orbital period and the relatively meagre orbital
velocities have prevented any definitive knowledge of the precise orbital configuration and
trajectories from being surmised, yet several dynamical models for the system have been
posited.

This paper considers whether new observations of the debris disc around Fomal-
haut C with ALMA can provide evidence that Fomalhaut A’s own eccentric planetesimal belt
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and the triple system’s large stellar separations are connected through the system’s dynami-
cal history. Namely, our hypothesis is that if Fomalhaut A’s eccentricity is due to previous
interactions with Fomalhaut C, then Fomalhaut C’s belt may be similarly affected and also
show an eccentricity. This paper presents and discusses previous works on the dynamics of
the Fomalhaut system and further motivations for ALMA observations of Fomalhaut C in
§3.2, followed by a description of those observations in §3.3. We then present an analysis
of the observations in §3.4 and discuss implications for our understanding of the system as
a whole as well as the wider context of M star debris discs in §3.5.

3.2 Dynamical Hypotheses and Other Motivating Factors

Kaib et al. [2017, hereafter K17] propose that the Fomalhaut triple star system system has
been in a meta-stable bound state since its formation, devoid of catastrophic scattering
events between Fomalhaut B and C such that we are not observing the system in a transient
disruption state. The effect of the Galactic tide and passing field stars lead to a complex
evolution of the eccentricity of Fomalhaut B’s orbit around Fomalhaut A, such that periastron
values low enough to excite the eccentricity of Fomalhaut A’s belt may have been previously
attained. K17 simulate the dynamics of the Fomalhaut system, starting with the stars at
their present separations and with statistically generated orbital parameters. They evolve
the system over 500 Myrs under the influence of the Galactic tide and passing field stars
and classify a final state as a match to the real Fomalhaut system if the stellar separations
are within 50% of their current values. They find ∼7% of their 2000 simulations end in a
matching state, but that ∼51% of systems passed through a matching state in the last 100
Myrs as systems oscillate between matching and unmatching. The systems that ended in a
matching state are reintegrated from the initial conditions with an initially circular belt of 500
massless test particles between 127 and 143 au around A. They find 25% of these systems
end with an eccentricity between 0.04 and 1 for A’s belt, due to close periastron passages of
B. However, the standard deviations in longitude of pericentre and eccentricity of the test
particles in these eccentric belts are significantly larger in the simulations than those derived
by MacGregor et al. [2017] from ALMA observations of the belt. MacGregor et al. [2017]
give their model particles a forced eccentricity and forced argument of periastron, as well
as a proper eccentricity with a randomly distributed proper argument of periastron. These
ranges of free eccentricities and periastron angles about the forced eccentricity result in a
scatter of true eccentricities and pericenter angles for disc particles. The scatter in K17’s
model values for longitude of pericentre and eccentricity are both larger than in MacGregor
et al. [2017]’s best fit model as well as being out of the range extrapolated from MacGregor
et al. [2017]’s uncertainties. Only 2 of the 135 simulated belts are matches to Fomalhaut’s
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in all the above regards, namely median eccentricity, standard deviation in eccentricity and
standard deviation in longitude of pericentre, and therefore apsidal alignment. In all, this
model is viable to explain the orbital configuration of the Fomalhaut system with ∼7% of
simulations resembling the current system after 500 Myrs; ∼25% of these matching systems
have close periastron passages of B that can excite the eccentricity of A’s planetesimal belt,
however only ∼1.5% of the matching systems’ belts (0.1% of all simulations) are able to
match A’s in every regard.

Feng and Jones [2017, hereafter F17] also modelled the Fomalhaut system under
perturbations from the Galactic tide and stellar encounters. They initiate their models with
the current relative stellar locations and integrate 500 Myrs backwards in time. C’s orbit is
classified as unstable if its orbital energy is larger than 0, i.e. it is unbound. They find that
in all simulations C at least passes through an unbound state. In most models the separation
between A and C only ever increases as the simulation progresses, but in a few percent of
models C moves in and out of bound states and ends within 1 pc of A after the 500 Myrs.
These are systems on meta-stable orbits, like those proposed by K17. These systems are
termed ‘gravitational pairs‘ by F17 and likened to Cooper pairs in a superconductor, as
the orbital binding energy of the system is comparable to the energy fluctuations from the
Galactic tide and stellar encounters. As stable orbits are too rare and unstable orbits are too
short lived, F17 conclude that A and C are likely one of these ‘gravitational pairs’. They
also find that in 20% of models B comes within 400 au of A, thus likely being able to excite
eccentricity in A’s disc as shown by K17.

An alternative scenario is proposed by Shannon et al. [2014, hereafter S14]: A and
C formed together as a binary from a single molecular cloud core which was then disrupted
by the capture of B. To test this hypothesis S14 conduct N-body simulations with randomly
sampled initial separations and eccentricities of the AC binary; B is generated at a random
location within the Hill sphere of the system with a random velocity and eccentricity. The
simulation is run for 500 Myr and stars are removed if they venture more than 2 pc from A.
One thousand simulations were conducted and a match is defined by simultaneous separation
of AB and AC within 0.5 – 1.5 times their existing values. Over the 500 Myr run of the
simulation 46% have at least one period of matching; after 500 Myr 21% of systems retain
all three stars, of which 19% were never matches. As these 19% of systems remain to
become unstable and may possibly match in the future, S14 estimate that in total 55% to
60% of systems will eventually pass through a Fomalhaut-like state. The matching state is
temporary, on the scale of tens of Myrs, and often followed by an ejection, more often of
C than B. To investigate the effects of such interactions on the discs around A and C, 50
further simulations were conducted with discs of 100 test particles placed around A and
C randomly distributed within the then-known bounds of the two discs (127–143 au and
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10–40 au, respectively). Of these, 38% become a match over 500 Myrs. The discs are found
to rise in eccentricity, with a high level of apsidal alignment, driven by secular interaction.
Five of A’s discs reach eccentricities of 0.02–0.5, reminiscent of the current Fomalhaut A
system. Further close encounters can become disruptive and raise eccentricities to even
higher values, but repeated close interactions are not guaranteed, allowing eccentricity
to be preserved over the timescale of the matching state. For apsidal alignment to also be
preserved, the timescale of differential precession would need to be longer than the timescale
of the matching state. The mean eccentricities of A and C’s discs are correlated but show a
strong scatter, Fomalhaut C disc eccentricities vary between ∼0.025 – 0.75.

On the one hand, the hypothesis of S14 relies on a particular set of initial conditions,
on the other, F17 and K17 make no statements on how the system would have formed. S14’s
models do have a ∼15% success rate at describing both the current orbital configuration of
the system and the morphology of A’s eccentric belt. F17 find ∼1% of their systems have
a matching configuration and passages of B that could excite the eccentricity of A’s belt
and K17 find ∼2% have a matching configuration and close passages of B; however K17
find these close passages only produce A-like disc morphologies in 6% of cases. Naïvely
operating on these percentages alone it seems the S14 hypothesis is most likely, however the
likelihood of the initial conditions arising in each of the three cases is not quantified. The
S14 hypothesis may also require observing the system in a transient state just before a star
is ejected, which is less likely than observing a system in a long-lived meta-stable state.

These scenarios can be distinguished in several observational ways. An extremely
precise measurement could be made of the individual stellar velocities to pin down the present
orbital parameters. However, given the extremely large separations and the large timescale
of the orbits and small orbital velocities involved this a very difficult task. Alternatively,
K17, and by extension F17, predict A’s belt to be significantly less apsidally aligned than S14
does, S14’s apsidal prediction being more consistent with current observations. Another
prediction of S14 is that the eccentricity of the belt of C should be correlated with that of A;
if the eccentricity of C’s belt were to be measured it could support or weaken S14’s case.
Such observations and measurements are presented and discussed in §3.4 in this paper. The
interaction proposed by S14 could also have driven planetary instabilities around C that later
stir the disc or the collisional cascade directly, leading to its increased brightness and ease
of detection, uncharacteristic of M-dwarf discs.

Disc detection rates are presently low around M-dwarfs: the Herschel DEBRIS
survey detected just 2 debris discs from 94 M-dwarfs [GJ 581, Fomalhaut C; Lestrade et al.,
2012; Kennedy et al., 2013, respectively] and a separate Herschel survey of M-dwarf planet
hosts with greater sensitivity found 3 discs among 21 late-type stars [18 M-dwarfs and 3
K-dwarfs; Kennedy et al., 2018a]. The key question remains whether true incidence rates
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for M-dwarf discs are similar to earlier type stars and it is the low luminosity of the host
stars that limits their temperature and luminosity. Luppe et al. [2020] find that this may be
the case, thus requiring highly sensitive observations made at far-infrared/sub-millimetre
wavelengths for detection. The alternative is that discs are indeed less common around these
late type stars, perhaps due to effects that more significantly affect discs around low mass
hosts such as stripping from stellar encounters [Lestrade et al., 2011] or photoevaporation
of the primordial disc in cluster environments [Adams et al., 2004]. It is also possible that
efficient planet formation around low mass stars could use up all the disc material, consistent
with the increased planet occurrence rate measured for lower mass stars [e.g. Bonfils et al.,
2013; Dressing and Charbonneau, 2015; Mulders et al., 2015].

Aside from increased stirring in S14’s scenario, why else could Fomalhaut C have
a detectable disc? Relative to a random selection of field M-dwarf ages, which span up
to ∼10 Gyrs, Fomalhaut C is still young at 440 Myrs. Debris discs are typically found
to be brightest when youngest, when their planetesimal belts have been depleted little by
collisional evolution [Decin et al., 2003; Rieke et al., 2005], possibly explaining the presence
of its bright disc. Fomalhaut C exists as one of the lowest mass nearby stars with a confirmed
debris disc, and as one of just a handful of ALMA-detected M-dwarf debris discs, it will play
an important role in our understanding of M-dwarf discs and the M-dwarf planet formation
process.

3.3 ALMA Observations

We observed Fomalhaut C three times with ALMA in Band 7 (0.87 mm, 345 GHz) from May
21st to June 6th 2018 under project 2017.1.00561.S. All observations used baselines ranging
from 15 to 314 m and 48, 45 and 47 antennae respectively with an average precipitable water
vapour of ∼0.7 mm. The total on source observing duration was 102 minutes. J2148+0657
and J0006-0623 were used for pointing, bandpass and flux calibration. J2258-2758 was
observed between individual target scans for time-varying atmospheric calibrations. Each
pointing was updated for the proper motion of Fomalhaut C, however the proper motion over
the two weeks (∼ 0.017") between the first and last observation is negligible in comparison
to the beam size (∼ 1") and thus pointing differences are ignored when the observations are
combined.

The spectral setup comprised four windows centered on 347.833, 335.791, 333.833
and 345.833 GHz with bandwidth 2 GHz and 128 channels for all but the last, with width
1.875 GHz and 3840 channels of width 0.424 km/s. The last window was used to search for
CO gas via the J=3-2 emission line, which can be produced in planetesimal collisions and
has been identified in the disc of Fomalhaut A [Matrà et al., 2017].
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The raw data were calibrated with the provided ALMA pipeline script in casa
version 5.1.2-4 [McMullin et al., 2007]. To reduce the data volume the visibilities were
averaged in 30s intervals and down to two channels per spectral window for the continuum
imaging. All images were generated with the clean algorithm in casa.

3.4 Results and Analysis

Given the relatively low signal to noise ratio (S/N) of the emission we carried out continuum
imaging using natural weighting (equivalent to Briggs weighting with a robust parameter of
2) to preserve as much signal as possible and did not attempt self-calibration. We do not use
a u-v taper as the disc is not well resolved radially, and one or more point sources within the
primary beam begin to dominate the emission before disc structure is strengthened. This
weighting gives a synthesised beam with a position angle (PA) of 83.16◦ and major and
minor FWHM of 1.14" and 0.90" respectively, corresponding to 8.7 and 6.9 au at a distance
of 7.67 pc. The standard deviation in the area around the disc is 𝜎 = 17.5`Jy beam−1 as
identified by measurement from an annulus of sky exterior to the disc. This noise is for the
most part uniform throughout the 4" radius centre of the image where the disc is detected,
where the primary beam correction is < 10%.

3.4.1 Initial continuum analysis

We will present detailed modelling of the visibilities below, but we will discuss the clean
continuum image first for a qualitative introduction and outline.

Figure 3.1 shows that Fomalhaut C’s ring is not continuously detected at all azimuths,
even to a 1𝜎 level. Approximately half of the disc area is detected at a 2𝜎 level with some
peaks at 3 or 4𝜎. Although the overall flux level is low, it is apparent that the flux constitutes
an inclined ring. This interpretation is shown to be consistent through the modelling. The
disc width appears similar to the beam size, limiting the ring’s radial and vertical extents to
within ∼10 au.

Figure 3.2 shows the disc’s deprojected radial profile, assuming the disc PA and
inclination found from the Gaussian Torus visibility modelling. Comparing the profile with
a Gaussian with the same FWHM as the beam shows that the ring is strongly detected, but
not radially resolved.

The disc appears brighter in the south-east quadrant with greater continuous >2𝜎
detection and larger amounts of >3𝜎 detection as well as the only 4𝜎 peak within the disc
at a PA of approximately 145◦ east from north. This variation is within expected noise
fluctuations given a smooth disc but it is still investigated during modelling to explore
whether or not this peak is a feature of the disc and whether or not its presence affects the
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Figure 3.1: Naturally-weighted clean image of the disc around Fomalhaut C. The ellipse
in the lower left corner shows the beam size of 1.14×0.90". The star is not detected.
At a distance of 7.67 pc the disc radius is 26.4 au. Contours are drawn at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5𝜎
with 1𝜎 = 17.5`Jy beam−1. The location of the star is marked with a + at 342◦01’14.1"
−24◦22’11.1". Zero offset is the ALMA image phase centre at 342◦01’13.8" −24◦22’11.2"
(J2000).
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Figure 3.2: Deprojected radial profile of the disc around Fomalhaut C, computed from
the clean image within azimuthally averaged annuli. The shaded region denotes 1𝜎
uncertainties. A Gaussian with the same FWHM as the beam is plotted in orange at the
peak radial flux.
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fitted disc parameters. The peak S/N of the image is 7, located at a compact source in the
south-west of the image 5" from the star. This external compact source we interpret as a
background feature unassociated with the disc, but it is nevertheless included within the
modelling. The predicted stellar photospheric flux is 15 µJy, consistent with there being
no significant detection of the star and we find no evidence of stellar variability or flaring
across the three observations. Preliminary fluxes can be taken from this image; ∼ 0.7 mJy
is measured from the image within an elliptical annulus containing the disc. A flux of ∼ 0.2
mJy is measured for the compact source in the south-west. Together these sum to ∼ 0.9 mJy,
which is consistent with the estimated disc flux of 1 mJy initially extrapolated from Herschel
measurements [Kennedy et al., 2013§3.4.8].

3.4.2 Continuum Modelling

For a given set of parameters a rotation from sky coordinates to model coordinates (where
the disc in is in the x-y plane) is calculated. A 3-dimensional model disc is then generated
in the sky coordinates (RA, Dec, line of sight). Using the aforementioned rotation, the
corresponding model coordinate is found for each pixel and the model is consulted to
identify the model flux at each location. This disc model is then collapsed into a plane,
creating a 2-dimensional image in the sky plane. This image then has any compact sources
added as a symmetrical 2D Gaussian with a given centre, standard deviation and flux. The
image is then Fourier transformed using the galario package [Tazzari et al., 2018] and the
u-v locations of the ALMA data are sampled to calculate the 𝜒2 of the model given the data.
We use the emcee package [Foreman-Mackey et al., 2013], a Python implementation of the
Markov Chain Monte Carlo method, to explore the posterior probability distributions of our
model parameters in order to derive the best-fitting model. The models are initiated near
the optimal solutions indicated by previous test model iterations. We use 5000 steps, with
the first 3500 being discarded based on the estimated auto-correlation lengths. For the runs
we use 200 walkers and we verify upon completion that all chains have converged.

Three distinct models were implemented in order to investigate the nature of the
over-brightness in the south-east of the disc and its effect on model fitting. The external
south-west compact source is marginally resolved and so treated as an azimuthally symmetric
two dimensional Gaussian source and is included in all models.

The Torus model serves to model the disc alone as a comparison for the later
models. Here the south-east over-brightness constitutes simply a noise peak. The Torus +
Asymmetry model treats the over-brightness as a feature of the disc which is thus contained
within it, representing a local over-density of dust within the disc: perhaps a dust trap,
pressure maximum, or recent collisional event. The Torus + Point Source model treats
the over-brightness as unrelated to the disc but as a real feature of the image, possibly
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representing a background galaxy, to be accounted for so as to not affect the parameters of
the disc when fitting.

Thus all disc models share these common parameters: the disc’s total flux 𝐹, the
disc average radius 𝑟0, the disc’s Gaussian scale height 𝜎ℎ (defined by angular elevation
from the disc midplane), and scale width 𝜎𝑟 (defined by radial distance from centre of disc),
the disc position angle 𝑃𝐴 (defined as east from north), the disc inclination 𝐼, the sky offset
of the disc centre from the phase centre 𝑥0, 𝑦0; and the radial distance from the centre of
the image of the external compact source in the south-west, the compact source’s azimuthal
angle in the image (measured east from north), the compact source’s Gaussian scale width
and the compact source’s brightness. We find the phase-centre of the ALMA observations,
and thus the image centre, to be slightly offset from the Gaia DR2 [Gaia Collaboration et al.,
2016, 2018] location of the star at the time of observation and have corrected all further
mention of disc offsets for this such that disc offset is always measured from the stellar
location.

These Gaia corrected 𝑥0, 𝑦0 offsets are on the plane of the sky, but any physical
offset will also have some extent into (or out of) the plane of the sky. By assuming the offset
is in the plane of the disc, this can be calculated using the sky offsets, position angle and
inclination of the disc.

This offset is calculated for every walker at every step to also produce a 𝑧 offset that
is combined with the sky 𝑥 (RA) and 𝑦 (Dec) offsets to derive the total offset of a given
model. This total offset is then divided by that individual model’s disc radius to calculate
an eccentricity. The eccentricity upper limit presented in Table 3.1 is derived from the one
sided 3𝜎 value of the final distribution of model eccentricities. This eccentricity upper
limit also factors in the ALMA pointing uncertainty. The level of eccentricity derived in
our models is small enough to still be well approximated by an offset circular disc, so a
physically eccentric disc model is never explicitly used or needed to fit the disc.

3.4.3 Gaussian Torus

This model is the simplest and serves as our reference point. The best-fitting parameters
are shown together with the other models in Table 3.1 and a dirty image of the residuals
after subtracting the visibilities of the best-fitting model is shown in Figure 3.3 left. No
discernible structure remains in the image showing that a azimuthally symmetric ring is
a good representation of the data. The compact source in the south-west, outside of the
disc, is also very well accounted for by the model. Using the medians of the posterior
parameter distributions we calculate a 𝜒2 value of 3278000.7 for this model; this can be
compared to the values of the other models to quantify their relative goodness of fit. We
also include the relative Bayesian Information Criterion [BIC; Schwarz, 1978], which tests
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Table 3.1: Median disc parameters, Δ𝜒2 and ΔBIC values for Torus, Torus with Asymmetry
and Torus with Point Source models. Uncertainties are the 16th and 84th percentiles. We
find no significant degeneracies between model parameters. Offsets are measured from disc
model centre to Gaia DR2 location of the star. Upper limits are one sided at 3𝜎, i.e. the
0.996 quantile. The eccentricity upper limit includes the ALMA pointing uncertainty and
the 𝑧 offset. Δ𝜒2 and ΔBIC values relative to Gaussian Torus model with values 3278000.7
and 3278180.7 respectively, calculated from a model produced using the median parameters.

Parameter Torus Torus + Asymmetry Torus + Point Source

RA Offset (") 0.04+0.08
−0.08 0.05+0.08

−0.09 0.07+0.08
−0.08

Dec Offset (") −0.07+0.08
−0.09 −0.07+0.09

−0.09 −0.02+0.07
−0.07

Eccentricity 0.04+0.03
−0.02 0.04+0.03

−0.02 0.04+0.02
−0.02

Eccentricity 3𝜎 Upper Limit 0.14 0.14 0.12

Inclination (◦) 43+3
−4 42+4

−4 44+3
−3

PA (◦) −59+7
−6 −58+7

−6 −63+6
−5

Disc Flux (mJy) 0.9+0.1
−0.1 0.9+0.1

−0.1 0.8+0.1
−0.1

Radius (au) 26.5+0.5
−0.5 26.4+0.6

−0.7 26.4+0.6
−0.6

Scale Width 3𝜎 Upper Limit (") 0.6 0.6 0.6

Scale Height 3𝜎 Upper Limit (Rad) 0.5 0.7 0.4

𝑁Parameters 12 15 16

Δ𝜒2 0 −2 −20

ΔBIC 0 +42 +40
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Figure 3.3: Naturally-weighted dirty images of the residuals after subtracting the individual
models. Left: Gaussian torus model; Middle: asymmetric torus model; Right: torus with
point source model. Cyan contours show the models and white contours show the residuals
at −1,−2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5𝜎. The location of the star is marked with a +. Zero offset is the ALMA
image phase centre at 342◦01’04.9" −24◦22’11.2" (J2000).

whether the difference in 𝜒2 values between models is significant by penalising models with
extra fitted parameters, as can be seen in its definition: 𝐵𝐼𝐶 = 𝜒2 + 𝑁Parameters × ln 𝑁dof . As
the number of visibilities (𝑁dof = 2× 𝑁vis = 2× 1639088) being fitted is very large, there is
a large penalty on the less simple models. A difference in BIC greater than six is considered
‘strong’ evidence that the lower valued model is preferred and a difference greater than ten
is considered ‘decisive’ [Kass and Raftery, 1995].

In Figure 3.3 left we can see that after the subtraction of the disc model the peak in
the south-east remains at a significance of 3𝜎 with a larger 2𝜎 extent and a total flux of about
60 `Jy. The 3𝜎 peak is located just outside of the disc’s main emitting region, and the 1𝜎
extent reaches significantly into the disc, culminating in a 2𝜎 peak. There do exist multiple
other 2𝜎 peaks within the image, but only one other 3𝜎 peak within the FWHM of the
primary beam. This region is also the only one co-located with the known disc emission and
could thus affect the fitting or be physically associated. Residuals do remain in roughly this
location across the 3 separate nights of observations; however, given the even lower signal
to noise of the individual nights they do not offer much information when not combined.

We can draw some preliminary conclusions from this basic model. A disc does fit
the data well, with a moderate inclination of about 40◦ and a PA of about −60◦. The radius is
well defined at 26.5 au and the disc flux is around 0.9 mJy. The south-west external compact
source has a flux of around 0.2 mJy. As their posterior distributions are consistent with
zero, we take the scale width and height to be unresolved and conclude only upper limits are
obtainable. The model does find that the disc centre is offset from the stellar location, by
0.15±0.09”. This value is the median of the total three dimensional offset distribution found
by the modelling, and so is not equal to a quadrature combined two dimensional sky offset
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calculated from the median RA and Dec offsets presented in Table 3.1. The uncertainty in
this offset value is large, much larger than uncertainty of the Gaia DR2 location (0.00034")
and the pointing uncertainty of ALMA (0.0405", here taken as 5% of the beam FWHM)
as shown in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.4 shows the two dimensional distribution of offsets as
well as the ALMA pointing uncertainty. The offset distribution overlaps with zero between
1 and 2𝜎, and overlaps with the ALMA pointing offset uncertainty at 1𝜎. The elliptical
distribution of the offsets is to be expected, as there is less spread along the major axis of
the disc where the S/N is highest, allowing for more precise fitting.

The median offset is 1.2 ± 0.7 au, corresponding to an eccentricity of 0.04 ± 0.02.
Due to the large uncertainty we do not take this result to be significant evidence of an offset,
and we instead place a 3𝜎 upper limit on the eccentricity of 0.14. Our constraint on the
eccentricity is limited by both the low S/N of the data and the ALMA pointing precision at
1" spatial resolution.

With a model flux value for the point source in the south-west we can make an
estimate for the likelihood of such a background galaxy being present within the image. We
will compare with the 1.2 mm galaxy number counts of Aravena et al. [2016] by converting
our ALMA Band 7 870 µm flux to a 1.2 mm equivalent. Aravena et al. [2016] provide a
conversion for flux 𝑆 between different bands: 𝑆1.2𝑚𝑚 = 0.4𝑆870`𝑚. Our 870 µm flux of
0.2 mJy is then equivalent to a 1.2 mm flux of 0.08 mJy. From Table 2 of Aravena et al.
[2016] we estimate that there are 23,700 sources per square degree with a flux greater than
0.077 mJy. The probability of finding at least one galaxy brighter than this within a central 8
arcsecond radius, approximately the area of interest around the disk as shown in Figure 3.1,
is then around 30 per cent. And so, the simplest explanation is that the south-west point
source is background galaxy.

3.4.4 Gaussian Torus with Asymmetry

This model treats the south-east over-brightness as a component of the disc in the form of
a 3-dimensional Gaussian blob embedded within it, representing a substructure. This adds
three extra parameters to the model: the blob’s azimuth, the blob’s azimuthal extent, and
the blob’s brightness. The minimum azimuthal extent is taken as the beam size (i.e. 17◦),
and the maximum azimuthal extent is taken as a quarter of the disc (i.e. 90◦). The blob is
centred within the disc and shares the disc’s width. The disc flux value is the sum of the
flux from the main disc and the blob contained within.

From examination of the residuals for this model, shown in Figure 3.3 middle, we
can see that the in-disc residual in the south-east is reduced in size compared to Figure 3.3
left and no longer reaches 2𝜎. Compared to the torus model, we can also see that the north-
west ansa has decreased in flux, showing that the disc’s general flux has decreased, with
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of offsets from emcee for the torus model. The stellar location is
at the origin. Blue points are individual model disc centre offsets from each walker at every
50th step after initial discarding. The red star denotes the median offset and the successive
red ellipses contain 68, 95 and 99.7 % of the offsets respectively. The blue shaded region is
the 1𝜎 ALMA absolute pointing precision. The Gaia stellar location uncertainty would be
too small to be seen.
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the asymmetry taking up the extra flux needed at the south-east ansa. The asymmetry itself
makes up 10+16

−7 per cent of the flux of the disc, for a disc flux of 0.9 mJy this corresponds
to 0.09+0.14

−0.06 mJy. The distribution is consistent with zero flux showing that the asymmetry
is not required to replicate the data. The asymmetry is centred 3 ± 25◦ counter-clockwise
from the south-east ansa of the disc and has a Gaussian scale azimuth of 34 ± 16◦.

This fit slightly decreases the 𝜒2 value, but has a large increase in BIC. This increase
in the BIC shows that the model does not justify the inclusion of extra parameters, consistent
with the flux of the blob being consistent with zero. Most of the disc parameters remain
very similar to the torus model with the only notable change in parameter value being a
slight increase in the 3𝜎 upper limit in scale height.

3.4.5 Gaussian Torus with Point Source

This model treats the south-east over-brightness as a background compact source, similar to
the external compact source in the south-west. It also adds four extra parameters to the basic
model, the radial distance from the centre of the image of the point source, its azimuthal
angle in the image (measured east from north), its Gaussian scale width and its brightness.
The fitting is also restricted such that the point source can only reside within the vicinity of
the disc in the south-east quadrant.

Upon inspecting the residuals for this model in Figure 3.3 right it can be seen that
not even a 2𝜎 contour remains in the south-east region of the disc. The 𝜒2 of this fit is also
significantly less than the other two models, being 20 less than the basic Gaussian torus
model showing that it fits the data best. However, the flux of the compact source is consistent
with zero and the BIC is still significantly larger than for the basic torus model, meaning
that the inclusion of extra parameters is not justified by the decrease in 𝜒2. Whether or not
the over-brightness truly is the result of a background source is less important; what this
model allows us to consider is how the disc is fit without its influence. In this model the
over-brightness point source accounts for 0.1 mJy of flux, and the rest of the disc possesses
just 0.8 mJy. The disc flux is consistent with the flux of the previous models but these values
show that the model disc fluxes could be inflated if the south-east point source is real and
not associated with the disc. Again, while within uncertainty, the PA of the disc has relaxed
to 63◦ ± 6 as opposed to the previous two models’ 58◦ ± 7. This is not a significant effect
but may be a sign that the fitting was attempting to align the south-eastern ansa of the disc
with the over-brightness to account for it. The reduction in Dec offset and slight increase in
RA offset could also be attributed to a similar effect. With the addition of the point source,
the disc has shifted to the north-east, moving the ansa away from the over-brightness. But,
although the direction of the offset has shifted, the magnitude has not been significantly
reduced as can be seen from the derived eccentricity and eccentricity upper limit. We also
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see a return to a more moderate scale width than the previous model and a slight reduction
in scale height. The flux density distribution of the two compact sources is unknown, but
their contributions at shorter wavelengths could contaminate the disc flux from the Herschel
data, this possibility is explored in §3.4.8.

3.4.6 Continuum Modelling summary

In summary, the debris disc around Fomalhaut C is detected and resolved with ALMA, and
the radius and orientation are well constrained. A Gaussian torus represents the dust ring
well, but the radial and vertical scale heights are unresolved, with only upper limits available.
Disc parameters are consistent with each other between the different models, but only the
torus with point source model does not leave 2𝜎 residuals in or near the south-east sector of
the disc. The basic torus model has the lowest BIC and thus is the preferred model. As the
basic torus model’s residuals leave the over-brightness mostly outside of the disc’s bound
and as the asymmetric disc model failed to find a significantly better fit, it can be concluded
that the south-east over-brightness is not likely associated with the system. That the torus
with point source model did not find a significantly better fit than the other models implies
that the over-brightness is most likely just a noise peak. It could be a background object, but
our BIC values show that there is not enough significance to conclude such. The similarity
across modelling results finds that this feature does not significantly affect the fitted disc
parameters. If real, observations at a later epoch would be able to confirm the nature of the
point source if it does not share the proper motion of the star.

A small offset of the disc centre from the star is consistent across all models, but is
not significant. In all our models, the distribution of offsets retrieved from emcee overlaps
with zero between 1 and 2𝜎, and overlaps with the ALMA pointing offset uncertainty.

3.4.7 CO Non-Detection

The spectral setup of the ALMA observations was designed to allow a search for CO gas
produced in collisions of planetesimals that are rich in volatiles via the J=3-2 emission line.
After subtracting the continuum emission, visual inspection revealed no clear signal in both
the dirty cube and a moment-0 map produced by summing pixels across the channels in the
velocity range where gas is expected.

To enhance the signal of potential CO in the system we also employed the spectro-
spatial filtering approach as described in Matrà et al. [2015] under the assumption that any
CO present would be co-located with the dust. In this method pixels are spectrally shifted
within the data cube to account for the expected radial velocities from the Keplerian motion
within the disc, here we assume a stellar mass for Fomalhaut C of 0.18 M⊙ [Pecaut and
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Mamajek, 2013]. We use the torus model from §3.4.3 as a spatial filter, masking all pixels
that are not co-located with model continuum emission that reaches at least 10% of the
peak model flux. Figure 3.5 shows the corresponding spectra for the spatial filter alone and
the spectro-spatial filter assuming either the north-west or the south-east ansa is rotating
towards us. No signal is discernible in any of the produced spectra and so we calculate a 3𝜎
detection limit. With the application of the spectro-spatial filtering and with channel widths
of 0.424 km/s we calculate a 3𝜎 upper limit on the CO flux of 16 mJy km s−1. This limit
accounts for both the 10% flux calibration uncertainty from ALMA and the correlation of
adjacent channels.

A direct flux comparison of the CO non-detection for Fomalhaut C to the CO detec-
tion for Fomalhaut A is not straightforward, as the latter observations were not of the CO
J=3-2 transmission line, but of the CO J=2-1 transmission line with ALMA Band 6 [Matrà
et al., 2017], and the CO excitation environment in the Fomalhaut C disc is uncertain. We
might compare to the initial ALMA Band 7 observation of Fomalhaut A [Matrà et al., 2015]
in which a flux limit of 160 mJy km s−1 was calculated, however this was an ALMA Cycle 0
observation and the continuum sensitivity was also 3.5 times lower than in our observation.
An appropriate example against which to compare Fomalhaut C is provided through the
M-dwarf TWA 7 [Matrà et al., 2019a] for which CO J=3-2 was detected with a integrated
flux of 91± 20 mJy km s−1 at a distance of 34 pc.

To set an approximate constraint on the CO+CO2 mass fraction of the planetesimals,
we make a simple comparison of the collisional mass loss rate and flux limit with those
of TWA 7. Following the prescription set out in the appendix of Matrà et al. [2017], we
compute the mass loss rate for Fomalhaut C’s smallest grains of ¤𝑀𝐷min . The minimum grain
size, 𝐷min, is an unknown here in the regime of stellar wind dominated grain removal and
we do not have enough short wavelength data to retrieve an estimate from the flux density
distribution as in Matrà et al. [2019a]. The minimum grain size for TWA 7 was found to be
0.1 µm and using this number as a fiducial value for Fomalhaut C we get ¤𝑀𝐷min = 6 × 10−5

𝑀⊕ Myr−1. For comparison the value is 3× 10−3𝑀⊕ Myr−1 for TWA 7. The CO+CO2 mass
(which photodissociates in time 𝑡phd) is estimated as

𝑀CO+CO2 = 𝑡phd
𝑓𝐶𝑂+𝐶𝑂2

1 − 𝑓𝐶𝑂+𝐶𝑂2

¤𝑀𝐷min , (3.1)

where 𝑓𝐶𝑂+𝐶𝑂2 is the fraction of planetesimal mass in CO and CO2 ice [Matrà et al., 2017].
Thus, if we assume the same CO excitation and lifetime for Fomalhaut C as for TWA 7,
and that the observed CO flux is proportional to the CO mass, then it is only the difference
in mass loss rates and planetesimal CO+CO2 fraction that changes the observed CO flux.
TWA 7 has a 50× higher mass loss rate and CO flux 5× higher than our upper limit, but
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Fomalhaut C is 4.4× closer, so with Fomalhaut C we could have detected CO at half of
TWA 7’s observed level for the same CO+CO2 fraction. Thus, 𝑓𝐶𝑂+𝐶𝑂2 is constrained to
be at least ∼2× lower than for TWA 7. The ice fraction for the planetesimals of TWA 7
was found to be ≥ 70%, so for our assumptions the non-detection does not appear to be
particularly constraining compared to the ≲10% fractions observed in the Solar system [Le
Roy et al., 2015]. We can now also compare our ice fraction constraint with Fomalhaut A’s
ice fraction of 4.6%–76% [Matrà et al., 2017] to find that the two are consistent.

3.4.8 Herschel/PACS Modelling and Revised SED Model

With the additional knowledge of the Fomalhaut C disc’s geometry, and of the presence of
a nearby background compact source, it is worth re-analysing the Herschel data [Kennedy
et al., 2013] to see if new information can be gleaned, or to see if the background source
partially contaminated the original detection. Total contamination of the original detection
is highly improbable as the chance of detecting a debris disc around a randomly chosen
M star is already very low. We use the level 2.5 data product 160 µm PACS image from
November 2011 (Observation IDs 1342231937, 1342231938; Observing Day 906) as our
data for model comparison. For reference, we show our best fit ALMA torus model in
contours over the Herschel detection in Figure 3.6.

A similar approach was taken to modelling the Herschel data as was taken for the
ALMA data as described in §3.4.2. A model is generated using the median disc parameters
of the Gaussian torus model from §3.4.3. The disc model’s stellar location is centred on
the Gaia DR2 location of Fomalhaut C at the time of the Herschel observation, however the
compact source is assumed to be in the background and thus its position is not corrected
for proper motion between the dates of the Herschel and ALMA observations. The entire
model is then allowed to be offset from the centre to account for the imprecise Herschel
pointing, with a Gaussian prior set on the offset using the absolute pointing performance
of 1.12" at 1𝜎 provided by ESA within the observing date range of the observation1. The
model is then convolved with a Herschel 160 µm point-spread-function (PSF) and re-binned
to the 3.2" pixel scale of the Herschel image. A flat background offset is added to the model
image before subtraction from the observational data for calculation of the 𝜒2. Two PSFs
are tested, an empirical PSF is adapted from a 160 µm calibration observation of the point
source 𝛾 Dra from the same Observing Day (Observation IDs 1342231899/1342231900)
and a high resolution synthesised PSF from observations of Vesta and Mars provided by
Bocchio et al. [2016]. Aside from the 𝑥 (RA) and 𝑦 (Dec) image offsets the only other
parameters allowed to vary are the radius of the disc, the flux of the disc, the flux of the
compact source and the flat background flux of the model. The implementation of a flat

1https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/herschel/pointing-performance
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Figure 3.5: CO J=3-2 spectra for the debris disc around Fomalhaut C using spatial and
spectro-spatial filtering techniques. The centre spectrum (green) is filtered only by the
bounds of the disc as per our Gaussian Torus model. The top and bottom spectra have
had disc pixels shifted within the data cube by their expected Keplerian velocities, and are
vertically displaced for graphical clarity. As there are two possible rotations of the disc with
either ansa rotating towards us there are two possible shifts. There is no significant signal in
any spectrum. Horizontal shaded regions denote the 1𝜎 uncertainty of the spectrum taken
over a larger range of velocities after subtraction of a second order polynomial background.
The vertical shaded region denotes the expected centre of the signal at the 6.5±0.5 km s−1

stellar radial velocity.
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Figure 3.6: Herschel 160 µm PACS detection of the Fomalhaut C disc. In black are contours
of 1, 2𝜎 from the ALMA best fit torus model, assuming zero proper motion of the external
compact source appropriate for a background galaxy. The Gaia DR2 location of the star is
marked with a +. Zero offset is at 342◦01’09.6" −24◦22’12.1" (J2000). Our best fit pointing
correction of +0.54" RA, +0.33" Dec has been applied to the Herschel image.
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Table 3.2: Median parameters for the Herschel model with Empirical and Synthesised PSFs.
Telescope offsets are measured between the Herschel image coordinate Gaia DR2 stellar
location and the model stellar location.

Parameter Empirical PSF Synthesised PSF

Telescope RA Offset (") 0.5+0.6
−0.6 0.6+0.6

−0.6

Telescope Dec Offset (") 0.3+1.1
−1.1 0.3+1.1

−1.1

Disc Radius (") 3.7+2.0
−2.2 3.5+2.3

−2.2

Disc Flux (mJy) 18+7
−7 15+6

−7

Compact Source Flux (mJy) 0.9+0.6
−0.5 0.9+0.5

−0.5

Background (mJy/arcsec2) 0.050+0.006
−0.006 0.053+0.006

−0.006

background is justified as the annulus of width ∼10" (3 pixels) around the detection of
Fomalhaut C’s disc has a median pixel value of ∼0.2 mJy, which the model will need to
be able to account for. The disc and compact sources fluxes are allowed to vary as their
relative proportions are unknown at the wavelength of observation due to their unknown
spectral slopes. The radius of the disc is allowed to vary in order to investigate whether
radiation forces and stellar winds from the host star are significant enough to blow out the
smaller grains probed by Herschel to larger radii, to probe the potential presence of a small
grain halo as Matthews et al. [2015] found for AU Mic. We use emcee to fit model discs
and compact sources to the Herschel data. We use 100 walkers and as we find the largest
auto-correlation time across all parameters to be 160 steps, we use 2000 steps and discard
the first 1600 steps.

The results are summarised in Table 3.2 and are highly consistent between the two
PSFs. We find that a small pointing offset is favoured, but within the 1𝜎 absolute pointing
uncertainty of 1.12". The radius of the disc is not found to be well constrained, but are
consistent with the resolved ALMA value. Smaller radii still fit the data well, implying
the disc is either unresolved or not substantially resolved with Herschel; radii larger than
∼ 5 − 6" do not fit the data well. Thus we conclude that there is not sufficient evidence to
suggest that the grains probed by Herschel lie at significantly larger radii than the grains
probed by ALMA. A flat background flux of ∼0.05 mJy/arcsec2 is fit by the model, but is not
interpreted as significant evidence of a halo of small grains as large amounts of the Herschel
map not associated with Fomalhaut C share this non-zero flux. The flux fitted to the disc
is ∼16 mJy, consistent with the original reported detection of 15.5± 2.8 mJy. The compact
source is found to only contribute ∼0.86 mJy. We therefore conclude that the Herschel
detection of the Fomalhaut C disc is not significantly contaminated by the compact source
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identified by ALMA.
The model flux found for the south-west compact source has a wide uncertainty, and

is subject to further systematic uncertainties. But with rough flux estimates at both 160 µm
and 870 µm we can estimate a flux ratio of these two wavelengths of 1.5 − 7.5. This ratio
range would be inconsistent with a sub-millimetre galaxy in the rest frame, but would be
consistent with a galaxy at a redshift z = 2−4 [Casey et al., 2014]. We note that this redshift
range is outside of the sample of z = 1.6 ± 0.4 used by Aravena et al. [2016], thus causing
a potential conflict with the probability estimate that the source is a galaxy. However, we
again highlight the systematic uncertainties in the flux derived from the Herschel modelling;
if the background source contributed significantly less to the Herschel flux, such a large
redshift would not be needed.

As we have found that the original Herschel flux measurements are consistent with
the ALMA findings and that the compact source did not significantly contaminate the
detection, those values are kept the same for the fitting of a new blackbody dust model with
inclusion of the ALMA flux measurement (see Yelverton et al. [2019, 2020] for details of the
SED fitting method). The dust model is a modified blackbody spectrum: beyond the fitted
parameter _0 there is an additional multiplication factor of (_/_0)−𝛽 as small grains do not
efficiently radiate at wavelengths larger than their own size. The flux density distribution
(SED), Figure 3.7, has not been significantly adjusted from Kennedy et al. [2013] and the
parameters remain consistent. A dust temperature of 20± 4 K is found, corresponding to a
blackbody radius (the distance between the dust and the star if the dust grains were perfect
blackbodies) of 13± 5 au, with a fractional luminosity of 𝐿dust/𝐿★ = 1.5±0.2×10−4. While
_0 is not well constrained, we find 𝛽 = 1.5 ± 0.4.

3.4.9 Blackbody vs Resolved Radii

With the newly resolved radius of the disc of 26 au the blackbody radius of 13 au can be
seen to be a significant underestimate. This is a common finding for debris discs around
all host stellar types [Rodriguez and Zuckerman, 2012; Booth et al., 2012; Pawellek et al.,
2014] implying the presence of small dust grains that are hotter than black bodies due to
their inefficient long wavelength emission. We can use a measure of this called Γ, defined as
Rdust/RBB, the ratio of the resolved disc radius to the blackbody radius [Booth et al., 2012],
or equivalently defined as (Tdust/TBB)2, the square of the ratio of the dust temperature to the
temperature of an ideal blackbody at the resolved radius Rdust of the disc [Pawellek et al.,
2014]. The Γ factor for Fomalhaut C’s disc is 1.9± 0.7.

The loose trend [Pawellek et al., 2014] is that Γ increases with decreasing stellar
luminosity, albeit with strong scatter. This trend is linked to typical grain sizes decreasing
towards stars with lower luminosities exhibiting weaker radiation pressure on the dust, i.e.
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the blowout size and with it the minimum grain size 𝐷min decreases with decreasing stellar
luminosity. Smaller grains are typically hotter than larger grains due to decreased emission
efficiency and thus the blackbody discrepancy grows. Working from Pawellek et al. [2014]’s
relations Fomalhaut C’s (𝐿Fom C ≈ 0.005 𝐿⊙) Γ should be larger at ∼ 5− 12, more similar to
that measured for GJ 581 (𝐿GJ 581 ≈ 0.01 𝐿⊙). As it stands Fomalhaut C’s Γ is even smaller
than the ∼ 3 − 4 of AU Mic (𝐿AU Mic ≈ 0.1 𝐿⊙). However there are a couple of key caveats
aside from the large observed scatter.

Firstly, visible light absorption efficiency significantly decreases for smaller astrosil-
icate particles [≲microns; Krivov et al., 2008] serving to plateau the trend of increasing
dust temperature with decreasing grain size as decreasing absorption efficiency begins to
counter the decreasing emission efficiency. Around lower temperature stars this turnover
would be reached at comparatively larger minimum grain sizes as the peak stellar emission
is moved to longer wavelengths. Secondly, as radiation pressure from low mass stars be-
gins to become too weak to remove grains altogether, Poynting-Robertson drag (P-R drag)
and stellar wind [e.g. Wyatt et al., 2011; Reidemeister et al., 2011; Plavchan et al., 2005]
become the dominant grain-removal mechanisms. The radiation pressure dominated trend
of decreasing 𝐷min with decreasing stellar luminosity is now disrupted and it is unclear
how the relationship proceeds to lower luminosities. As a very low luminosity star these
effects would be particularly prominent for Fomalhaut C and could explain why Pawellek
et al. [2014]’s Γ trend has appeared to have flattened or possibly even turned over in the
low mass regime in which Fomalhaut C belongs. Aside from Fomalhaut C, AU Mic is the
only other M star currently thermally resolved in high resolution [TWA 7 is only marginally
resolved with ALMA and GJ 581 is only marginally resolved with Herschel; Bayo et al.,
2019; Lestrade et al., 2012, respectively]; as more M-star debris discs are resolved with
ALMA it will be valuable to investigate Γ and grain sizes in this low mass regime of low
temperature hosts, stellar wind and small grains.

3.4.10 Scattered Light Non-Detections

HST/STIS Observations

We attempted to detect dust-scattered light around Fomalhaut C using HST/STIS coronag-
raphy. STIS comprises a 1024x1024 pixel CCD with various occulting elements in the focal
plane and a scale of 0.05077 "/pixel. However, STIS does not have a pupil-plane mask to
suppress the four diffraction spikes from HST’s secondary support structure, nor does it have
filters, effectively operating at the wide optical throughput of the system (_𝑐 = 0.5858 `m,
Δ_ = 0.4410 `m).

Fomalhaut C was observed at two epochs: UT 2014-11-12 (HST-GO-13725) and
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Figure 3.7: Fomalhaut C flux density distribution (SED). Dots are measured fluxes and
triangles are 3𝜎 upper limits [Kennedy et al., 2013]. The stellar photosphere model is in
blue, the disc model in green and the combined SED in orange.
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Figure 3.8: HST STIS observations of Fomalhaut C. Left: Initial November 2014 observa-
tion with diffuse linear structure apparent north of the star. The disc is not detected but the
background source found by ALMA external to the disc in the south-west is also detected
by STIS. In white are contours of 1, 2𝜎 from the ALMA best fit torus model, assuming
no proper motion of the external compact source. The Gaia DR2 location of the star at
the epoch of observation is marked with a +. Zero offset is at 342◦01’12.8" −24◦22’10.5"
(J2000). Middle: May 2018 observation with diffuse linear structure north of the star not
detected. The disc is not detected and the background source external to the disc is po-
tentially obscured by the telescope’s diffraction spikes. Overlays as before. Zero offset is
at 342◦01’14.1" −24◦22’11.1" (J2000). Right: Combined observations of all HST epochs
to increase background object SNR, Fomalhaut C is blurred due to high proper motion and
thus we do not plot the disc model contours. The exterior compact source is detected in the
south-west, but a potential in-disc point source in the south-east is not detected. In white
are contours of 1, 2𝜎 of the two compact sources, within the disc and exterior to the disc,
from the ALMA best fit torus with point source model assuming no proper motion. Zero
offset is at 342◦01’13.0" −24◦22’11.6" (J2000).
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2018-05-28 (HST-GO-15172) as shown in Figure 3.8 left and middle respectively. At each
epoch Fomalhaut C was occulted behind BAR5 with width ∼0.4", and observed at two
telescope roll angles separated by ∼30◦ in two consecutive orbits. Each orbit in the 2014
epoch comprised six exposures of 397 seconds whereas the 2018 epoch had six 379 second
exposures. Cosmic rays were removed in each *flt.fits exposure by interpolation over the bad
pixels identified in the *.pl files and then the six exposures per orbit were median combined.
The sky background was sampled in a region on the detector farthest away from the occulted
star and subtracted. Finally the images were divided by the integration time. To subtract
the point-spread function, the final image from the first orbit was iteratively shifted and
subtracted from the second orbit.

The 2014 data revealed a diffuse, nearly-linear structure extending northward from
Fomalhaut C between 1.2" (the edge of the occulted region) and 3" radius. The morphol-
ogy and surface brightness resembled a background galaxy also seen 18.4" to the east of
Fomalhaut C, highlighting the possibility that the Fomalhaut C extended feature was also
a background galaxy.This finding motivated the 2018 observations in order to check for
common proper motion of the feature with the star. However, the feature was not detected
anywhere in the 2018 field, showing it to be a spurious artifact in the 2014 data.

No circumstellar nebulosity is detected in the STIS data with a 3𝜎 limited surface
brightness of 3.39 `Jy arcseconds−2 at 3" radius from the star (using a zero point of 1
DN/s/pixel = 4.55x10−7 Jy). The 7𝜎 ALMA compact source south-west of Fomalhaut C
is detected in the 2014 observation (Figure 3.8 left). It may also be detected in the 2018
observation (Figure 3.8 middle), but its location is obscured by the telescope’s diffraction
spikes. The ALMA source is significantly detected in a combined image of all HST
observations (Figure 3.8 right), showing that it is indeed real. These detections together
demonstrate that the source does not share Fomalhaut C’s proper motion and is a background
object. In neither epoch nor in the combined image is there a significant detection of a
potential south-east point source within the disc per the ALMA torus with point source
model.

VLT/SPHERE Observations

Fomalhaut C was observed with the high-contrast imager VLT/SPHERE [Beuzit et al.,
2019b] as part of the SPHERE High-Angular Resolution Debris Disks Survey2 [SHARDDS,
Wahhaj et al., 2016; Choquet et al., 2017; Marshall et al., 2018]. This survey is an imaging
search for discs around stars within 100 pc having an infrared excess greater than 10−4. It uses
the IRDIS subsystem [Dohlen et al., 2008] in broad band H (_ = 1.625 `m, Δ_ = 0.290 `m)
and the apodised Lyot coronagraph of diameter 185 mas. Fomalhaut C was observed at 2

2ESO programs 096.C-0388 and 097.C-0394
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Figure 3.9: Left: final reduced image after combinations of two epochs of observation
with SPHERE/IRDIS. The radially extended signal seen at four different position angles
originates from the diffraction pattern of the telescope spiders, which are not entirely
suppressed by the pupil stop of the Lyot coronagraph. Middle: final reduced image after
injection of a disc model into the data before post-processing. Right: scattered light model
injected in the data.

epochs on the nights of 11 October 2015 and 3 June 2016, with an exposure time of 40
minutes on-source for each visit. The observations were carried out in pupil-stabilised mode,
however very little sky rotation was obtained (only 1.5◦) because the target was observed
outside the meridian crossing. Angular Differential Imaging [ADI, Marois et al., 2006] is
therefore not practical due to severe self-subtraction of any astrophysical signal [e.g. Milli
et al., 2012]. At the expected separation of the disc of ∼3.4", the background noise is the
main contributor to the noise. We therefore derotated the frames to align North vertically
on the detector, subtracted the median azimuthal profile for each frame at each separation,
and median-combined all frames to obtain the final reduced images at each epoch. We
averaged the reduced images of the two epochs to produce the final image shown in Figure
3.9 (left). The disc is not detected in scattered light in the IRDIS image and we calculate a
3𝜎 surface brightness detection limit of 173 `Jy arcsecond−2 at 3.4" from the star, assuming
a stellar brightness in the H band of 7.527 mag [1.01 Jy; 2MASS Cutri et al., 2003]. Post
processing could change this value, so to derive meaningful constraints based on the ALMA
detection, we used the median parameter Gaussian torus model of the disc to generate an
image (Figure 3.9 right) that we injected into the SPHERE data. We then scaled up the
image until it was clearly detected in the final reduced image (Figure 3.9 middle). We find
that the integrated brightness of the model is 1.0 mJy, which represents an upper limit on the
total disc scattered light brightness. The maximum surface brightness reached at the ansae
of the disc is ∼ 200 `Jy arcsec−2, showing that our 3𝜎 surface brightness detection limit is
reasonable.
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Limits on dust albedo

That the disc was not detected with either HST/STIS or VLT/SPHERE could be owing to
its unfavourable viewing geometry. At an inclination of ∼ 43◦ low scattering angles are
unavailable to observation, which leaves the strong forward scattering peak that can enhance
disc surface brightness inaccessible. However, an upper limit on the dust albedo can still
be calculated from the surface brightness upper limit averaged over all scattering angles.
While this would not be an estimate of a proper Bond or geometric albedo, and while the
precise effect of the scattering phase function is still unknown, this rough albedo estimate
can still inform us as to whether our non-detection implies significantly nonreflective dust
grains. Following the process outlined in section 3.3.3 of Marshall et al. [2018], we use the
equation for reflection for optically thin dust from Weinberger et al. [1999]:

𝜏𝜔 = 4𝜋𝜙2 𝑆

𝐹
(3.2)

where 𝜏 is the optical depth, 𝜔 is the albedo, 𝜙 is the angular separation of the scatterers
from the host star (i.e. the disc semi-major axis in arcseconds), 𝑆 is the surface brightness
of the disc in mJy arcsecond−2 and 𝐹 the stellar flux in mJy. We also use the approximation
for optical depth:

𝜏 =
2 𝑓 𝜙 cos(𝑖)
𝑑𝜙(1 − 𝜔) (3.3)

where 𝑓 is the fractional luminosity of the disc, 𝑖 the inclination and 𝑑𝜙 the disc width in
arcseconds. We combine the two to eliminate 𝜏 and have:

𝑆 =
𝑓 𝐹𝜔

(2𝜋𝜙𝑑𝜙 cos(𝑖)) (1 − 𝜔) (3.4)

into which we can insert our Gaussian torus model values from §3.4.3 and surface brightness
upper limits to extract our albedo upper limit. From the SPHERE observations we retrieve
an albedo upper limit of 0.67 at 1.625 `m and from the STIS observations we retrieve an
upper limit of 0.54 at 0.5858 `m. Typical debris disc dust albedos range between 0.05–0.15
[e.g. Marshall et al., 2018; Choquet et al., 2018; Golimowski et al., 2011; Krist et al., 2010;
Kalas et al., 2005] and typical Kuiper belt objects have average albedos of 0.11 – 0.17
[Vilenius, E. et al., 2012]; precision on this level is needed to begin distinguishing between
compositional models [Marshall et al., 2018; Choquet et al., 2018]. Thus these upper limits
are too high to comment on dust composition.
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3.5 Discussion

In our ALMA observations we do not find evidence for a significant eccentricity in Fo-
malhaut C’s disc, and it is most likely that Fomalhaut C has a less eccentric disc than
Fomalhaut A. In the context of S14’s models, the system’s history thus remains inconclu-
sive. Figure 6 in S14 shows that in their scenario the eccentricity of Fomalhaut A’s disc
should be correlated with the eccentricity of C’s disc, but with a large scatter. No definite
prediction could be made for an eccentricity in C’s disc; in S14’s Figure 6 it can be seen
that for A discs reminiscent of the real A with eccentricities between 0.025 and 0.5, the
corresponding C disc eccentricities vary between ∼0.025 – 0.75. Thus, our 3𝜎 upper limit
of 0.14 cannot rule out the S14 history. However, if an eccentricity did exist below this limit,
at such a magnitude the origin of the eccentricity could just as much be attributed to other
factors, such as an eccentric planet within the system. A larger eccentricity would have been
more unusual, thus implying an unusual cause, e.g. the S14 scenario. Further observation
increasing the S/N and the precision of the offset modelling would not therefore necessarily
help break the degeneracy of the Fomalhaut system’s potential histories; however, deeper
observations can also reveal other observable quantities such as the dust density distribution
that can also trace system dynamics.

The still indefinite history of the Fomalhaut system precludes a ruling on the ‘typ-
icality’ of the Fomalhaut C debris disc’s brightness amongst the M star disc population, as
the disc could have been additionally stirred by gravitational interactions with Fomalhaut A
per S14’s scenario. With a fractional luminosity of 1.5×10−4 the disc is certainly very
bright, on par with the disc around AU Mic, an earlier type M0 star that is ∼1/40 times the
age. AU Mic will not retain its current brightness for the next 400 Myr, as disc mass tends
to decrease over time due to collisional grinding of planetesimals and removal of dust from
the system through radiation pressure, solar winds and P-R drag [Wyatt, 2008]. This does
not mean that Fomalhaut C’s disc was necessarily significantly brighter in the past as the
time of onset of its collisional cascade is unknown. It is still within the realm of possibility
that the Fomalhaut C debris disc originated from a protoplanetary disc that formed a greater
mass in planetesimals than AU Mic’s and evolved to its current state via natural collisional
grinding. While Fomalhaut C is significantly older than AU Mic, in comparison to field
M stars as a whole Fomalhaut C is still young at only 440 Myr old compared to ages ranging
up to 10 Gyrs. A proper study of disc occurrence and comparison for M stars could select a
sample of stars of similar ages, preferably young while the discs are statistically likely to be
brightest.

It is however possible and useful to compare the Fomalhaut C disc’s radius with that
of other resolved debris discs. Matrà et al. [2018] find a correlation between disc radius
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Figure 3.10: Resolved planetesimal belt radii against stellar host luminosity. The error bars
represent disc widths or the upper limits thereof. Fomalhaut C is highlighted in red and the
error bar represents the 3𝜎 limit on the disc’s FWHM. Grey lines show 1000 power laws
sampled from the parameter distributions of Matrà et al. [2018].

and host star luminosity, but their sample is truncated at the low luminosity end, having no
discs with hosts of lower luminosity than AU Mic, at 0.1 𝐿⊙. Fomalhaut C has a luminosity
of 0.005 𝐿⊙ and thus significantly extends the range of the parameter space. In Figure 3.10
we plot Matrà et al. [2018]’s sample, with the updates from Sepulveda et al. [2019] and
references therein, and with the addition of Fomalhaut C. We also plot a representative
sample of power law fits from the parameter distributions calculated by Matrà et al. [2018].
The radius of the disc around Fomalhaut C is found to be wholly consistent with the rest
of the sample, lying close to the centre of the bundle of representative power laws. At
least in relation to radius, the Fomalhaut C disc appears typical, but more discs around low
luminosity host stars are required to fill out this region of the parameter space in order to be
able to conclude that the relationship holds.

Regarding Figure 3.10 we are reminded of the context of the width of the Fomalhaut C
disc; the disc is relatively narrow, similar to the likes of 𝜖 Eri [Booth et al., 2017], HR 4796A
[Kennedy et al., 2018b] and indeed Fomalhaut A [Kalas et al., 2005; Acke et al., 2012;
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MacGregor et al., 2017]. Narrow rings are very often also offset from the stellar location
[Hughes et al., 2018]. The typical eccentricities of these narrow discs are ∼0.1 and so the
non-detection of an eccentricity in Fomalhaut C’s disc not does not mark it as unusual for its
narrowness. Postulated reasons for narrow rings can be similar to those for eccentric discs:
shepherding planets for the inner and outer radii [Boley et al., 2012], which would predict
sharp edges that our current resolution is unable to constrain; confinement by the orbital
resonances of a single planet, like the bounds of the Kuiper belt, another narrow disc, at the
3:2 and 2:1 resonances with Neptune [Hahn and Malhotra, 2005]; or dust-gas interaction
mechanisms [Lyra and Kuchner, 2013]. If the bounds of Fomalhaut C’s disc correspond to
3:2 and 2:1 resonances of an unseen planet, our model would suggest a planet at an orbital
distance of ∼17–20 au.

3.6 Conclusions

In this work we have presented the first resolved sub-millimetre observations of the plan-
etesimal debris disc around Fomalhaut C (§3.4.1), now the lowest mass star to have its disc
resolved in thermal emission. Our modelling has revealed the geometry of the ring as well
as its radius and submillimetre flux. We try three distinct models to investigate the nature of
the over-brightness in the south-east quadrant of the disc and conclude that the symmetric
Gaussian torus model is the best fitting (§3.4.6). We search for an offset of the centre of the
disc from the stellar location but do not find any significant eccentricity, instead placing a
3𝜎 upper limit. Higher signal-to-noise and/or resolution observations will be necessary to
improve the precision of an offset measurement and to measure the disc’s scale width and
height. We also do not detect any CO gas in the system but place a 3𝜎 upper limit of 17
mJy km s−1.

We revisit the original Herschel observations with our best-fitting ALMA model to
consider a scenario where the smaller grains visible at shorter wavelengths lay at larger radii
due to radiation pressure and stellar wind forces blowing them out, but do not find evidence
for a small grain halo. We can conclude however that the original Herschel observations
were not significantly contaminated by the compact source apparent outside of the ring in
the ALMA observations (§3.4.8).

With the ring’s radius resolved we compare the disc’s blackbody radius to its resolved
radius to calculate Γ =Rdust/RBB and compare it to discs around stars of other spectral types.
We find that Fomalhaut C’s Γ factor is smaller than might be expected from the trends of
earlier type stars but also outline several caveats that could disrupt the trends for very low
mass stars (§3.4.9).

The Fomalhaut C disc has not been detected in scattered light with either HST/STIS
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in the optical or VLT/SPHERE in the near-infrared, but we use our ALMA model’s geometry
to find upper limits on surface brightness and dust albedo. These limits are not constraining
enough to investigate different dust composition models (§3.4.10).

The lack of a significant offset measurement precludes a judgement on the likelihood
on any particular dynamical history model for the Fomalhaut triple system. In combination
with the paucity of thermally resolved M star debris discs this uncertainty in history makes
it difficult to rule on the disc’s typicality or to place it within the context of low mass star
discs. We do place it in the context of debris discs across all types by adding it to Matrà et al.
[2018]’s radius–luminosity sample and find that the Fomalhaut C’s disc radius is entirely
consistent with the greater trend (§3.5).
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Chapter 4

ALMA’s view of the M-dwarf GSC
07396-00759’s edge-on debris disc:
AU Mic’s coeval twin

Declaration

This chapter is reproduced from the paper "ALMA’s view of the M-dwarf GSC 07396-
00759’s edge-on debris disc: AU Mic’s coeval twin" published in Monthly Notices of
the Royal Astronomical Society, Volume 512, Issue 4, pp.4752-4764 in June 2022. All
analysis and write up for this paper was performed by me except for section 4.4.3 written
by Grant Kennedy, bar the final two paragraphs starting ‘Overall, Figure 5 shows that the
dust temperature...’. The code base for the SED and fractional-luminosity fitting used in
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 was created by Grant Kennedy.

Abstract

We present new ALMA Band 7 observations of the edge-on debris disc around the M1V
star GSC 07396-00759. At ∼ 20 Myr old and in the 𝛽 Pictoris Moving Group along with
AU Mic, GSC 07396-00759 joins it in the handful of low mass M-dwarf discs to be resolved
in the sub-mm. With previous VLT/SPHERE scattered light observations we present a
multi-wavelength view of the dust distribution within the system under the effects of stellar
wind forces. We find the mm dust grains to be well described by a Gaussian torus at 70 au
with a FWHM of 48 au and we do not detect the presence of CO in the system. Our ALMA
model radius is significantly smaller than the radius derived from polarimetric scattered
light observations, implying complex behaviour in the scattering phase function. The
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brightness asymmetry in the disc observed in scattered light is not recovered in the ALMA
observations, implying that the physical mechanism only affects smaller grain sizes. High
resolution follow-up observations of the system would allow investigation into its unique
dust features as well as provide a true coeval comparison for its smaller sibling AU Mic,
singularly well observed amongst M-dwarf systems.

4.1 Introduction

Many stars are host to discs of circumstellar matter. While the host star is still very young
(≲10 Myrs), these discs are composed of primordial dust and gas from the initial molecular
cloud, and emit light in the near-infrared to millimetre ranges. As the discs age they lose their
gaseous material to leave behind some dust and any planetesimals that have formed. The
collisional grinding of these planetesimals produces cold secondary dust that is observed
in the far-infrared to millimetre and is classified as a debris disc [e.g. Wyatt, 2008; Hughes
et al., 2018]. The dust produced by planetesimal collisions in a debris disc is constantly
removed by radiation pressure as well as Poynting-Robertson drag and stellar wind forces,
stellar wind forces being dominant over radiation pressure for grain removal around low-
luminosity M-dwarfs [e.g. Wyatt et al., 1999; Thébault and Wu, 2008; Plavchan et al., 2005;
Augereau and Beust, 2006; Reidemeister et al., 2011]. The defining observable features of a
debris disc are typically a fractional luminosity 𝐿disc/𝐿★ of ≤10−2, a lack of large amounts
of warm dust emitting in the near-IR, and a lack of large quantities of H2 gas. If any gas
is present, e.g. CO, it is usually considered to be secondary, having also been released by
planetesimal collisions [e.g. Marino et al., 2016; Matrà et al., 2017; Kral et al., 2019; Matrà
et al., 2019a].

The Herschel DEBRIS survey detected debris discs around 17 percent of nearby
main sequence FGK-type stars [Sibthorpe et al., 2018], but found only 2 discs from 89
M-dwarfs [Lestrade et al., 2012; Kennedy et al., 2013]. However, a later Herschel survey of
21 planet-hosting late-type stars, of which 18 were M-dwarfs, with approximately twice the
sensitivity to fractional luminosity as the DEBRIS survey detected 3 discs [Kennedy et al.,
2018b]. There is thus an open question [e.g. Plavchan et al., 2005, 2009; Gautier et al.,
2007; Heng and Malik, 2013; Binks and Jeffries, 2017; Luppe et al., 2020] as to whether so
few M-dwarf discs have been detected because they represent a fundamentally rarer and/or
lower mass population to those of earlier type hosts, or whether the low luminosity of the
host M-dwarfs, resulting in low disc fluxes and temperatures, hinders a similar population
from being detectable. Later type stars have a measured increase in planet occurrence rate
[e.g. Bonfils et al., 2013; Dressing and Charbonneau, 2015; Mulders et al., 2015], which
hints that perhaps efficient planet formation can affect the incipient debris disc by using up
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rocky material. Alternative scenarios for decreasing disc occurrence around late type stars
include material stripping from stellar encounters [Lestrade et al., 2011], photoevaporation
of the primordial disc while the star is still present within its early cluster environment
[Adams et al., 2004] and removal of dust by stellar-wind drag [Plavchan et al., 2009]. With
so few known M-dwarf discs, it is important then to understand as fully as possible the discs
that we do know and that we have well imaged.

For a long period of time, the well imaged representative of M-dwarf discs has
been the M1V star AU Microscopii. The excess of infrared radiation, the hallmark of
circumstellar material, of AU Mic was first detected with IRAS [Moshir et al., 1990]. Only
9.72 ± 0.04 pc [Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018] distant and with a fractional luminosity of
4×10−4 [Matthews et al., 2015], AU Mic has been subject to detailed study ever since at a
range of wavelengths observing both thermal emission and optical/Near-IR scattered light
[e.g. Kalas et al., 2004; Augereau and Beust, 2006; Graham et al., 2007; MacGregor et al.,
2013; Schneider et al., 2014; Matthews et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Wisniewski et al.,
2019]. These high-resolution multi-wavelength views have resulted in myriad discoveries
about the disc’s physics. For example, Strubbe and Chiang [2006] devise a ‘birth ring’ model
for AU Mic where a parent population of planetesimals at 43 au produces micrometer size
dust grains that are then transported inwards by stellar wind drag and Poynting-Robertson
drag, and outwards by radiation pressure and stellar wind ram pressure. Boccaletti et al.
[2015, 2018]; Grady et al. [2020] observe fast moving dust features in scattered light
travelling outwards along the disc, possibly dust ‘avalanches’ originating from the point
of intersection of the birth ring and a second, inclined ring leftover from the catastrophic
disruption of a large planetesimal [Chiang and Fung, 2017] or material released from a
parent body on a Keplerian orbit closer to the star [Sezestre et al., 2017]. Daley et al. [2019]
were able to estimate the sizes and masses of bodies within the disc through resolving its
vertical structure.

These works highlight the value of obtaining resolved images in both thermal emis-
sion and scattered light. Fomalhaut C is as of yet the only other M-dwarf to have a fully
resolved debris disc in thermal emission [Cronin-Coltsmann et al., 2021]. However the
disc was not detected with either HST/STIS nor VLT/SPHERE, the star is twenty times the
age of AU Mic and the system may have a complicated disc-affecting dynamical history
with its associated stars Fomalhaut A and B [Shannon et al., 2014]. The complexity of the
Fomalhaut system precludes Fomalhaut C from being a good representative. With so much
learned from the single system of AU Mic, it becomes increasingly valuable to have true
coeval systems to compare AU Mic with and so that what we know of AU Mic’s disc can be
put into context.

As debris discs age, they deplete their reservoirs of planetesimals and are able to
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replenish less and less dust, meaning over time they become less bright [Decin et al., 2003;
Rieke et al., 2005]. In part, AU Mic owes its large fractional luminosity to its youth. AU Mic
is a member of the 𝛽 Pictoris Moving Group (BPMG), a young [∼20 Myr, Bell et al., 2015;
Miret-Roig et al., 2020] and nearby [≲100 pc, Shkolnik et al., 2017] association of stars.
Pawellek et al. [2021] find a 75% occurrence rate of discs around F type stars in the BPMG,
a significantly higher rate than for field stars.

An excellent place to search for AU Mic analogues is thus the BPMG, from which
recently the late-type K7/M0 star CPD-72 2713 [Moór et al., 2020; Tanner et al., 2020] and
the K1 star BD+45◦ 598 [Hinkley et al., 2021] have also recently had debris discs identified.
35 M-dwarfs in the BPMG have recently been observed in Band 7 with ALMA (Cronin-
Coltsmann et al. in prep), yielding several new detections and one resolved disc. This
resolved disc is GSC 07396-00759, an M1V star at a distance of 71.4 pc. No WISE mid-IR
excess is detected for GSC 07396-00759, nor for AU Mic, making ALMA the best option
for both detection and characterisation of such M-dwarf debris discs. The disc of this star
has been previously imaged in near-IR scattered light with VLT/SPHERE IRDIS in both
total intensity [Sissa et al., 2018, hereafter S18; IRDIFS H2/H3] and polarimetric [Adam
et al., 2021, hereafter A21; IRDIS DPI] modes, and is now detected for the first time in
thermal emission. With a host star of similar spectral type and from the same young moving
group, and therefore of very similar age, in addition to the disc being edge on, resolved in
the sub-mm and well imaged in scattered light, GSC 07396-00759’s disc is a near perfect
twin to AU Mic’s, finally providing a coeval comparison.

S18’s total intensity scattered light observations are subject to a strongly forward-
scattering phase function that accentuates the brightness of the disc at small scattering angles
and dims outer reaches off the major-axis. They find that the observed disc spine can be
geometrically described up to 1.2” by an unflared disc of radius 96 au and an inclination
of 84.5±3.6◦ as they demonstrate in the lower panel of their Figure 2. They find a large
brightness asymmetry, with the disc appearing brighter in the south-east by a factor ∼ 1.5-2.
They also find ripples along the spine of the disc, and in the outer ranges of the disc they
observe evidence of warp-like swept-back material, reminiscent of the swept-back ‘wings’
of HD 61005 [e.g. Schneider et al., 2014; Olofsson et al., 2016].

S18 then forward model the volumetric dust density distribution 𝑛(𝑟, 𝑧), as a double
power law (see Equation 4.2) and find that the disc density peaks at 𝑟0 =70 ±1 au and has a
profile that is as expected from dust produced in a birth ring and pushed out by strong radial
forces [Strubbe and Chiang, 2006].

A21 also observe disc emission extending to 1.3”(93 au), as well as a moderate
brightness asymmetry by a factor ∼ 1.4-1.6, and evidence of a warp in the disc on the
north-west side. In contrast to S18, A21 model the disc as dust grains originating from a
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parent planetesimal belt at a radius 𝑟0 with a Gaussian scale width 𝛿𝑟 , equivalent to our
Equation 4.1. The dust grains then populate orbits defined by their interaction with stellar
wind and radiation pressure forces before the scattering phase function is applied to derive
the models to compare with the data.

Through their modelling A21 find disc properties consistent with S18 except for
a disc radius of 107±2 au, but they find a degeneracy between their model radius and the
anisotropic scattering factor 𝑔, which for higher values weights scattering efficiency to
smaller scattering angles. A larger, more forward scattering 𝑔 diminishes flux at the ansae
and focuses it at the disc centre, allowing for a larger model radius while still accurately
describing the data. A21 do rerun their modelling with the disc radius fixed to the S18 result
of 70 au, and indeed a lower 𝑔 is then fitted, however the model residuals are noticeably
poorer in the outer reaches of the disc: the lower radius model describes their data less well.

A21 conclude that their new 107 au estimate of the reference radius, i.e. the birth
ring of planetesimals, is likely a better estimate than S18’s 70 au radius. Both S18’s and
A21’s best-fitting model parameters can be found in Table 4.1.

Sub-mm observations trace larger dust grains that are less affected by pressure
forces and retain their orbits closer to where they were produced, thus tracing more directly
the location of the planetesimal birth ring. Resolved sub-mm observations such as those
presented in this paper serve a key role in breaking the degeneracy between 𝑔 and 𝑟0 and
solving the discrepancy between the total intensity and polarimetric scattered light model
radii.

GSC 07396-00759 is itself a wide separation companion of the well-studied close-
binary V4046 Sgr at a distance of 12300 au [Torres et al., 2006; Kastner et al., 2011]. V4046
Sgr possesses both a gas-rich circumbinary disc and evidence of ongoing accretion [e.g.
Stempels and Gahm, 2004; Öberg et al., 2011; Rosenfeld et al., 2013; Rapson et al., 2015;
Kastner et al., 2018; D’Orazi et al., 2019; Martinez-Brunner et al., 2022]. The survival of the
more primordial-like disc of V4046 Sgr may be attributed to its binary nature, as Alexander
[2012] find close binaries to possess longer lived discs than single stars. Nevertheless, the
association of the two systems draws into question the nature of the disc around GSC 07396-
00759 which the new ALMA observations presented herein can shed further light on.

This paper presents the new Band 7 ALMA observations of GSC 07396-00759 in
§4.2, followed by a description of the modelling process and modelling results in §4.3 and
§4.4. In §4.5 we present our analysis with respect to the previous scattered light observations
and we place the disc in the context of both the growing M-dwarf disc population and the
wider debris disc population across spectral types.
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4.2 ALMA Observations

GSC 07396-00759 was observed with ALMA in Band 7 (0.87 mm, 345 GHz) on April 6th
2018 under project 2017.1.01583.S as part of a larger survey of M-dwarfs in the 𝛽 Pictoris
Moving Group (Cronin-Coltsmann et al. in prep). The observation used baselines ranging
from 15 to 484 m and 43 antennae. The average precipitable water vapour was ∼0.75 mm.
The total on source observing duration was 16 minutes. QSOs J1826-2924 and J1924-2914
were used for atmospheric and water vapour radiometer calibration; J1826-2924 was used
for phase calibration; J1924-2914 was used for pointing, flux and bandpass calibration.

The spectral setup comprised four windows centred on 347.937, 335.937, 334.042
and 346.042 GHz with bandwidth 2 GHZ and 128 channels for all but the last with width
1.875 GHz and 3840 channels. The last window was used to search for CO gas via the
J=3-2 emission line, which has also been detected in another young debris disc around the
M-dwarf TWA 7 [Matrà et al., 2019a].

The raw data were calibrated with the provided ALMA pipeline script in casa
version 5.1.2-4 [McMullin et al., 2007]. To reduce the data volume the visibilities were
averaged in 30 second intervals and down to two channels per spectral window for the
continuum imaging. All images were generated with the clean algorithm in casa.

4.2.1 Continuum Analysis

Figure 4.1 shows a clean image of GSC 07396-00759’s disc. We use natural weightings
to maximise the signal to noise ratio (S/N), having found that other weighting schemes
do not provide a significant enough improvement in beam size to justify their loss in S/N.
This weighting gives a synthesised beam with major and minor full width at half maxima
(FWHM) of 0.68”(48.6 au) and 0.55”(39.3 au) respectively and a position angle (PA) of
66.4◦. We identify the standard deviation in an annulus exterior to the disc to be 𝜎 = 40`Jy
beam−1. This noise is uniform throughout the central area where the disc is detected and
the primary beam correction there is < 10%.

The disc is detected along the majority of its profile with at least 4𝜎 and detection
peaks at 10𝜎 at the disc ansae. It is apparent that the flux constitutes a highly inclined
ring with a radius of ∼1”and a position angle of ∼ −30◦; the disc is unresolved along the
minor-axis and the emission perpendicular to the major-axis appears to have a scale similar
to the beam size, thus limiting the disc’s maximum vertical extent to within 50 au. The disc
is radially resolved, as shown in Figure 4.2. The dip in the profile of the disc at ∼1”on the
north-west side is on the scale of the beam, and therefore is likely the result of noise. As
the south-east side only peaks 1𝜎 higher than the north-west, resulting in a difference in
integrated flux of ∼ 10% with integrated fluxes of ∼ 0.88 mJy and ∼ 0.80 mJy respectively,
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Figure 4.1: Naturally-weighted clean image of the disc around GSC 07396-00759. The
ellipse in the lower left corner shows the beam size of 0.68×0.55”. The star is not de-
tected. At a distance of 71.4 pc the apparent disc radius is ∼70 au. Contours are drawn at
±2𝜎, 4𝜎, 6𝜎, 8𝜎, 10𝜎 with 1𝜎 = 40`Jy beam−1. The Gaia location of the star is marked
with a + at 273◦35’31.2"±0.26 mas −32◦46’11.09"±0.20 mas. Zero offset is the ALMA
image phase centre at 273◦35’31.3" −32◦46’10.9" (J2000).
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Figure 4.2: Profile of the disc along its major-axis; the flux of the centre pixel along the disc
major-axis is plotted in green, blue swathes show the RMS and a Gaussian with the same
FWHM as the beam is plotted in orange at the peak radial flux. Zero separation is the best
fitting model centre from §4.3.

we conclude that there is not strong evidence of asymmetry, but note that it was the south-east
side that was significantly brighter in the scattered light observations of S18 and A21.

4.3 Modelling

To extract probability distributions of the disc parameters we fit models directly to the u-v
ALMA data. This is done by first creating a 3-dimensional disc model. A rotation from sky
coordinates to model coordinates is calculated and used to find the corresponding model
coordinate for each pixel in a volume centred on the star, and the given parameters are
consulted to identify the model flux at each pixel location. This model disc is then collapsed
into the sky plane in order to create a 2-dimensional image1. We use the galario package
[Tazzari et al., 2018] to Fourier transform this image and to sample the u-v locations of
the data to calculate a 𝜒2. Posterior probability distributions of the model parameters are

1https://github.com/drgmk/alma
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explored with the emcee package [Foreman-Mackey et al., 2013], an implementation of the
Markov Chain Monte Carlo method in Python. We initiate our models near the solutions
of previous test runs. We use 3000 steps and discard the first 2700 as the maximum auto-
correlation length of the parameter chains is 270 steps. We use 100 walkers and verify that
all the chains have converged upon completion.

We first implement a simple Gaussian torus model, with parameters defined by the
following equation for a model dust volume density distribution 𝑛(𝑟, 𝑧):

𝑛(𝑟, 𝑧) ∝ 𝑒
− 1

2

(
𝑟−𝑟0
𝜎𝑟

)2

× 𝑒−𝑧
2/2ℎ2

(4.1)

where 𝑟0 is the radius of peak flux, 𝜎𝑟 is the Gaussian scale width (where the FWHM is
2.355*𝜎𝑟 ) and ℎ = 𝑟 × 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜓) and where 𝜓 is disc opening angle. In their scattered light
modelling S18 use a fixed 𝜓 of 0.04, found by Thébault [2009] to be the ‘minimum natural
observed aspect ratio’ for dust grains observed at visible to mid-IR wavelengths. Dust grains
observed at mm wavelengths whose orbits are not affected by radial forces are not expected
to conform to this minimum aspect ratio, however trialling a similar model with 𝜓 as a free
parameter finds 𝜓 unresolved in the ALMA data with a 3𝜎 upper limit of 0.18. We thus
choose to fix 𝜓 to 0.04 in our modelling for consistency with the modelling of S18.

Our second model follows the equation used in S18 for direct comparison, i.e. a
Double Power Law with different density slopes interior and exterior to 𝑟0:

𝑛(𝑟, 𝑧) ∝
[(

𝑟

𝑟0

)−2𝑎in

+
(
𝑟

𝑟0

)−2𝑎out
]−1/2

× 𝑒−𝑧
2/2ℎ2

(4.2)

where 𝑎in and 𝑎out are the inner and outer slopes respectively.
Both models possess a parameter for the total flux of the disc as well as an inclination,

a position angle and RA and Declination (Dec) offsets of the disc model centre from the
ALMA phase-centre. The ALMA phase-centre is found to be slightly offset itself from
the Gaia DR2 [Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016, 2018] location of the star at the time of
observation. All subsequent reported offsets have had that Gaia to phase-centre offset
subtracted such that the offset measurements are relative to the Gaia location at the time of
observation. We also include a parameter for scaling the weightings of the u-v data points
as their absolute uncertainty can be offset as described in Matrà et al. [2019b] and Kennedy
[2020].

We calculate a naïve ‘plane-of-sky’ eccentricity of the disc by simply taking the offset
vector in the plane of the sky and dividing by the disc radius, and use the given offset and
radius posteriors to form a posterior distribution of eccentricities with uncertainty reported
that includes the uncertainty of ALMA’s astrometric precision (calculated per §10.5.2 of
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the ALMA Cycle 6 Technical Handbook2, to give 0.036”); the Gaia astrometric precision is
negligible in comparison at 0.33 mas. As the disc is highly inclined, we cannot accurately
discern any offset perpendicular to the plane of the sky. Because the true eccentricity, 𝑒,
could be larger if the pericenter were not 90◦ to the line of sight (i.e. if 𝜔, the argument of
pericentre, is not equal to 0◦), we do not quote an eccentricity measurement in Table 4.1,
and we instead provide a 3𝜎 upper limit on 𝑒 cos(𝜔), i.e. the projection of the eccentricity
vector along the major-axis of the disc. This upper limit is derived from the offset posterior
distribution after the dot product is taken between the offset vector and the unit vector of the
major-axis of the disc.

2https://almascience.nrao.edu/documents-and-tools/cycle6/alma-technical-handbook
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Table 4.1: Median disc parameters, Δ𝜒2 and ΔBIC values for Gaussian and double power law models. Best fitting parameters for S18’s total
intensity scattered light modelling and A21’s polarimetric scattered light modelling are also included for comparison. Uncertainties are the
16th and 84th percentiles. Offsets are measured from the disc model centre to the Gaia DR2 location of the star at the time of observation.
Upper limits are at 3𝜎 above the mean, i.e. the 99.87th percentile. The disc flux uncertainty includes the 10% ALMA flux calibration
uncertainty. The 𝑒 cos(𝜔) upper limit includes the ALMA astrometric precision. The 𝑒 cos(𝜔) upper limit is calculated from the projection
of the offset vector along the major-axis of the disc. Δ𝜒2 and ΔBIC values relative to Gaussian model with values 721281.0 and 721384.6
respectively, calculated from a model produced using the median parameters.

Parameter Gaussian Double Power Law Total Intensity Scattered Light Polarimetric Scattered Light

RA Offset (”) 0.06+0.03
−0.03 0.06+0.03

−0.03 − −

Dec Offset (”) 0.00+0.04
−0.04 0.00+0.04

−0.03 − −

𝑒 cos(𝜔) 3𝜎 Upper Limit 0.17 0.16 − −

Inclination (◦) 85+3
−3 85+3

−3 82.7+0.1
−0.1 84.30.3

−0.3

PA (◦) −32+1
−1 −32+1

−1 −31.1+0.1
−0.1 −31.3+0.7

−0.7

Disc Flux (mJy) 1.84+0.22
−0.21 1.83+0.21

−0.21 − −

Radius (au) 70.2+4.1
−4.7 77.7+8.0

−7.1 69.9+0.9
−0.8 107+2

−2

Scale Width (au) 20.3+4.3
−4.1 − − 27+1

−1

𝛼𝑖𝑛 − 3.5+4.5
−1.9 2.8+0.2

−0.2 −

𝛼𝑜𝑢𝑡 − −8.9+1.9
−2.0 −2.6+0.1

−0.1 −

𝑁Parameters 8 9 − −

Δ𝜒2 0 +1.9 − −

ΔBIC 0 +14.9 − −
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4.4 Results and analysis

4.4.1 Gaussian torus model

This simple model serves as the default hypothesis, tracing an azimuthally symmetric parent
planetesimal belt or ‘birth ring’ localised to one radius and with a radially symmetric dust
distribution about that radius. Given the spatial resolution, the use of a Gaussian is not
specific; equally a top-hat distribution or single-power law could have been used [e.g.
Kennedy et al., 2018b]. The important factors for the radial dust distribution are radial
symmetry and a measure of disc width. The best-fitting parameters are presented in Table
4.1 along with those of the double power law model and S18 and A21’s scattered light
models. The corner plot derived from the modelling is presented in Figure 4.10. We
show a dirty image of the residuals after subtraction of a model formed from the medians
of the posterior-parameter distribution, with the model contours overplotted, in Figure 4.3
left. Figure 4.3 left also contains an inset showing the distribution of model disc centres in
comparison to the stellar location and ALMA astrometric precision.

The residuals show no remaining structure, demonstrating that an azimuthally and
radially symmetric model fits the data well. Only a single 2𝜎 residual overlaps with the
bounds of the disc, a negative residual in the north-west. At 1-2𝜎 this feature is likely noise
and accounts for the shape of the disc profile, Figure 4.2.

We use the median-parameter model to calculate a 𝜒2 value of 721281.0 as well
as calculating the Bayesian Information Criterion [BIC; Schwarz, 1978] of 721384.5. The
BIC penalises models for including extra parameters to identify whether an improvement
in 𝜒2 is justification to conclude a model is a significantly better fit to the data. It is
defined as 𝐵𝐼𝐶 = 𝜒2 + 𝑁Parameters × ln 𝑁dof , and as we fit to a large number of visibilities
(𝑁dof = 2 × 𝑁vis = 2 × 209496) the inclusion of even a single extra parameter imposes a
large penalty. A ΔBIC of greater than 6 is considered ‘strong’ evidence and a ΔBIC of
greater than 10 is considered ‘decisive’ evidence that the lower valued model is significantly
preferred to fit the data [Kass and Raftery, 1995].

The median parameters of this disc model largely align well with the parameters
found from S18’s and A21’s scattered light modelling. The model inclination and position
angle are within 1𝜎 of both. Our radius measurement is in significant agreement with
the S18 model and significant disagreement with the A21 model. Our limit on the disc’s
Gaussian scale width is found to be consistent with A21’s measurement.

We measure a median offset from the stellar position to the disc model centre of
5.0+2.1

−1.7 au (before combination with the∼ 2.6 au ALMA astrometric uncertainty), visualised
in the inset of Figure 4.3 left, this results in a median eccentricity of 0.08+0.05

−0.04 (after
combination with the ALMA astrometric uncertainty). The distribution of offsets is more
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Figure 4.3: Naturally-weighted dirty images of the residuals after subtracting the individual
models. Left: Gaussian model; Right: double power law model. Cyan contours show the
models at 2𝜎, 4𝜎, 6𝜎, 8𝜎, 10𝜎 and white contours show the residuals at −1𝜎,−2𝜎, 1𝜎, 2𝜎.
The location of the star is marked with a +. Zero offset is the ALMA image phase centre
at 273◦35’31.3" −32◦46’10.9" (J2000). The inset shows a zoom near the star to illustrate
that the disc model centre uncertainty (yellow contours at 1𝜎, 2𝜎, 3𝜎) and the ALMA
astrometric precision (grey circle centred on the stellar location, 1𝜎) are large enough that
an offset is not significantly detected.

constrained perpendicular to the major-axis of the inclined disc as smaller shifts in offset in
this direction will move comparatively more flux out of the bounds of the disc. Given our
modelling uncertainty and the sizeable ALMA astrometric uncertainty we conclude that this
measurement is not significant evidence of underlying eccentricity. If an offset is present
at this magnitude, a higher resolution observation with smaller parameter uncertainty and
a smaller pointing uncertainty would be able to make a significant measurement. We can
instead place a 3𝜎 upper limit on eccentricity along the major-axis of the disc, 𝑒 cos(𝜔), of
0.17.

At this wavelength (0.87 mm) we measure the flux of the disc to be 1.84+0.22
−0.21 mJy

(the uncertainties of which have been combined in quadrature with the 10% ALMA flux
calibration uncertainty), which informs our SED modelling in §4.4.3.

4.4.2 Double power law model

This model serves as a direct comparison to S18’s scattered-light model, to investigate
whether the distribution of millimetre sized dust grains, visible in sub-mm thermal emission,
overlaps with, or is similar in shape to, the distribution of micrometre sized dust grains,
visible in the scattered light.
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Figure 4.3 right displays the dirty residual image for this model. It is immediately
apparent that the two models produce nearly indistinguishable residuals, and this is attested
to in the broad similarities of the parameter distributions. The only significant departure
between the two models is the larger radius of the double power law model, although this
comes with almost twice the uncertainty in values and remains consistent with the previous
measurement. The median eccentricity of 0.07+0.03

−0.03 and the 𝑒 cos(𝜔) upper limit of 0.16 are
both slightly smaller than the Gaussian’s model, but not significantly.

A steep outer slope of 𝛼out ∼ −9, which is incongruous with S18’s scattered light
model, is found for this model which necessitates a larger radius to still account for the
flux most distant from the centre. The Gaussian distribution is comparatively wider and
so can account for this flux without extending the radius, at the cost of a slightly increased
concentration of flux at the centre. A shallower outer slope would increase the flux at
this distant range, but would also necessarily increase the flux beyond it, which would
be inconsistent with the data. This steep outer slope demonstrates a lack of evidence for
millimetre dust grains beyond a confined birth ring, i.e. the radial forces of the system are
too weak to transport the millimetre dust grains as they have for the micrometre dust grains.

The inner slope measurement is more similar to the scattered light model, but has a
very large uncertainty and so is not significant evidence of physical similarity.

The double power law model is largely degenerate as shown in the modelling corner
plot in Figure 4.11. Radius is degenerate with both 𝛼in and 𝛼out, and 𝛼in and 𝛼out are
degenerate with each other: a smaller radius with steeper 𝛼in and shallower 𝛼out fits the data
as well as a larger radius with shallower 𝛼in and steeper 𝛼out.

This model is found to have both a larger 𝜒2 and a significantly larger BIC, these
measures together with the significant degeneracies of the model, the large uncertainties in
the unique parameters 𝛼in and 𝛼out, and the similarity of the residual images, allow us to
conclude that the model is unnecessarily complicated given the data.

4.4.3 Flux density distribution and fractional luminosity modelling

In addition to the ALMA observations reported here, GSC 07396-00759 has been observed
with Gaia [Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016, 2018], 2MASS [Skrutskie et al., 2006], and WISE
[Wright et al., 2010], which we use to constrain the properties of the stellar photosphere and
disc using the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) fitting method described by Yelverton
et al. [2019].

However, without spectral data points in the far-infrared from instruments such as
Spitzer/MIPS or Herschel/PACS/SPIRE, the disc SED is poorly constrained. Figure 4.4
demonstrates this problem with an example 50K blackbody distribution plotted through the
measured ALMA flux; with only a single data point for the disc’s thermal emission, in the
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Figure 4.4: Example flux density distribution (SED) for the disc of GSC 07396-00759. Dots
are measured fluxes and triangles are 3𝜎 upper limits. The stellar photosphere model is in
blue and example blackbody distributions at 20 and 50 K are fitted through the ALMA flux
in orange and green respectively. With only one flux point measuring the thermal emission
of the disc, a large range of temperatures and fractional luminosities could describe the disc.
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Figure 4.5: Plot of fractional luminosity against representative temperature/blackbody ra-
dius, i.e. the temperature and stellocentric radius of mm grains. Blackbody radius depends
on host stellar temperature and is thus only accurate for GSC 07396-00759. A selection of
allowed models for the disc of GSC 07396-00759 are plotted as blue circles. The distribu-
tions up to 3𝜎 following the same SED fitting procedure are shown for a selection of low
mass host debris discs as coloured ellipses. The detection limits for the WISE 12 micron
band, WISE 22 micron band and ALMA Band 7 are plotted as blue, orange and green
curves respectively. The vertical red dashed line is placed at 70.2 au, our best-fitting radius
for GSC 07396-00759’s disc.
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sub-mm at the tail of the distribution, a large range of disc temperatures and luminosities
can be fitted. Some constraints are still possible, as a dust temperature significantly greater
than 50K would result in greater mid-infrared emission than is observed with WISE.

To provide a stronger constraint on fractional luminosity and temperature we model
the disc emission with a more physical model using realistic grain optical properties and
a size distribution [e.g. Augereau et al., 1999; Wyatt and Dent, 2002]. Here we assume
astronomical silicates [Draine and Lee, 1984], though our results are fairly insensitive to
the choice of grain properties. To compute the spectrum of a single disc model, we assume
all dust resides at a single stellocentric distance, but that grains of each dust size have a
temperature that depends on their size (dictated by their wavelength-dependent emission
efficiency). All grain sizes between the minimum size 𝐷min and a maximum size of 10 cm
are summed, with weights set by the size distribution slope 𝑞 (where 𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐷 ∝ 𝐷2−3𝑞). Here
we restrict models to 10/6 < 𝑞 < 12/6; below the lower bound 𝜎tot becomes dominated
by large grains, and above the upper bound mass is concentrated in small grains, neither of
which is thought to be the case for debris discs. The remaining parameter is the total surface
area of emitting dust 𝜎tot. Given an individual disc model, the fractional luminosity can be
computed by integrating the disc spectrum and dividing by the stellar luminosity. For our
purposes here the benefit of this model compared to a simple modified blackbody is that the
mm-wave spectral slope is restricted by reasonable assumptions about the size distribution.

To constrain the disc properties we model the optical/IR and ALMA photometry with
a star + disc model. The stellar parameters of GSC 07396-00759 are well-constrained, but
the disc properties are not, with 𝐷min, 𝑞, and 𝜎tot spanning a wide range of parameter space.
However, because our method uses MultiNest [Feroz et al., 2009], the resulting distribution
of disc parameters can be used to illustrate the allowed disc properties in terms of fractional
luminosity and temperature, as shown in Figure 4.5. While grains for any individual model
have a range of temperatures, on this plot the temperature refers to the coolest grains, i.e. the
grains on the scale of millimetres that have efficient emission of mm-wave radiation, which
have the same temperature as a blackbody. While the fractional luminosity would follow
a single locus for a pure blackbody model, the vertical spread of points occurs because a
range of size distributions are allowed at a given dust temperature, with lower 𝑞 models
corresponding to more blackbody-like spectra that have lower fractional luminosity, and
higher 𝑞 models giving steeper mm-wave spectral slopes and higher fractional luminosities.
Due to the differing definitions of the reported temperatures, these temperature values will
be much lower than those found from a modified blackbody model and so comparisons
should not be drawn between findings of the two separate modelling techniques.

Overall, Figure 4.5 shows that the dust temperature is unlikely to be higher than
60K, and that for dust temperatures above 10K the disc fractional luminosity is greater than
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about 10−4. We can also see that our models for the disc of GSC 07396-00759 share the
space occupied by other M-dwarf discs, namely TWA 7 [Bayo et al., 2019], CPD-72 2713
[Moór et al., 2020; Tanner et al., 2020; Norfolk et al., 2021], AU Mic and Fomalhaut C
[Kennedy et al., 2013; Cronin-Coltsmann et al., 2021], with a temperature ∼10-50 K and a
blackbody radius ∼10-200 au. However, assuming that all of the dust colocates precisely at
the best-fitting ALMA radius we can narrow the probable range occupied by our models with
our knowledge of the disc’s observed radius which sets a limit on the blackbody temperature
in the disc.

Imposing this restriction with our observed radius of 70 au limits the model coolest
grains to the blackbody temperature at 70 au of 20 K, i.e. on the vertical red dashed line
in Figure 4.5. This now also constrains the fractional luminosity to at least above 2×10−4,
brighter than Fomalhaut C’s disc but similar to the discs in the younger systems.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Comparison with near-IR scattered-light observations

We display a comparison of ALMA and SPHERE/IRDIS data, as well as the ALMA best-
fitting Gaussian torus model in Figure 4.6, recalling that the scattering phase functions
have a strong effect on how flux is distributed as a function of scattering angle for the
SPHERE scattered light data. From the data alone, the total-intensity IRDIFS flux does not
appear to be more extended that the ALMA Band 7 flux, or even the ALMA dust model.
The polarimetric IRDIS DPI flux however does visibly extend past ∼ 1.5”, beyond both
the ALMA Band 7 flux and our underlying dust distribution model, implying that smaller
micron sized dust grains are present at more distant radii than mm sized dust grains. To
probe further, a comparison between the models produced for each observation is needed.

As displayed in Table 4.1 the disc’s position angle and inclination are consistent
across all three observations’ models. We however find that our best fitting model radius of
70.2 au supports S18’s model radius over A21’s model radius. Even the larger radius of our
double power law model with its larger error bounds is still interior to that of A21. As larger
dust grains are a more direct tracer of the planetesimal birth ring, the ALMA derived radius
is likely the most accurate, lending more weight to the total intensity scattered light model
over the polarimetric scattered light model. This would thus imply that the polarimetric
model is indeed overestimating the anisotropic scattering factor 𝑔, as suggested by A21
themselves. That A21’s fixed 70 au radius, low 𝑔 model did not account for all the flux at
the distant reaches of their observations indicates that the Henyey-Greenstein prescription
used by A21 is probably too simple.

The ALMA double power law finds a much steeper outer slope than that of S18’s
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of GSC 07396-00759’s disc as imaged in ALMA Band 7 with
+2𝜎, 4𝜎, 6𝜎, 8𝜎, 10𝜎 contours (top, aligned with model centre at zero offset), ALMA best-
fitting Gaussian torus model (second from top), SPHERE/IRDIFS H2/H3 (second from
bottom) and SPHERE/IRDIS DPI (bottom). The horizontal dash-dotted lines cross through
the location of the model centre for the ALMA data/model and the star for the SPHERE
data, parallel to the major-axis of the disc. The central regions of the SPHERE data have
been removed to account for the coronagraphic masks and high noise levels surrounding the
masks. The vertical dashed lines pass through the ALMA best-fitting model radius of the
disc and zero offset.
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model, limiting the physical dust presence inferred to less than radii of 1.5”. This indicates
that the shallow outer slope of S18’s model and associated dust presence at outer radii, as
well as the visually extensive flux of A21’s observations, necessitate a strong radial pressure
force to move small dust grains onto eccentric orbits. S18 note that their outer slope aligns
well with predictions of the behaviour of small dust grains in the outer regions of debris
discs under the effects of stellar radiation and wind pressures [Strubbe and Chiang, 2006;
Thébault and Wu, 2008]. For this low luminosity, but young and late-type system, stellar
wind ram pressure is the most likely candidate for the pressure force, as posited in A21. The
steep outer slope also suggests the eccentricities of mm-sized grains and planetesimals are
low, otherwise the outer slope would be smoother [Marino, 2021].

Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of the profiles of the three data sets, for the ALMA
data derived from the flux of the centre pixel along the major-axis and for the SPHERE data
derived from the brightest pixel in a slice of the disc perpendicular to the major-axis at each
separation step, the differing approaches warranted due to the significantly higher resolution
of the SPHERE data. The scattering phase functions will heavily dampen the visual radial
extent of the disc in the scattered light data, thus Figure 4.7 is intended for a comparison of
the potential brightness asymmetries in each dataset rather than apparent radii. However,
even with the effects of the scattering phase function, the IRDIS DPI profile visibly extends
beyond 1.5”and both the ALMA Band 7 and IRDIFS profiles.

Both S18 and A21 observe a brightness asymmetry in the disc, with the south-east
side brighter than the north-west, but by a larger factor in the June 2017 S18 total intensity
data than the June 2018 A21 polarimetric data. Our April 2018 ALMA observation is
consistent with there being no detected asymmetry, attributing the apparent dip on the
north-west side to a noise feature. Looking at the 1𝜎 bounds of the ALMA profile in Figure
4.7, we can place a limit on a possible sub-mm brightness asymmetry of less than a factor
∼1.5. It is not unfeasible that a brightness asymmetry is present in the sub-mm, but we
infer that it is very unlikely to be at the same level as seen by IRDIFS and unlikely to be at
the same level as seen by IRDIS DPI. The time baseline between observations is too short
for dust causing an asymmetry to be removed totally from the system, which would happen
on orbital timescales of ∼750 years, and so the asymmetry must be enhanced in small
grain sizes. Thus whatever mechanism is causing the brightness asymmetry more strongly
affects the more mobile small micron sized dust grains, and is not noticeably affecting the
underlying planetesimal population nor the population of mm sized dust grains. This points
towards a pressure force, such as interaction with the interstellar medium [e.g. Maness et al.,
2009; Debes et al., 2009] or asymmetric small dust production and/or removal such as a
coronal mass ejection [Osten et al., 2013]. A recent massive collision could also produce a
dust asymmetry that evolves differently for dust grains with different 𝛽 values, where 𝛽 is
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Figure 4.7: Comparative brightness profiles of the ALMA Band 7 and SPHERE/IRDIS total
intensity and polarimetric data. For the ALMA data, the flux of the centre pixel along the
disc major-axis is taken at each separation step. For the SPHERE data the peak brightness
is taken from a slice of pixels at each separation step along a swathe parallel to the disc
major-axis. Each profile is normalised to its brightest component. The gray swathe shows
the ALMA RMS. The IRDIS DPI image has been smoothed by a uniform filter of width ten
pixels. Zero separation is the best fitting model centre from §4.3.
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Figure 4.8: mm-wave resolved debris disc radii plotted against host stellar luminosity. Error
bars represent disc FWHM or upper limits. The five latest type stellar hosts are highlighted
in colour, CPD-72 2713 is plotted without a width as a fixed width of 0.2R was assumed to
facilitate fitting a radius [Moór et al., 2020]. Transparent grey lines show a sample of 1000
power laws from the parameter distributions of Matrà et al. [2018].

the radial force to gravitational force ratio. In M-dwarf systems 𝛽 depends strongly on the
strength of the stellar wind, which is still an unknown for GSC 07396-00759. As 𝛽 is size
dependent, this would result in differently apparent asymmetries depending on the grain
size probed by the observation [Jackson et al., 2014; Kral et al., 2015].

A warp in the north-west of the disc is observed in both scattered light data sets. In
Figure 4.6 slight evidence for a warp in the ALMA data may be visually identified in the
north-west, but it is difficult to extricate this from the larger noise features overlapping the
north-west of the disc as seen in Figure 4.3. The observation most likely does not possess
the necessary resolution to uncover a warp if one exists in the sub-mm grain and parent
planetesimal distributions. Higher resolution sub-mm follow up observations would allow
this to be investigated.
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4.5.2 Comparison with other M-dwarf discs

GSC 07396-00759’s disc’s radius of 70 au is about double that of AU Mic’s disc’s radius of
∼24-40 au [Daley et al., 2019], and we find GSC 07396-00759’s disc to be of intermediary
width when the widths are presented as ratios to their radii: a FWHM of 50 au for GSC 07396-
00759 gives a ratios of 0.7 and Marino [2021] finds a ratio of 0.97 for AU Mic, in comparison
to the M-dwarf host Fomalhaut C’s thinner disc with radius 26.4 au, FHWM upper limit of
11 au and ratio upper limit of 0.42. GSC 07396-00759’s disc’s radius is comparatively
similar to the ∼60 au radius of the face-on debris disc around the young [7.5±0.7 Myr
old, Ducourant et al., 2014] M2Ve star TWA 7 derived from marginally resolved ALMA
observations [Bayo et al., 2019; Matrà et al., 2019a]. TWA 7 has also been shown to possess
considerable structure when viewed in scattered light [Ren et al., 2021; Olofsson et al.,
2018]. The asymmetry of GSC 07396-00759 could be similar to that of TWA 7, if TWA 7
were viewed edge-on, which is apparent in scattered light but only marginally identified in
the sub-mm [Ren et al., 2021]. CPD-72 2713’s disc remains unusually large for its type with
its radius of 140 au [Moór et al., 2020], twice that GSC 07396-00759’s.

To visualise these comparisons we place GSC 07396-00759 on the radius–luminosity
plot presented in Matrà et al. [2018], with the addition of the sample presented in Sepulveda
et al. [2019], Fomalhaut C [Cronin-Coltsmann et al., 2021] and CPD-72 2713 [Moór et al.,
2020]. CPD-72 2713 is presented without a disc width as a fixed FWHM of 0.2R was used
to reduce degeneracy while fitting for a radius in the marginally resolved observation. The
sample of mm-wave resolved discs at M0∼M2 is growing and is appearing to remain largely
consistent both within the subset and with the greater planetary belt demographic, both in
terms of the average of the radii across the sample and the breadth of the spread of their
radii.

The growing sample of these discs that are resolved in both the sub-mm and scattered
light will also help to elucidate the mechanisms of stellar wind forces in this regime where
the low luminosity of the host star is insufficient to remove dust grains via radiation pressure
and stellar wind forces become dominant, as is the case for GSC 07396-00759 [Sissa et al.,
2018; Adam et al., 2021].

4.5.3 CO non-detection

We searched for evidence of volatiles released by planetesimal collisions via the CO gas J=3-
2 emission line, as per our ALMA spectral setup. We subtracted the continuum emission
and visually inspected both the dirty cube and the moment-0 map collapsed over the range
of velocities where emission would be expected, finding no immediate signal.

To increase our sensitivity to a small amount of CO we use the spectro-spatial
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filtering technique first described in Matrà et al. [2015], assuming that CO would be co-
located with the dust. This method shifts pixels in the spectral cube based on the expected
Keplerian orbital velocity at their location into a single channel to enhance signal; we have
assumed a stellar mass of 0.62 M⊙ [Adam et al., 2021]. However, the low stellar host mass,
large disc radius and low spectral resolution all limit the effectiveness of the technique. Our
spatial filter is taken from our Gaussian torus model from §4.4.1, masking all pixels not
co-located with model continuum emission of at least 10% the maximum emission.

In Figure 4.9 we display the spectra corresponding to the spatial filter alone, and
spectro-spatial filters with either assumption of the north-west section of the disc rotating
towards us, or the south-east section rotating towards us. We do not detect any trace of CO
gas and instead find a 3𝜎 upper limit on the CO flux of 30 mJy km s−1, calculated from the
RMS in combination with ALMA’s 10% flux calibration uncertainty and the effect of the
correlation of adjacent channels.

We can compare this detection limit to the detection of CO J=3−2 emission in the
disc of the similar luminosity M-dwarf TWA 7 [Matrà et al., 2019a]. At a distance of
34 pc an integrated flux of 91±20 mJy km s−1 was measured for TWA 7; scaling our limit
for GSC 07396-00759 to this distance gives a limit at 34 pc of 132 mJy km s−1. This means
that our observations would not have detected a TWA 7 analogue, i.e. if GSC 07396-
00759 shared the same collisional mass loss rate, photodissociation timescale, excitation
environment and CO mass as TWA 7, but our limit would have been close to the underlying
CO flux.

Matrà et al. [2019a] derive an already large CO ice fraction of ≥ 70% for TWA 7,
thus we can conclude that our non-detection likely does not constrain the presence of CO
in the system or its ice fraction in planetesimals in a meaningful way; but we can at least
say that the disc is not gas-rich, solidifying its status as an evolved debris disc and not a
primordial disc like that of GSC 07396-00759’s companion system V4046 Sgr.

4.6 Conclusions

We have resolved the debris disc around the M1V star GSC 07396-00759 in mm-wave
thermal emission for the first time, making it one of only a small handful of M-dwarfs with
resolved debris discs, and one of only two both fully resolved in scattered light and thermal
emission along with AU Mic. We model the geometry of the underlying dust distribution,
and inferred birth ring of planetesimals, as revealed by ALMA, well constraining the disc
radius to 70.2+4.1

−4.7 au and sub-millimetre flux to 1.84+0.22
−0.21 mJy. We trial a simple Gaussian

disc model as well as a double power law model to investigate the radial extent of the mm
dust grains and find the Gaussian model to be the more appropriate fit. We do not find the
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Figure 4.9: Spatially and spectro-spatially filtered CO J=3-2 spectra for the debris disc
around GSC 07396-00759. The 1𝜎 uncertainty of the spectrum is measured over a larger
range of velocities and is denoted by the horizontal shaded regions. The expected centre
of the signal at the -5.7±0.8 km s−1 stellar radial velocity is denoted by the vertical shaded
region.
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disc centre to be significantly offset from the stellar location and so place an upper limit on
any underlying disc eccentricity along the major-axis. We also do not detect the presence of
CO gas within the system, further distancing the evolutionary states of this debris disc and
the primordial disc around the associated star V4046 Sgr.

We compare our sub-millimetre findings with previous scattered light observations,
in both total intensity [Sissa et al., 2018] and polarimetry [Adam et al., 2021]. Our double
power law model has a significantly steeper outer slope in the dust distribution that the total
intensity model, i.e. Sissa et al. [2018] infer micron sized dust grains to be present at much
larger radii than we infer mm size dust grains to be present at. Sissa et al. [2018]’s model
thus requires a radial pressure force predominantly affecting smaller dust grains, most likely
the action of stellar wind in this low host star luminosity system. Our sub-millimetre radius
measurement is a stronger tracer of the underlying planetesimal belt and so confirms the
radius measurement made by Sissa et al. [2018] over Adam et al. [2021], implying that
complex behaviour of the polarised scattering phase function was responsible for the large
radius measurement made by the latter.

We do not significantly detect in the sub-millimetre the brightness asymmetry appar-
ent in both the scattered light observations. This implies that the physical mechanism behind
the asymmetry is a pressure force acting on smaller dust grains or related to asymmetric
production/removal of small dust. However, higher signal to noise sub-millimetre observa-
tions could still reveal an asymmetry in the mm dust grains. Our ALMA observations are
also not of significantly high resolution to identify any warps in this disc, as also observed
in scattered light.

We do not have enough measurements of the disc flux in the far-infrared/sub-
millimetre to constrain an SED for the disc. However, we do explore the possible disc
fractional luminosity/representative dust temperature parameter space to identify that the
disc around GSC 07396-00759 is likely to possess a greater fractional luminosity than the
disc around Fomalhaut C, and could have a similar or even greater fractional luminosity
than the discs around low mass stars AU Mic, CPD-72 2713 and TWA 7. The radius of
GSC 07396-00759’s disc, almost thrice that of AU Mic’s disc but similar to that of TWA 7’s,
places it in good agreement with the proposed radius–luminosity relationship proposed by
Matrà et al. [2018], and the disc width is moderate among the greater population of mm-wave
resolved debris discs.

As an edge-on M-dwarf debris disc well resolved both in the sub-millimetre and in
scattered light, and with dust features apparent in the scattered light that are not present in the
sub-millimetre, GSC 07396-00759 is an excellent candidate for follow-up observations, to
investigate low host luminosity stellar wind dominated discs and the source of the system’s
own unique features as well as to finally provide a true coeval disc to compare the discoveries
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from its twin AU Mic with.

4.7 Appendix

4.7.1 Modelling posteriors

Figure 4.10 and figure 4.11 show the posterior distributions of select parameters from the
MCMC fitting of the Gaussian and double power law models respectively, where parameters
are shared between our models and S18 or A21’s we have plotted their median parameters for
comparison. As displayed in Figure 4.10 the Gaussian model only shows a large degeneracy
in the 𝑥 and 𝑦 offsets and a slight degeneracy between 𝑟0 and 𝜎𝑟 . As displayed in Figure 4.11
the double power law model as well as the 𝑥 and 𝑦 offset degeneracy there are significant
degeneracies between 𝑟0, 𝑎in and 𝑎out.
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Figure 4.10: Posterior distributions of parameters from MCMC fitting of the Gaussian disc
model. Where model parameters are shared, the median parameters of Adam et al. [2021]
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Chapter 5

An ALMA survey of Beta Pictoris
Moving Group M-dwarfs

Declaration

Part of this chapter, §5.3.2, is an excerpt from the paper ‘Herschel Observations of Disks
Around Late-type Stars’ [Tanner et al., 2020] published in Publications of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific in August 2020. All the writing and analysis in this chapter was
performed by me. The code base for the SED and fractional-luminosity fitting used in
Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 was created by Grant Kennedy.

Abstract

Previous surveys in the far-infrared have found very few, if any, M-dwarf debris discs among
their samples. It has been questioned whether M-dwarf discs are simply less common than
earlier types, or whether the low detection rate derives from the wavelengths and sensitivities
available to those studies. The use of the highly sensitive, long wavelength Atacama Large
Millimetre/submillimetre Array can shed light on the problem. This chapter presents a
survey of M-dwarf stars in the young and nearby Beta Pictoris Moving Group with ALMA
at Band 7 (880 `m). From the observational sample I detect two new sub-mm excesses
that likely constitute unresolved debris discs around GJ 2006 A and AT Mic A and model
distributions of the disc fractional luminosities and temperatures. From the science sample
of 36 M-dwarfs including AU Mic I find a disc detection rate of 4/36 or 11.1+7.4

−3.3% that rises
to 23.1+8.3

−5.5% when adjusted for completeness. I conclude that this detection rate is consistent
with the detection rate of discs around G and K type stars and that the disc properties are also
likely consistent with earlier type stars. I additionally conclude that M-dwarf stars are not
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less likely to host debris discs, but instead require longer wavelength and higher sensitivity
observations than have previously been employed.

5.1 Introduction

M-dwarfs are the most abundant type of star in the sky [Ledrew, 2001], and these stars
have a multitude of detected planets [e.g. Bonfils et al., 2013; Dressing and Charbonneau,
2015; Mulders et al., 2015]. However, when it comes to debris discs M-dwarfs are distinctly
lacking. The far-IR Herschel DEBRIS survey detected infrared excesses around 17% of
FGK type stars [Sibthorpe et al., 2018] and 24% of A-type stars [Thureau et al., 2014], but
only detected two excesses around M-types [GJ 581; Fomalhaut C; Lestrade et al., 2012;
Kennedy et al., 2013] from 89 for a detection rate of 2%. There are only eight M-dwarf
discs published in the literature, and of these only 5 have been fully resolved, AU Mic
[MacGregor et al., 2013; Daley et al., 2019], Fomalhaut C [Cronin-Coltsmann et al., 2021]
and GSC 07396-00759 [Cronin-Coltsmann et al., 2021] with ALMA and AU Mic [Kalas
et al., 2004], TWA 7 [Choquet et al., 2016], TWA 25 [Choquet et al., 2016] and GSC 07396-
00759 [Sissa et al., 2018; Adam et al., 2021] in scattered light, confirming that the infrared
excesses indeed originate from circumstellar discs.

The low rate of disc detections could be because the discs simply aren’t there. It
is possible that the high incidence of planets around M dwarfs marks a high efficiency of
planet formation, limiting leftover material that would constitute a debris disc. Alternatively
photoevaporation [Adams et al., 2004] and stellar encounters [Lestrade et al., 2011] could
strip material from M star discs that are forming in cluster environments. If discs are
present, their underlying physics is different to discs around earlier type stars. The low host
luminosity is not significant enough for radiation pressure to overcome gravity and instead
stellar wind becomes a significant force. It’s possible that strong stellar wind drag could
remove grains quickly enough that the discs dynamics are different, affecting observability
[Plavchan et al., 2009].

Alternatively, a population of discs similar to that around early type stars could
exist around M-dwarfs but remain difficult to detect with far-IR methods. The low host
luminosity would illuminate a disc less well and heat one to a lower temperature, requiring
more sensitive, longer wavelength observations than those employed by previous surveys.
The Atacama Large Millimetre Array is the best suited contemporary telescope to fulfill
these requirements. Luppe et al. [2020] investigate the capability of ALMA to detect a
DEBRIS-like population of M-dwarf discs around the DEBRIS sample of M-stars and
conclude that for 15 minutes of observation at Band 7 there would be a 4-16% detection
rate if all the discs were unresolved and detection rate of 1-6% if some discs are large or
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close enough to be resolved. If the discs are resolved, the signal per beam would be reduced
and/or some flux would be unrecoverable if the angular scale of the disc is larger than the
maximum recoverable scale of the observation’s interferometry.

Debris disc detection rate and fractional luminosity is known to decrease with age
as material is lost from the system due to blow out and the reservoir of parent planetesimals
collisionally depletes [Decin et al., 2003; Rieke et al., 2005; Trilling et al., 2008; Montesinos
et al., 2016]. For this reason, if a survey were to be optimised to recover as many disc
detections as possible a sample of young stars should be selected. The 𝛽 Pictoris Moving
Group (BPMG) is both young [∼20 Myr, Bell et al., 2015; Miret-Roig et al., 2020] and
nearby [≲100 pc, Shkolnik et al., 2017], making it a valuable stellar sample. Pawellek et al.
[2021] analyse the F-type population of the BPMG with far-IR photometry and ALMA
and find a 75% detection rate, a significantly higher rate than for the old field stars of the
DEBRIS F star sample [Sibthorpe et al., 2018], further solidifying the BPMG as a good
candidate sample to search for new discs. Indeed, already two of the published M-dwarf
discs, AU Mic and GSC 07396-00759, are members of the BPMG.

In this chapter I present observations of the BPMG M-dwarf sample with ALMA.
The observational details are presented in §5.2. The results of the survey for individual stars
of interest is presented in §5.3 and new disc detections and the context of the detection rate
is discussed in §5.4.

5.2 Observations

5.2.1 Observation Sample

The observation sample was selected in 2017 for ALMA Cycle 5 based on these criteria:
identified as a known member from the literature of the BPMG, identified as an M-type, and
the star is within ALMA’s observable declination range - i.e. between ∼ -65◦ and 40◦. These
sources were used for the sample selection: Binks and Jeffries [2016]; Malo et al. [2013];
Shkolnik et al. [2012]; Schlieder et al. [2010]; Lépine and Simon [2009]; Zuckerman et al.
[2001]. The sample is unbiased with respect to the previous detection of known infrared
excesses.

AU Mic is a member of the scientific sample but was not chosen to be observed in
the survey as it has already been significantly observed with ALMA. Had it been observed,
it would definitely have been re-detected and the new re-observation would not significantly
build upon previous observations.

The sample was observed under project 2017.1.01583.S, with further details to
follow in §5.2.2. There were 33 individual ALMA observations, of which two contained
both stars of a well studied binary within the field of view (HD 139084 AB and AT Mic AB)
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and a further three contained two Gaia DR3 sources with parallax measurements within
the field of view for a total of 38 confirmed BPMG member stars observed. Two more
observations contain possible binaries with the presence of a second Gaia DR3 source
without a parallax but with an appropriate G magnitude and sub-arcsecond separation from
the primary. TYC 7443-1102-1 is listed alternatively as K9IVe [Pecaut and Mamajek, 2013]
and M0.0V [Lépine and Simon, 2009], and so was included in this sample and treated as
an M-dwarf, it was later noted to have an infrared excess in Herschel PACS [Tanner et al.,
2020]. One of these extra stars, HD 139084 A is a K0V, and so is not part of the scientific
sample. Adding AU Mic brings the scientific sample to 38 confirmed M-dwarfs.

UCAC4 345-006842 (AKA Karmn J05084-210) was intended to be observed but
the ALMA observation was mispointed, so it was not observed and must be removed from
the scientific sample. GJ 3305 (AKA StKM 1-497), GJ 182 (AKA V1005 Ori) and TWA 22
(AKA ASAS J101727-5354.4) were intended to be observed with ALMA, but the scheduling
blocks were timed out at the end of the observing period, so they were not observed and
must be removed from the scientific sample.

Table 5.1 displays details of our sample of stars. Spectral types for this table
were taken from SIMBAD [Wenger et al., 2000] unless otherwise noted with an asterisk,
luminosities are taken from stellar SED models using available photometry and parallaxes
unless otherwise noted with an asterisk. For asterisk noted properties we make estimates
using the online ‘Modern Mean Dwarf Stellar Color and Effective Temperature Sequence’
table1 of Pecaut and Mamajek [2013]. The spectral type of TYC 7443-1102-1 marked with
two asterisks is derived from Lépine and Simon [2009].

1http://www.pas.rochester.edu/~emamajek/EEM_dwarf_UBVIJHK_colors_Teff.txt
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Table 5.1: Stars observed in our sample. Spectral types are derived from SIMBAD unless marked with asterisks, luminosities are taken from
stellar SED models using available photometry and parallaxes unless otherwise noted with an asterisk. For asterisk noted properties we make
estimates using the online temperature sequence table of Pecaut and Mamajek [2013]. The spectral type of TYC 7443-1102-1 marked with a
two asterisks is derived from Lépine and Simon [2009]

Name Alternative name Type Luminosity [𝐿⊙ ] Distance [pc] Notes
2MASS J05195327+0617258 GSC2.3 N9OB003170 M6.5V* 0.0057 96.1 -
2MASS J05241914-1601153 AB PM J05243-1601 AB M4.5 0.043 31.1 GDR3 Binary
2MASS J19102820-2319486 1SWASP J191028.18-231948.0 M4 0.11 59.0 Possible GDR3 Binary
2MASS J20333759-2556521 SCR J2033-2556 M4.5 0.0305 43.5 -
ASAS J164301-1754.4 UCAC4 361-079084 M0.5 0.141 71.1 -
Barta 161 12 UCAC4 414-001790 M4.3V 0.05 37.3 Spectroscopic Binary
BD+30 397 B V* AG Tri B M0 0.078 40.9 Companion to BD+30 397 A
CD-57 1054 GSC 08513-00572 M0Ve 0.174 26.9 -
EPIC 211046195 2MASSW J0335020+234235 M8.5V 0.00402 51.2 -
GJ 2006 A ** LDS 18A M3.5Ve 0.053 35.0 Companion to GJ 2006B
GJ 2006 B ** LDS 18B M3.5Ve 0.0429 35.0 Companion to GJ 2006A
GJ 3076 LP 467-16 M5.93 0.008 17.2 -
GSC 07396-00759 ASAS J181422-3246.2 M1Ve 0.135 71.4 Companion to V4046 Sgr
GSC 08350-01924 AB 1RXS J172919.1-501454 AB M3V 0.163 62.6 GDR3 Binary
HD 139084 CD-57 6042 A K0V 0.98 39.3 Companion to HD 139084 B, Spectroscopic Binary
HD 139084 B CD-57 6042 B M5Ve 0.0203 39.3 Companion to HD 139084
HD 155555 C V824 Ara C M3Ve 0.044 30.3 Companion to HD 155555 AB
L 836-122 GJ 3832 M3.5V 0.015 28.6 -
LP 353-51 HIP 11152 M1V 0.0641 27.2 -
LP 476-207 AB GJ 3322 AB M3.5V 0.07 33.2 GDR3 Binary/Spectroscopic Binary
MCC 124 HIP 50156 M0.7V 0.132 23.4
AT Mic A GJ 799 A M4.5Ve 0.035 9.9 Companion to AT Mic B, companion to AU Mic
AT Mic B GJ 799 B M4.5Ve 0.031 9.8 Companion to AT Mic A, companion to AU Mic
RX J0217.9+1225 PM J02179+1225 M4 0.0593 63.1 -
Smethells 20 TYC 9073-762-1 M1Ve 0.134 50.6 -
TYC 2211-1309-1 RX J2200.7+2715 M0.0V 0.0841 35.6 -
TYC 6872-1011-1 1RXS J185803.4-295318 M0Ve 0.275 74.2 Spectroscopic Binary
TYC 7443-1102-1 PM J19560-3207 M0.0V** 0.154 51.3 Companion to UCAC3 116-474938
UCAC2 19527490 2MASS J18580464-2953320 M3V* 0.12 - Likely Companion to TYC 6872-1011-1
UCAC2 20312880 RX J0613.2-2742 M3.5 0.089 32.7 Double star
UCAC3 116-474938 2MASS J19560294-3207186 M4 0.11 51.3 Companion to TYC 7443-1102-1, Double star
UCAC3 124-580676 SCR J2010-2801 M3.0Ve 0.11 48.0 Possible Gaia DR3 Binary/Spectroscopic Binary
UCAC3 176-23654 RX J0534.0-0221 M3 0.066 34.4 -
V* TX PsA ** LDS 793 B M5IVe 0.0203 20.8 Companion to V* WW PsA
V* WW PsA ** LDS 793 A M4IVe 0.0462 20.8 Companion to V* TX PsA
AU Mic HD 197481 M1Ve 0.0962 9.7 Not observed in this project, companion to AT Mic AB
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5.2.2 Observation Details

All new observations were performed by ALMA Band 7 (0.87 mm, 345 GHz) under project
2017.1.01583.S. The observations were spread across configurations C43-1, C43-2, and
C42-3 depending on stellar distance to retain sensitivity to a similar physical scale and avoid
resolving out disc emission. Observation details for individual sources can be found in
Table 5.2.

The spectral setup for all observations comprised four windows centred on 347.937,
335.937, 334.042 and 346.042 GHz with bandwidth 2 GHZ and 128 channels for all but the
last with width 1.875 GHz and 3840 channels. The last window was used to search for CO
gas via the J=3-2 emission line, which has also been detected in another young debris disc
around the M-dwarf TWA 7 [Matrà et al., 2019a].

The raw data were calibrated with the provided ALMA pipeline script in casa
version 5.1.2-4 [McMullin et al., 2007]. To reduce the data volume the visibilities were
averaged in 30 second intervals and down to two channels per spectral window for the
continuum imaging. All images were generated with the clean algorithm in casa.
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Table 5.2: ALMA Band 7 observation details for stars observed under project 2017.1.01583.S. Note some stars were observed in multiple
configurations and are listed once for each individual observation. MRS is maximum recoverable scale and PWV is mean precipitable water
vapour.

Name Integration time [minutes] No. Antennae Min-Max baseline [m] MRS [”] Date PWV [mm] Calibrators
2MASS J05195327+0617258 16.13 43 15.1 - 782.1 4.4 28.08.18 0.3 J0552+0313, J0423-0120
2MASS J05241914-1601153 AB 14.62 43 15.1 - 313.7 6.6 07.07.18 0.5 J0524-0913, J0522-3627
2MASS J19102820-2319486 14.11 45 15.1 - 500.2 5.3 19.05.18 0.9 J1924-2914, J1751+0939
2MASS J20333759-2556521 14.16 44 15.1 - 483.9 5.6 06.04.18 0.7 J2056-3208, J1924-2914
2MASS J20333759-2556521 14.16 46 15.1 - 500.2 5.7 04.05.18 0.3 J2056-3208, J1924-2914
ASAS J164301-1754.4 14.67 45 15.1 - 500.2 5.3 19.05.18 0.9 J1733-1304, J1517-2422
Barta 161 12 14.70 46 15.0 - 313.7 7.0 31.05.18 0.8 J0141-0928, J0006-0623
BD+30 397 B 30.47 44 15.1 - 500.2 5.6 24.08.18 1.0 J0423-0120, J0238+1636
CD-57 1054 17.20 46 15.1 - 313.7 7.0 04.07.18 1.0 J0550-5732, J0519-4546, J0506-6109
CD-57 1054 17.20 43 15.1 - 440.4 7.0 12.08.18 0.9 J0550-5732, J0519-4546, J0506-6109
EPIC 211046195 21.25 49 15.1 - 783.5 4.3 31.08.18 0.8 J0336+3218, J0510+1800
GJ 2006 A 14.61 45 15.0 - 313.7 7.0 23.05.18 0.3 J0040-3243, J2258-2758
GJ 2006 B 14.61 45 15.0 - 313.7 7.0 23.05.18 0.3 J0040-3243, J2258-2758
GJ 3076 18.20 46 15.1 - 313.7 6.9 30.06.18 0.7 J0117+1418, J0006-0623
GSC 07396-00759 14.67 44 15.1 - 483.9 5.6 06.05.18 0.7 J1924-2914, J1826-2924
GSC 08350-01924 AB 15.18 47 15.0 - 313.7 7.0 19.05.18 0.3 J1650-5044, J1717-5155, J1924-2914
GSC 08350-01924 AB 16.19 46 15.1 - 500.2 5.2 19.05.18 0.9 J1650-5044, J1717-5155, J1924-2914
HD 139084 AB 17.19 48 15.0 - 313.7 7.4 18.05.18 1.0 J1524-5903, J1427-4206
HD 155555 C 21.25 44 15.1 - 500.2 6.0 06.05.18 0.8 J1703-6212, J1427-4206
L 836-122 14.67 46 15.0 - 313.7 6.9 15.05.18 1.1 J1408-0752, J1337-1257
LP 353-51 25.20 44 15.1 - 500.2 5.6 24.08.18 0.9 J0423-0120, J0238+1636, J0237+2848
LP 476-207 AB 17.19 44 15.1 - 500.2 5.4 23.08.18 0.7 J0510+1800, J0449+1121
MCC 124 21.75 44 15.1 - 500.2 6.0 06.05.18 0.7 J1025+1253, J1058+0133
AT Mic AB 14.65 47 15.0 - 313.7 7.0 19.05.18 0.3 J1924-2914, J2056-3208
RX J0217.9+1225 17.70 45 15.1 - 783.5 4.3 06.09.18 0.6 J0211+1051, J0006-0623, J0224+0659
Smethells 20 18.70 44 15.1 - 782.1 4.7 26.08.18 & 27.08.18 0.8 J1834-5856, J1924-2914, J1723-6500
TYC 2211-1309-1 24.26 46 15.1 - 783.5 4.2 05.09.18 0.7 J2253+1608, J2217+2421, J0006-0623
TYC 6872-1011-1 14.62 45 15.1 - 500.2 5.3 19.04.18 0.9 J1924-2914, J1751+0939
TYC 7443-1102-1 12.61 48 15.1 - 483.9 5.6 22.08.18 0.8 J1924-2914, J2056-4714
UCAC2 19527490 14.62 45 15.1 - 500.2 5.3 19.04.18 0.9 J1924-2914, J1751+0939
UCAC2 20312880 13.33 46 15.0 - 313.7 7.0 24.05.18 0.6 J0536-3401, J0522-3627
UCAC2 20312880 14.67 47 15.0 - 330.6 6.0 05.06.18 0.7 J0536-3401, J0522-3627
UCAC3 116-474938 14.62 48 15.1 - 483.9 5.6 22.08.18 0.8 J1924-2914, J2056-4714
UCAC3 124-580676 14.62 48 15.1 - 483.9 5.6 22.08.18 0.8 J1924-2914, J2056-4714
UCAC3 176-23654 12.09 43 15.1 - 782.1 4.4 28.08.18 0.3 J0552-0313, J0423-0120
V* TX PsA 14.62 46 15.0 - 455.5 6.9 11.05.18 0.4 J2258-2758, J0006-0623
V* WW PsA 14.62 46 15.0 - 455.5 6.9 11.05.18 0.4 J2258-2758, J0006-0623
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5.2.3 Initial image analysis

Figure 5.1 shows naturally weighted images of the observational sample generated with the
clean algorithm in casa. The sample was also visually inspected with 1” and 2” 𝑢𝑣 tapers
to search for diffuse emission. To extract photometry point source models were fit to the
visibilities using the casa uvmodelfit task at each Gaia DR3 stellar location. We do not allow
the offset parameters to vary in these fits to avoid fitting to nearby non-stellar point sources
except in the cases of detections and near detections as discussed in §5.3. The results of
these fits and the image parameters can be found in Table 5.3 and significant detections are
highlighted in bold, parameters for GSC 07396-00759 are taken from Cronin-Coltsmann
et al. [2022, Chapter 4] and the radius measurement for AU Mic is taken from MacGregor
et al. [2013], the expected stellar emission and an 880`m flux for AU Mic are estimated
from a combined dust and stellar SED model.
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Figure 5.1: Naturally weighted ALMA 880`m images of our BPMG M-dwarf sample. For
all observations except for BD+30 397B and HD 139084 AB, the star is within 2 arcseconds
of the centre of the image. The ellipses in the lower left corners show the restoring beams.
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Table 5.3: Sample observational results. Sources in bold have significant excess detections. Parameters for GSC 07396-00759 are taken from
Cronin-Coltsmann et al. [2022, Chapter 4] and the radius measurement for AU Mic is taken from MacGregor et al. [2013], the expected stellar
emission and an 880`m flux for AU Mic are estimated from a combined dust and stellar SED model.

Name RMS [`Jy/beam] Stellar Flux [`Jy] Signal [`Jy/beam] Beam Size [”] Disc radius [AU]
2MASS J05195327+0617258 40 0.1 -32 0.573 -
2MASS J05241914-1601153 A 43 8 15 0.939 -
2MASS J05241914-1601153 B 43 - 41 0.939 -
2MASS J19102820-2319486 50 5 -9 0.607 -
2MASS J20333759-2556521 23 3 41 0.640 -
ASAS J164301-1754.4 47 3 0.6 0.626 -
Barta 161 12 40 6 -0.5 0.985 -
BD+30 397 B 85 6 10 0.853 -
CD-57 1054 40 2 26 0.954 -
EPIC 211046195 46 0.5 -87 0.515 -
GJ 2006 A 33 6 391 0.958 <34
GJ 2006 B 33 6 2 0.957 -
GJ 3076 36 6 38 1.110 -
GSC 07396-00759 40 2 1840 0.683 70
GSC 08350-01924 AB 25 6 -12 0.840 -
HD 139084 60 20 133 0.960 -
HD 139084 B 60 10 -22 0.960 -
HD 155555 C 40 9 93 0.792 -
L 836-122 45 3 -60 0.938 -
LP 353-51 57 8 19 0.734 -
LP 476-207 A 45 20 28 0.772 -
LP 476-207 B 45 - 42 0.772 -
MCC 124 45 20 6 0.785 -
AT Mic A 27 70 335 0.994 <10
AT Mic B 27 60 120 0.994 -
RX J0217.9+1225 37 2 -12 0.485 -
Smethells 20 47 5 75 0.582 -
TYC 2211-1309-1 37 5 -4 0.568 -
TYC 6872-1011-1 47 4 -35 0.606 -
TYC 7443-1102-1 47 5 - 0.670 -
UCAC2 19527490 50 3 -28 0.606 -
UCAC2 20312880 33 10 39 1.042 -
UCAC3 116-474938 40 6 80 0.671 -
UCAC3 124-580676 47 7 7 0.679 -
UCAC3 176-23654 40 7 25 0.519 -
V* TX PsA 30 8 36 0.908 -
V* WW PsA 35 20 78 0.908 -
AU Mic - 110 13000 - 40
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Table 5.4: Background sources. RMS is local to the background source.

Observation RMS [`Jy/beam] Source flux [`Jy/beam] Source Ra [hr:min:sec] Source Dec [◦ .′.”]
2MASS J20333759-2556521 40 600 17:29:20.474 -50.14.51.117
GSC 08350-01924 25 1600 0:33:36.964 25.57.03.591
Barta 161 12 90 1600 1:35:14.759 -7.12.52.259
LP 353-51 110 800 02:23:26.601 22.43.54.846
TYC 2211-1309-1 80 650 22:00:41.823 27.15.20.179
TYC 7443-1102-1 47 2200 19:56:04.396 -32.07.37.640
TYC 7443-1102-1 47 440 19:56:04.474 -32.07.38.475
UCAC2 19527490 65 3000 18:58:05.016 -29.53.33.824
UCAC2 20312880 55 760 06:13:13.748 -27.41.59.131
UCAC3 116-474938 85 800 9:56:03.108 -32.07.29.08
V* TX PsA 60 1300 22:44:59.826 -33.15.32.550

Serendipitous sources within 10” of the phase centre whose flux reached at least 5𝜎
were identified in the primary beam-corrected clean images and are presented in Table 5.4.
Sources are identified in ten of the fields. Two sources are present in the TYC 7443-1102-1
field, one of which is resolved to be 2” along one axis. The sources are not associated with
any stars and so are likely to be background galaxies. The galaxy number count model
of Popping et al. [2020] can be used to estimate the expected number of galaxies with a
flux of at least 0.5 mJy /beam to be present within a 10” radius of the phase centre of 33
observations. The expected number of background sources is 12+4

−10, consistent with our
detections.

Significant flux at the stellar location is measured for GJ 2006 A, GSC 07396-00759,
AT Mic A and AT Mic B, and TYC 7443-1102-1. GSC 07396-00759 shows a clearly re-
solved edge-on disc. The flux from TYC 7443-1102-1 cannot be differentiated from the
background confusion close the stellar location and so this source is considered significantly
confused with no local flux measurement able to be taken. These sources are discussed in
more detail in §5.3.

Where significant flux is measured at the stellar location we check the observations
for signs of mm stellar flares, as these can be mistaken for debris discs [e.g. Anglada et al.,
2017; MacGregor et al., 2018b]. The observations were split into their individual scans and
re-imaged to check for variance of the flux along the time baseline of the observations. No
evidence for flaring was found.

The 12CO J=3-2 transition line was also checked in these observations by producing
clean continuum-subtracted images with the uvcontsub algorithm in casa and searching
for significant emission at the stellar location and around the expected stellar radial velocity.
No CO emission was found in any observation.

A stacked image was also made from the non-detections in which the star is ex-
pected to lay within 0.5” of the phase centre. With this criterion 2MASS J05241914-
1601153 AB, BD+30 397 B, GJ 2006 B, HD 139084 B, LP 476-207 AB, UCAC2 19527490,
UCAC2 20312880 and UCAC3 124-580676 are excluded. We also exclude TYC 7443-
1102-1 due to its confusion. The stacked image is thus constituted of the remaining 21
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observations and has an RMS of 1𝜎 = 10 `Jy / beam. The mean expected stellar emission
is 6 `Jy /beam. No significant flux is found at the centre of the stacked image with a mea-
surement of 12 `Jy / beam, the 3𝜎 upper limit on the mean flux for these non-detections
is thus 30 `Jy / beam, and the 3𝜎 upper limit on mean flux excess above the stellar flux is
24 `Jy / beam which at a mean distance of 44 pc corresponds to a disc 25 times less bright
than AU Mic.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Gaia DR3 parallaxes and binary implications

The third data release of the Gaia satellite [Gaia Collaboration et al., 2022] has improved
our astrometric knowledge of our candidate sample since both the proposal submission
and observations, some stars now have accurate parallaxes where there was none before,
and other stars have been resolved as binaries with new measurements of their separation.
Multiplicity can cause errors in astrometric solutions [Lindegren et al., 2018] and this is
possibly the root cause for previous difficulty in finding accurate parallaxes. A measure for
non-standard uncertainty in Gaia observations is the astrometric excess noise, astromet-
ric_excess_noise (epsi), representing modelling errors and measuring the disagreement
between observations of the source and its best fitting model expressed as an angle in units
of milli-arcseconds2. The epsi in an ideal case should be zero, but for reference the median
excess noise for sources with six-parameter solutions is 0.1693. A related parameter is the
significance of the astrometric excess noise, astrometric_excess_noise_sig (sepsi),
for which a value greater than two indicates that the epsi is significant, i.e. the observations
of the star significantly differ from its best fitting model. The epsi, when guided by the sepsi,
can be used to infer the presence of companions [e.g. Groenewegen, 2018; Kervella et al.,
2019].

Multiplicity can also affect the likelihood a system contains a detectable debris disc.
Yelverton et al. [2019] find that disc detection rate is more than halved in comparison to
single stars when binary separation is less than 25 AU, that the disc detection rate is zero
when the separation is between 25 and 135 AU, and that larger separations do not affect disc
detection rates. However, the systems studied in that paper were for the majority sun-like,
and while a small number of M-type systems were included, the conclusion might not extend
to them. All binaries in the sample are now discussed below.

2https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/documentation/GDR3/Gaia_archive/chap_datamodel/

sec_dm_main_source_catalogue/ssec_dm_gaia_source.html

3https://gea.esac.esa.int/archive/documentation/GDR3/Data_processing/chap_cu3ast/

sec_cu3ast_quality/ssec_cu3ast_quality_properties.html
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2MASS J05241914-1601153 AB

2MASS J05241914-1601153 (AKA PM J05243-1601, UCAC4 370-008199) has previously
been noted as a double star [Messina et al., 2017; Miret-Roig et al., 2020] and did not have
an accurate parallax prior to Gaia DR3. A has Gaia G magnitude of 12.496±0.004 and B
has a magnitude of 12.778±0.004, so the stars are of a similar brightness and type. A has a
parallax of 32.06±0.80 mas and B has a parallax of 32.27±0.14 mas placing the stars at 31.1
pc and consistent with co-planar in the plane of the sky, this would equate their separation
of 0.37” at the time of observation to 11.5 AU. This separation would reduce the likelihood
of there being a detectable disc; if a disc is present there is the possibility that it would be
circumbinary, which would be resolved by our detections observations.

2MASS J19102820-2319486

2MASS J19102820-2319486 (AKA 1SWASP J191028.18-231948.0, EPIC 215900519) did
not have a parallax measurement prior to Gaia DR3, but now has a measured parallax of
17.0±0.2 mas, putting it at 59 pc. Messina et al. [2017] label it as a single star, however
Gaia DR3 also revealed a second source at a 0.3” separation without a parallax or proper
motion but with a G magnitude of 12.882±0.006 compared to 2MASS J19102820-2319486’s
magnitude of 12.528±0.004. The excess astrometric noise for both sources is moderate,
the excess astrometric noise is 1.394 mas and the significance of astrometric noise value is
1390 for the source with parallax and the epsi is 2.198 mas and the sepsi is 1900 for the
source without parallax. This could explain the lack of a previous fit for 2MASS J19102820-
2319486 and the lack of a fit for the second source. Multiplicity can be a cause of astrometric
noise, and so it is possible the two sources indeed constitute a binary, if approximately in the
plane of the sky the separation would be 18 AU. This separation would reduce the likelihood
of there being a detectable debris disc around either star and any disc could be circumbinary
if present.

Barta 161 12

Barta 161 12 (AKA UCAC4 414-001790, ASAS J013514-0712.9, 2MASS J01351393-
0712517) is listed as a double-lined spectroscopic binary by [Malo et al., 2014] and Gaia
DR3 detects only one star, thus the binary separation is likely less than 25 AU, this would
reduce the likelihood of there being a detectable disc and any disc present would likely be
circumbinary.
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BD+30 397 B

BD+30 397 B (AKA 2MASS J02272924+3058246, GSC 02323-00566, AG Tri B) is a
companion to BD+30 397 A. The pair’s parallax is consistent with them being approximately
co-planar in the plane of the sky and their separation of 22.2” equates to 910 AU. Their
separation is unlikely to affect the likelihood of there being a detectable disc around either
star.

BD+30 397 B has a high noise in Table 5.3 as the observation was pointed near the
centre of the binary, placing BD+30 397 B at the edge of the primary beam, raising the local
noise. Despite this pointing, BD+30 397 A is outside the 12” FWHM of the primary beam,
and as such is unobserved.

GJ 2006 AB

GJ 2006 AB (AKA LDS 18A, 2MASS J00275023-3233060, UCAC3 115-1206) have paral-
lax consistent with being approximately co-planar in the plane of the sky and their separation
of 17.9” equates to 625 AU. Their separation is unlikely to affect the likelihood of there being
a detectable disc around either star.

GSC 07396-00759

GSC 07396-00759 (AKA ASAS J181422-3246.2, CAB 25B, UCAC4 287-163100), as noted
in Cronin-Coltsmann et al. [2022, Chapter 4], is a wide separation companion of the well-
studied close-binary V4046 Sgr at a distance of 12300 au [Torres et al., 2006; Kastner et al.,
2011]. V4046 Sgr possesses both a gas-rich circumbinary disc and evidence of ongoing
accretion [e.g. Stempels and Gahm, 2004; Öberg et al., 2011; Rosenfeld et al., 2013; Rapson
et al., 2015; Kastner et al., 2018; D’Orazi et al., 2019; Martinez-Brunner et al., 2022]. Their
separation is unlikely to affect the likelihood of there being a detectable disc around either
star.

GSC 08350-01924 AB

GSC 08350-01924 (AKA 1RXS J172919.1-501454, UCAC2 10274954) has been listed as
a binary in previous works [Alonso-Floriano et al., 2015; Messina et al., 2017] and Zúñiga-
Fernández et al. [2021] conclude it not to be a spectroscopic binary. Gaia DR3 has resolved
the binary and identified parallaxes for each star for the first time. A has a parallax of
16.15±0.06 mas and B has a parallax of 15.95±0.078 mas putting the binary at 62.3 parsecs
[Bailer-Jones et al., 2021]. The stars do not have an extremely large excess astrometric
noise but it is still very significant, the epsi is 0.480 mas and the sepsi is 320 for the closer
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source and the epsi is 0.613 mas and a significance of astrometric noise value sepsi is 480
for the distant source. Thus although only separated by 0.7” in the plane of the sky, the two
are likely widely separated into the plane of the sky by approximately 140,000±60,000 AU,
consistent with not being a spectroscopic binary, but with this level of astrometric noise
there remains the possibility that the two are separated by significantly less distance. A has
a Gaia G magnitude of 12.295±0.003 and B has a magnitude of 12.573±0.003, so the stars
are of a similar brightness and type. Their separation is unlikely to affect the likelihood of
there being a detectable disc around either star.

HD 139084 AB

HD 139084 AB (AKA CD-57 6042 AB, 2MASS J15385757-5742273 AB) have paral-
lax measurements of 25.8±0.2 mas and 25.55±0.02 mas respectively and are separated by
10.3” on the sky. The stars therefore constitute a wide binary with a likely separation of
at least 50,000 AU. Their separation is unlikely to affect the likelihood of there being a
detectable disc around HD 139084 B, although HD 139084 A is known to be a single lined
spectroscopic binary [Nielsen et al., 2016] which would reduce its likelihood of hosting a
detectable disc.

HD 139084 AB have a higher noise in Table 5.3 as the observation was pointed at
the centre of the binary, placing both stars at the edge of the primary beam, raising the local
noise.

HD 155555 C

HD 155555 C (AKA V824 Ara C, UCAC3 47-295205, 2MASS J17173128-6657055) is
companion to the short period binary HD 155555 AB with a separation on the sky of 34”;
at a distance of 30.3 pc this equates to a separation on the sky of 1000 AU. Additionally,
HD 155555 C possesses a parallax of 32.88±0.03 mas and HD 155555 AB have a parallax
of 32.95±0.02 mas, making them unlikely to be approximately co-planar in the plane of
the sky. The binary separation sky would be approximately 13,000 AU perpendicular to
the plane of the sky. Their separation is unlikely to affect the likelihood of there being a
detectable disc around either star.

LP 476-207 AB

LP 476-207 (AKA HIP 23418, GJ 3322, 2MASS J05015881+0958587) is a literature double
lined spectroscopic binary [Delfosse et al., 1999] with an orbital period of 11.9 days [Messina
et al., 2017]. Gaia DR3 resolves two stars, we will label LP 476-207 AB as these two
separated components, making the spectroscopic binary LP 476-207 AaAb (or possibly
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BaBb). A has a parallax of 42.04±0.03 mas and B has a parallax of 42.10±0.09 mas, thus
the two are consistent with being approximately co-planar in the plane of the sky. A has a
G magnitude of 10.568±0.003 and B has a magnitude of 11.420±0.004, thus A is likely the
primary and dominates the flux from the system. Their separation of 1.4” on the sky at 33.2
pc equates to 46.5 AU. This separation would make it unlikely that the system hosts a debris
disc.

AT Mic AB

AT Mic (AKA GJ 799 , HD 196982, HIP 102141, CD-32 16135, 2MASS J20415111-
3226073) is a literature close binary system and is highly likely to be a distant companion
to AU Mic [Adams et al., 1927; Caballero, 2009; Shaya and Olling, 2011; Messina et al.,
2016] with an on-sky separation of 0.23 pc which equates to 47,000 AU on the sky. The
AT Mic AB binary have Gaia G magnitudes of 9.576±0.003 and 9.605±0.003 respectively,
so the stars are of a similar brightness and type. The system has been observed to show
significant evidence of proper motion [Messina et al., 2016, and references therein] and
Malkov et al. [2012] provide an orbital period of 209 yr with a semi-major axis of 3.18”,
corresponding to 31 AU, and an eccentricity of 𝑒 = 0.26 for the binary.

Gaia DR3 measures the parallaxes for the AT Mic binary of 100.79±0.07 mas and
101.97±0.08 mas, which would be inconsistent with the two being approximately co-planar
in the plane of the sky, equating to a separation of 23,300 AU. However, The Gaia DR3
observations for AT Mic A have an excess astrometric noise of 0.509 mas and a significance
of astrometric noise value of 330, and AT Mic B has values of 0.502 mas and 311 respectively.
For comparison, their wide separation companion AU Mic has values of 0.098 mas and 6.1
respectively. The level of astrometric noise is significant and could mean that the uncertainty
of the Gaia parallaxes is underestimated.

Given the extensive historic observation of the system, observed apparent orbital
motion and high excess astrometric noise on the Gaia parallaxes, it is likely that the Gaia
parallaxes for this system are untrustworthy. Thus, we will continue with the understanding
that the stars are co-planar and so are separated primarily by the 2” on the sky. Using Malkov
et al. [2012]’s orbital parameters the semi-major axis of the binary is 31 AU.

The separation with AU Mic would be unlikely to affect the likelihood of either
system hosting a detectable disc, but the AT Mic binary separation would make it unlikely
that the system hosts a debris disc.
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TYC 6872-1011-1 and UCAC2 19527490

TYC 6872-1011-1 (AKA 1RXS J185803.4-295318, UCAC4 301-253452, 2MASS J18580415-
2953045) is reported as a double lined spectroscopic binary in Zúñiga-Fernández et al.
[2021]. The binary separation is likely less than 25 AU; this would reduce the likelihood
that the system hosts a detectable disc and any disc could be circumbinary.

UCAC2 19527490 (AKA 2MASS J18580464-2953320) does not have a reported
parallax in either the literature or Gaia DR3. Gaia DR3 measures a very large excess
astrometric noise, the epsi is 59 mas and the sepsi is 240,000, which could be indicative of
a close binary companion. A close companion would reduce the likelihood that the system
hosts a detectable disc and any disc could be circumbinary.

UCAC2 19527490 is only separated from TYC 6872-1011-1 by 28.3" on the sky, and
the two share very similar proper motions and radial velocities, and so it has been posited
before that the two are companions [Moór et al., 2013]. This would place UCAC2 19527490
at 74.2 pc alongside TYC 6872-1011-1 and their separation would equate to 2100 AU. This
separation would not reduce the likelihood of either star hosting a detectable disc.

TYC 7443-1102-1 and UCAC3 116-474938

TYC 7443-1102-1 (AKA 2MASS J19560438-3207376, PM J19560-3207, UC 4054A) and
UCAC3 116-474938 (AKA 2MASS J19560294-3207186, BWL 53) are known to be com-
panions. The two have parallaxes of 19.49±0.02 mas and 19.5±0.7 mas respectively, consis-
tent with being approximately co-planar in the plane of the sky. At a distance of 51.3 pc their
separation of 26.3” equates to 1350 AU. This separation would not reduce the likelihood of
either star hosting a detectable disc.

UCAC3 116-474938 is also listed as a literature double star [Messina et al., 2017],
this is not resolved by Gaia DR3 but the star has a high excess astrometric noise, the epsi is
5.59 mas and the sepsi is 4000, indicating the possible presence of a close companion. A
close companion would reduce the likelihood of the system hosting a detectable disc.

UCAC2 20312880

UCAC2 20312880 (AKA RX0613.2-2742, TSN 2, 2MASS J06131330-2742054) is a lit-
erature double star [Messina et al., 2017]. This is not resolved by Gaia DR3 but the star
has a high excess astrometric noise, the epsi is 2.5 mas and the sepsi is 960, indicating the
possible presence of a close companion. A close companion would reduce the likelihood of
the system hosting a detectable disc.
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UCAC3 124-580676

UCAC3 124-580676 (AKA SCR J2010-2801, 2MASS J20100002-2801410) is a literature
spectroscopic binary and is listed as types M2.5+M3.5 in Messina et al. [2017]. Gaia DR3
resolves two stars at a 1” separation but without a parallax for the secondary. The two stars
have Gaia magnitudes of 12.449±0.005 and 12.207±0.004 indicating that the two are of
similar type. The excess astrometric noise for the sources is very high, the epsi is 2.02
mas and the sepsi is 490 for the source with parallax and the epsi is 14.2 mas and the sepsi
is 7360 for the source without parallax, explaining the lack of fit for the secondary. If
approximately in the plane of the sky the separation would be 48 AU. This separation would
make it unlikely that the system hosts a debris disc.

TX PsA and WW PsA

TX PsA (AKA GJ 871.1 B, UCAC2 17853886, 2MASS J22450004-3315258 ) and WW PsA
(AKA CD-33 16206, GSC 07501-00987, HIP 112312, 2MASS J22445794-3315015) are
known companions. Their Gaia DR3 parallaxes are 48.00±0.03 mas and 47.92±0.03 mas re-
spectively. Bailer-Jones et al. [2021] measure distances of 20.826±0.013 pc and 20.843±0.012 pc
respectively, so the stars could be but are not necessarily approximately co-planar in the
plane of the sky. The stars are separated in the plane of the sky by 36”; at a distance of
20.8 pc this equates to 750 AU. This separation would not reduce the likelihood of either
star hosting a detectable disc.

Binaries summary

As it is not an M-star, HD 139084 is excluded from the below summary.
One system has a Gaia DR3 resolved binary with both parallaxes and a separation

of less than 25 AU (2MASS J05241914-1601153 AB, this separation is less than the ob-
servation beam size). One system has a Gaia DR3 resolved binary with one parallax and
a potential separation of less than 25 AU (2MASS J19102820-2319486, this separation is
less than the observation beam size). Two stars are spectroscopic binaries with no resolved
companions in Gaia DR3 (Barta 161 12, TYC 6872-1011-1). Two stars are literature double
stars unresolved in Gaia DR3 but with high excess astrometric noises (UCAC2 20312880,
UCAC3 116-474938). One star is not previously listed as a multiple star but has very high
excess astrometric noise (UCAC2 19527490). In total there are six or seven systems with
a binary separation less than 25 AU that are less than half as likely to possess detectable
debris discs than single star, assuming that the results of Yelverton et al. [2019] extend to M
type stars.
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One star is a spectroscopic binary and has two stars resolved in Gaia DR3 with
one parallax and a potential separation between 25 and 135 AU (UCAC3 124-580676). One
system is a spectroscopic binary and has two stars resolved in Gaia DR3 with both parallaxes
and a separation between 25 and 135 AU (LP 476-207 AB). One system is a binary and
has two stars resolved in Gaia DR3 with both parallaxes (that likely have underestimated
uncertainties), has literature orbital parameters and a separation between 25 and 135 AU
(AT Mic AB, this separation is greater than the observation beam size).

In total there are three systems with a binary separation between 25 and 135 AU that
are very unlikely to possess detectable debris discs, assuming that the results of Yelverton
et al. [2019] extend to M type stars.

Four of the above stars are also companions to other stars with a separation greater
than 135 AU (UCAC2 19527490, UCAC3 116-474938, AT Mic AB)

A further 11 stars are Gaia DR3 resolved companions to other stars with all parallaxes
and a separation greater than 135 AU (BD+30 397 B, GJ 2006 A, GJ 2006 A, GSC 07396-
00759, GSC 08350-01924 A, GSC 08350-01924 B, HD 139084 B, HD 155555 C, TYC 7443-
1102-1, TX PSA, WW PSA). The on-sky separation of GSC 08350-01924 AB is less than
the observation beam size. The multiplicity of these stars is unlikely to affect the likelihood
of the presence of a detectable debris disc.

5.3.2 Non-significant excesses

TYC 7443-1102-1

This star has an unresolved Herschel PACS excess as reported in Tanner et al. [2020]. Two
distinct sub-mm sources are clearly detected in the ALMA observation displayed in Figure
5.2, neither of which are centred at the Gaia DR2 proper-motion adjusted location of the star.
The two sources are 1.4" and 0.9" distant from the stellar location and have flux densities
of 2.20±0.05 mJy /beam and 0.44±0.05 mJy /beam respectively. The brighter of the two
sources is resolved along one axis.

The ALMA absolute pointing accuracy for this observation is ∼30 mas and the error
on the Gaia stellar location is sub-milliarcsecond. Therefore, these mm-wave sources are
most likely not associated with the star and constitute background galaxies. For a putative
debris disk to be detected with PACS but not with ALMA, the spectral slope of the dust
emission would need to have 𝛾 ≲ −1, steeper than is seen for well-characterised cases
[e.g. Gáspár et al., 2012; MacGregor et al., 2016]. Larger surveys (that are less precise)
find 𝛾 values in the range of −0.5 -−1 [Holland et al., 2017; Sibthorpe et al., 2018]. Thus
a scenario where the PACS detection is of a circumstellar disk that is then not detected
by ALMA is improbable. Therefore the Herschel excess most likely also originated from
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Figure 5.2: Naturally weighted ALMA 880`m image of TYC 7443-1102-1. The stellar
location is marked with a +. The ellipse in the lower left corner shows the restoring beam.
Contours are -3𝜎, -2𝜎, 2𝜎, 3𝜎, 4𝜎, 5𝜎.

these contaminating sources and the conclusion is drawn that a circumstellar disk around
TYC 7443-1102-1 is not detected.

As the observation is significantly contaminated at the stellar location we remove
the observation and star from the scientific sample going forward.

HD 155555 C

The 93±40 ` /beam flux at the stellar location of this observation, as displayed in Figure
5.3, is between the 2𝜎 level of 80`Jy /beam and the 3𝜎 level of 120 `Jy /beam, and so it
warranted a further analysis. We apply the uvmodelfit task again, now allowing the offset
parameters to vary, and find a flux of 116±40` /beam at a separation of 0.21±0.07 ”, that
could be consistent with the stellar location.

The stellar flux is only expected to be 9 `Jy /beam and so if the flux is real it would
constitute an excess. As there are multiple 2𝜎 peaks within 2” of the stellar location,
combined with the offset of the flux, we rule the flux measurement to likely be the result
of noise. Given 33 observations there is approximately a 10% chance that at least one
observation will have a 3𝜎 peak at the stellar location, and so we do not think it unlikely
that the flux in this observation could derive from noise.
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Figure 5.3: Naturally weighted ALMA 880`m image of HD 155555 C. The stellar location
is marked with a +. The ellipse in the lower left corner shows the restoring beam. Contours
are -3𝜎, -2𝜎, 2𝜎, 3𝜎, 4𝜎, 5𝜎.

AT Mic B

A flux of 120±27 `Jy /beam is measured at the stellar location of this observation, as
displayed in Figure 5.4, reaching a significance of 4𝜎. We apply the uvmodelfit task
again, now allowing the offset parameters to vary, and find a flux of 125±27`Jy /beam at a
separation of 0.09±0.06”, consistent with the expected Gaia DR3 stellar location.

However, the expected stellar flux is 60 `Jy /beam. We can rule that the star is
significantly detected, but after subtracting the expected stellar flux the remaining mm-wave
excess of 65 `Jy /beam does not reach the 3𝜎 level of 81 `Jy /beam for this observation.
And so it is concluded that an excess is not significantly measured for this star.

5.3.3 Significant excesses

GSC 07396-00759

This observation clearly resolves a bright, edge-on debris disc, as displayed in Figure
5.5 consistent with position angle, inclination and approximate radius consistent with the
previous scattered light observations of this disc Sissa et al. [2018]; Adam et al. [2021]. An
in-depth analysis of this disc is presented in Cronin-Coltsmann et al. [2022, Chapter 4].

The disc has an integrated mm flux of 1.84±0.22 mJy and a radius of 70.2±4.4 AU,
an example SED is displayed in Figure 5.6 and a fractional luminosity-temperature plot with
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Figure 5.4: Naturally weighted ALMA 880`m image of AT Mic AB. The stellar locations
are marked with a + and an A/B. The ellipse in the lower left corner shows the restoring
beam. Contours are -3𝜎, -2𝜎, 2𝜎, 3𝜎, 4𝜎, 5𝜎.

a distribution of dust models is displayed in Figure 5.7 (note that these models use a modified
blackbody for consistency and not amorphous silicate as in Chapter 4). With a lack of far-IR
photometry it is difficult to constrain an SED and model temperature, but with a resolved
radius of 70.2 AU the mm dust grains would have a temperature of 20 K and so we can
limit the likely models to those close to 20 K, i.e. close to the dashed red line in Figure 5.7.
Limited to these models the fractional luminosity likely ranges from ∼ 1 × 10−4-5 × 10−3.
More details on the SED fitting procedure can be found in Cronin-Coltsmann et al. [2022,
Chapter 4] and Yelverton et al. [2019].

GJ 2006 A

A flux of 390±33 `Jy /beam is measured at the stellar location of this observation, as
displayed in Figure 5.5, reaching a significance of 11𝜎. We apply the uvmodelfit task
again, now allowing the offset parameters to vary, and find a flux of 391±27`Jy /beam
at a separation of 0.03±0.02”, consistent with the expected Gaia DR3 stellar location.
Subtracting the expected stellar flux of 6`Jy /beam from the measured flux leaves a mm
excess of 385±33 `Jy /beam, remaining at 11𝜎.

Having ruled out stellar flaring this mm excess likely constitutes an unresolved debris
disc. The beam size of the observation sets an upper limit on the radius of the disc, a beam
semi-major axis of 0.96” sets a radius upper limit of 34 AU. An example SED is presented
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Figure 5.5: Naturally weighted ALMA 880`m images of GSC 07396-00759, GJ 2006 A
and AT Mic AB. The stellar locations are marked with a +. The ellipses in the lower left
corners show the restoring beams. Contours are -3𝜎, -2𝜎, 2𝜎, 3𝜎, 4𝜎, 5𝜎.
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Figure 5.6: Example SEDs for GSC 07396-00759, GJ 2006 A and AT Mic A. Dots are
measured fluxes and triangles are 3𝜎 upper limits. The stellar photosphere models are in
blue and example blackbody distributions through the ALMA flux are in green. With only
one flux point measuring the thermal emission of the discs, a large range of temperatures
and fractional luminosities could describe the discs.
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Figure 5.7: Plots of fractional luminosity against representative temperature/blackbody
radius, i.e. the temperature and stellocentric radius of mm grains. Blackbody radius
depends on host stellar temperature and is thus only accurate for the host of interest. A
selection of allowed models for the discs of GSC 07396-00759, GJ 2006 A and AT Mic A
are plotted as blue circles. The distributions up to 3𝜎 following the same modified blackbody
SED fitting procedure are shown for a selection of low mass host debris discs as coloured
ellipses. The detection limits for several instruments are plotted as blue, orange and green
curves respectively. The vertical red dashed lines show the resolved radius or radius upper
limits of the discs.
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in Figure 5.6 and a fractional luminosity-temperature plot with a distribution of dust models
is displayed in Figure 5.7. With a lack of far-IR photometry it is difficult to constrain an
SED and model temperature, but with an upper limit of 34 AU on the disc radius we can
place a lower limit on the mm grain temperature of 25 K, i.e. to the right of the dashed
red line in Figure 5.7. Limited to these models the fractional luminosity likely ranges from
∼2×10−5-1 × 10−3.

AT Mic A

A flux of 319±27 `Jy /beam is measured at the stellar location of this observation, as
displayed in Figure 5.5, reaching a significance of 11𝜎. We apply the uvmodelfit task
again, now allowing the offset parameters to vary, and find a flux of 335±27 `Jy /beam at
a separation of 0.13±0.03”. Subtracting the expected stellar flux of 70`Jy /beam from the
measured flux leaves a mm excess of 265±27 `Jy /beam, reaching 8𝜎.

We consider the apparent ∼0.13±0.03” separation, approximately one eighth of the
beam size, between the expected stellar location of AT Mic A and the mm source. The
uncertainty of the uvmodelfit is not consistent with the stellar location; however, while
Gaia positional astrometric uncertainties are reported as sub-milliarcsecond, the ALMA
astrometric precision for this observation (calculated per §10.5.2 of the ALMA Cycle 6
Technical Handbook4) is 0.065”. Considering also the 0.09±0.06”offset for AT Mic B’s
flux, which is in a similar direction, it is likely that the offset for both stars is the result of
either uncertain ALMA pointing or possibly the effect of orbital motion. Having also ruled
out stellar flaring, we conclude that this excess flux is evidence of an unresolved debris disc
around AT Mic A.

The beam size of the observation sets an upper limit on the radius of the disc:
a beam semi-major axis of 1” sets a radius upper limit of 10 AU. The semi-major axis of
Malkov et al. [2012] of 31 AU would make this disc the first binary system to have a detected
debris disc where the binary separation is between 25 and 135 AU, however it is uncertain if
Yelverton et al. [2019]’s conclusions extend to M dwarfs and if not, this may not be unusual.

An example SED is presented in Figure 5.6 and a fractional luminosity-temperature
plot with a distribution of dust models is displayed in Figure 5.7. With a lack of far-IR
photometry it is difficult to constrain an SED and model temperature, but with an upper
limit of 10 AU on the disc radius we can place a lower limit on the mm grain temperature
of 40 K, i.e. to the right of the dashed red line in Figure 5.7. Limited to these models the
fractional luminosity likely ranges from ∼5×10−6-5 × 10−5.

4https://almascience.nrao.edu/documents-and-tools/cycle6/alma-technical-handbook
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5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Survey sensitivity and detection fraction

To review our BPMG M-dwarf sample, excluding TYC 7443-1102-1 and including AU
Mic, we have: 33 observations containing 34 well resolved and well separated literature M
dwarfs; an additional three Gaia DR3 M dwarfs with parallaxes, although one of these three
stars is close enough to the primary that a disc would likely be circumbinary; two of the
total sample stars are also spectroscopic binaries; and there are an additional 2 Gaia DR3
M dwarf candidates without parallaxes. We treat binaries where dust is likely circumbinary
as one system for the sake of the sample, and we do not include stars without Gaia DR3
parallaxes as we cannot verify that they are local M-dwarfs and not more distant brighter
stars. With these constraints our scientific sample is 36 M-dwarf hosts.

Of these systems we have four significant detections, GSC 07396-00759, GJ 2006 A,
AT Mic A and AU Mic. This makes our detection fraction 4/36 or 11.1%. We derive an
uncertainty on this using the uncertainty in small number binomial statistics method set out
in the appendix of Burgasser et al. [2003], for a result with uncertainties of 11.1+7.4

−3.3%.
We can also calculate a completeness adjusted detection rate, adjusting for the

survey’s differing sensitivity for different observations. This is calculated by measuring
the completeness for each of our detections, i.e. if that disc flux were present for each
observation, what fraction of the observations would have significantly detected it? This is
exemplified in Figure 5.8, in which the shading indicates the local completeness. In the dark
bottom of the plot no observation would have been able to detect a disc, and in the white top
all observations would have been able to detect a disc. We have plotted our four detections
with 1𝜎 error bars from the fractional luminosity-temperature distributions seen in Figure
5.7, after constraining them with our disc radius information. Only the GSC 07396-00759
models within 4.3 AU of 70.2 AU are considered, in accordance with the radius fitting of
Cronin-Coltsmann et al. [2022, Chapter 4]; only the models with radii smaller than 34 AU
and 10 AU are considered for GJ 2006 A and AT Mic A respectively. The completeness
fraction for our four sources are: GSC 07396-00759: 36/36, i.e. all our observations could
have detected a GSC 07396-00759-like disc if one were present; GJ 2006 A: 33/36 ; and
AU Mic: 33/36 ; AT Mic A: 7/36, i.e. only seven of our observations were sensitive enough
to have detected an AT Mic A-like disc. Dividing through by these completion fractions and
summing results in our completeness adjusted detection fraction: 8.3/36 or 23.1%. With
the same method of uncertainties applied we get: 23.1+8.3

−5.3%.
Given that much of the weight of this completeness adjusted result derives from

AT Mic A alone, an effect that is exacerbated in the small number regime, and as the
uncertainties in the disc parameters are not taken into account, the uncertainties on the
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completeness adjusted detection fraction are likely underestimated. To investigate these
effects I generated one million sets of four synthetic debris disc detections. Within each set
each disc had a radius selected randomly from between 10 and 100 AU with linearly spaced
probability and a fractional luminosity selected randomly from between 10−3 and 10−7 with
logarithimically spaced probability. The host star luminosity was then selected randomly
from the luminosities of the stars in our sample without replacement. The completeness
adjusted detection fraction was calculated for each set and over the one million sets a
distribution of synthetic completeness adjusted fractions was formed. The median of this
distribution with its distance to the 16th and 84th percentiles was 29.9+12.3

−8.9 %. While the
synthetic fraction is not significantly larger than the observed fraction, its greater uncertainty
does imply that the uncertainties on the observed completeness adjusted detection fraction
are indeed likely underestimated. This process has made large assumptions about the
underlying M-dwarf disc population, however there not yet enough well-observed M-dwarf
debris discs to build a more informed model population.

The completeness adjusted detection fraction implies that there could be another
three to four AT Mic A-like discs hiding amidst the rest of the sample but that the observations
were not sensitive enough to detect them. This is still consistent with the 30 `Jy / beam 3𝜎
mean flux limit from the stacked image produced from 21 of our observations containing 21
of the remaining 32 non-detection stars. If these 21 stars have 3.7 × 21/32 265 `Jy /beam
fluxes between them, the mean flux would be only 31 `Jy /beam.

5.4.2 Detection fraction in context

To begin with, we compare our 11.1+7.4
−3.3% detection rate and 23.1+8.3

−5.3% completeness ad-
justed rate to the DEBRIS M sample. The DEBRIS survey detected just 2/89 (2.2+3.4

−2.0%)
M-dwarf discs; immediately our detection rate is significantly higher. We cannot immedi-
ately conclude that this is due to ALMA’s capability to detect M-dwarf discs over Herschel’s
however, as Pawellek et al. [2021] measure a 9/12 (75%) detection rate for F star discs in the
BPMG, compared to the 22/92 (23.9+5.3

−4.7%) rate for F stars of the DEBRIS survey presented
in Sibthorpe et al. [2018]. If whatever was the root cause of Pawellek et al. [2021]’s high
detection rate for BPMG F stars holds for BPMG M stars, be it a matter of youth, formation
environment or some other factor, it could raise the base detection rate. In a simple calcula-
tion, if the BPMG has an approximately three times higher detection base rate, the DEBRIS
M-dwarf fraction adjusted to the BPMG M-dwarf sample would only be 6%, still nearly
half our non-adjusted rate, although within uncertainty due to the small number statistics.
Comparing also to the 1/900 detection rate of Rhee et al. [2007]’s IRAS search for M-dwarf
discs and Gautier et al. [2007]’s 0/62 Spitzer detection rate, we do conclude that ALMA has
enabled us to probe M-dwarf discs in a way that previous telescopes were not able to due to
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Figure 5.8: Plot of detection limits for all observations. Local shading shows completeness
for that observation where the white in the top-left corner is 100% and the darkest gray in
the bottom right corner is 0%. The four detections of our sample are plotted to demonstrate
their completeness and the survey’s general sensitivity.
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their wavelength and sensitivity limitations.
Comparing our M-dwarf BPMG sample to Pawellek et al. [2021]’s F-type BPMG

sample, our detection rate is seven times lower than the F-type rate. However, the F-type
sample are all within 25 pc, unlike our M-type sample that ranges up to 100 pc. To account
for this we should compare our completeness-corrected rate, but this is still three times lower.
F-types have been previously measured to possess greater detection rates than G and K types,
but only by a factor of ∼1.7 as measured by Sibthorpe et al. [2018] in the DEBRIS FGK
sample. It is possible that the higher rate is otherwise because the significantly brighter host
stars illuminate the discs more, perhaps allowing them to be more easily detected. Pawellek
et al. [2021]’s sample ranges from F0V to F9V (5.71 𝐿⊙ to 1.69 𝐿⊙) while our M-type
sample ranges from M0V - M8.5V (0.275 𝐿⊙ to 0.004 𝐿⊙). M-dwarf samples span a large
luminosity range and their luminosities can be several orders of magnitude lower than FGK
type star luminosities. It is possible that the F-type BPMG sample and the M-type BPMG
sample host similar discs but the host luminosities affect observability too significantly. If
this scenario were true we would need to draw caution when comparing our detection rates
to older samples as the older field M-dwarf disc sample detection rate could be much lower
than our BPMG rate. It is also possible that whatever mechanism boosts the detectability of
BPMG F-type discs does not similarly apply to late type stars; this scenario would mean we
can more directly compare our results to age-spread field star surveys like DEBRIS.

Compared to the Herschel DEBRIS G and K samples’ detection rates of 14.3+4.7
−3.8%

and 13.0+4.5
−3.6 respectively and completeness adjusted rates of 24.6+5.3

−4.9% and 22.5+5.6
−4.2 respec-

tively, our 11.1+7.4
−3.3% detection rate and 23.1+8.3

−5.3% completeness adjusted rate are consistent,
if not following the slight trend of decreasing detection rate with type.

We now compare to the Luppe et al. [2020] predictions for an ALMA survey of
DEBRIS-like M-dwarf discs. Our sample has been observed for approximately 15 minutes
per star with ALMA Band 7, and the observations were designed to reduce the likelihood
that discs would be resolved. It is unlikely that any discs would be larger than the maximum
recoverable scales of our observations, but as evidenced by GSC 07396-00759 discs could
still have been resolved, reducing the flux per beam. Without correcting for resolution
Luppe et al. [2020] predict 15 minutes of observation at Band 7 of the Herschel DEBRIS
sample of M-dwarfs scaled as DEBRIS-like discs to attain a detection rate of 4.3±0.9%
to 15.8±0.5%, entirely consistent with our observations. If the DEBRIS sample and the
BPMG stellar samples are broadly similar, this would imply that M-dwarf discs are overall
similar to earlier type stars’ discs in terms of radius, total surface area, temperature and
fractional luminosity, when scaled by stellar mass and luminosity.

The DEBRIS sample is selected from the closest stars, but over a range of ages.
Pawellek et al. [2021] has shown based on their high detection rate for F type discs that
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the BPMG sample could be significantly different to the DEBRIS sample. Ultimately, to
investigate whether M-dwarf discs differ from earlier type discs one would need to use the
scaling relationships of Luppe et al. [2020] and apply their process to the known FGK-type
BPMG discs to produce a theoretical FGK-like M-dwarf sample to compare our sample
to. However, the small number statistics would likely inhibit differentiation of Luppe et al.
[2020]’s different scaling relationships.

Ultimately we conclude that our ALMA Band 7 detection rate is evidence towards
the hypothesis that M-dwarf discs are not significantly less common than earlier type discs,
but that the telescopes employed in previous surveys could not efficiently observe the low
temperature and fluxes of M-dwarf discs due to their low host luminosities.

5.4.3 Radii in context

In Figure 5.9 we plot the mm-wave radii of all mm resolved debris discs against the host
luminosity, as first presented in Matrà et al. [2018]; added to the original sample are the
stars presented in Sepulveda et al. [2019], Fomalhaut C [Cronin-Coltsmann et al., 2021] and
CPD-72 2713 [Moór et al., 2020]. We plot the resolved radius of the GSC 07396-00759 disc
and upper limits for GJ 2006 A and AT Mic A. We can see that GSC 07396-00759’s radius
is consistent with the trend of the earlier type sample, if the disc of GJ 2006 A is close to
the upper limit it would also be consistent. Although there is a large scatter, the upper limit
on the radius of AT Mic A’s disc is very small. However, we note that this is specifically
a plot of resolved radii and that many discs of radii less than ten astronomical units have
been inferred from SEDs, and they could not be resolved due to instrumental constraints,
as this disc is not resolved due to instrument constraints. The AT Mic A disc would still be
small by mm-wave detection standards, however the sample of stars at this low luminosity
is very poor and it remains unknown whether this radius limit would be unusual for its host
luminosity and mass. As the AT Mic binary are only separated by 30 AU, their orbits would
prevent circumstellar discs larger than approximately 10 AU from surviving.

5.5 Conclusion

The Beta Pictoris Moving Group provides an excellent candidate sample of M-dwarfs to
observe with ALMA to uncover new M-dwarf debris discs and resolve the question as to
whether M-dwarf discs are rare or just difficult to observe. In this chapter I have presented
new ALMA Band 7 observations of 33 M dwarf systems comprising at least 37 M-dwarf
stars.

We identify 11 background sources, likely sub-mm galaxies, of which one is re-
solved. The occurrence of background sources is consistent with the predictions of galaxy
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Figure 5.9: mm-wave resolved debris disc radii plotted against host stellar luminosity. Error
bars represent disc FWHM or upper limits. The five latest type stellar hosts are highlighted
in colour, CPD-72 2713 is plotted without a width as a fixed width of 0.2R was assumed to
facilitate fitting a radius [Moór et al., 2020]. Also added are upper limits for the discs of
GJ 2006 A and AT Mic A. Transparent grey lines show a sample of 1000 power laws from
the parameter distributions of Matrà et al. [2018].
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number count models [Popping et al., 2020]. We identify the observation of TYC 7443-
1102-1 as severely contaminated by two of these background galaxies.

We examine the consequences of new Gaia DR3 astrometric information for the
multiplicity of our sample. Due to their binarity we estimate that three of our systems are
very unlikely to possess detectable discs due to their separation and that six to seven of our
systems have a reduced likelihood of possessing detectable discs assuming that the results of
Yelverton et al. [2019] extend to M-dwarfs. Another 13 of our stars have binary companions
that don’t affect disc detection likelihood.

We note two of our observations come close to our 3𝜎 criterion for detection. The
flux at the stellar location of HD 155555 C could be noise or a dim excess, the star may be
worth considering for future re-observation. AT Mic B has a 4𝜎 flux at the stellar location,
but only a 2𝜎 excess above the expected stellar flux and so cannot be confirmed as a
significant excess detection, this small excess in addition to its proximity at 9.8 pc and its
association with AT Mic A and AU Mic this star is worth re-observing in the future. If future
observations of AT Mic A are made, AT Mic B will naturally be observed serendipitously
due to the small binary separation, and so it may be likely that this star’s disc hosting
candidacy will be determined in the future.

We identify one resolved disc, GSC 07296-00759 with an integrated flux of 1.84 mJy,
and identify two unresolved mm-wave excess detections around GJ 2006 A with a flux of
385 `Jy /beam and AT Mic A with a flux of 265 `Jy /beam.We confirm that none of these
stars show evidence of stellar flaring and none of the discs show evidence of 12CO J=3-2
emission. We explore the fractional luminosity-temperature parameter space for these discs
and present fractional luminosity ranges.

We stack 21 of our non-detection observations with the stars within 0.5” of the
observation phase centre and calculate a 3𝜎 upper limit on the mean mm-wave excess of
24 `Jy / beam for those stars.

We calculate a detection rate of 4/36, 11.1+7.4
−3.3%, for our M-dwarf sample including

AU Mic. We also present a completeness fractional luminosity-temperature plot for our
observations and calculate a completeness adjusted detection rate of 23.1+8.3

−5.5%, but I note
that these errors are very likely to be be underestimated.

We place our detection rate in context and conclude that it is consistent with the
Herschel DEBRIS GK detection rate and the ALMA survey predictions of Luppe et al.
[2020], allowing us to conclude that M-dwarf debris discs are not significantly less common
than earlier type discs but instead require longer wavelength and more sensitive observations
to account for the low host luminosity.

Finally we examine the disc radius upper limits of our new detections and conclude
that GJ 2006 A is likely consistent with the wider luminosity-radius sample and trend but
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that although the upper limit on the disc of AT Mic A is particularly small it resides in too
sparse a parameter space to be fully contextualised.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Before the work that constitutes this thesis was conducted, only eight M-dwarfs debris discs
had been published in the literature. Of these, only four had been fully resolved with at least
one instrument, with only AU Mic having been resolved in thermal emission [MacGregor
et al., 2013; Daley et al., 2019]. Of the four resolved discs, only two, AU Mic and TWA 7
had been imaged at mm-wavelengths, with TWA 7 being only marginally resolved with
ALMA [Bayo et al., 2019]. Just AU Mic alone had been fully resolved in both scattered
light [Kalas et al., 2004] and thermal observations, allowing for simultaneous investigation
of the distribution of micron sized dust grains in more distant orbits under the effects of
stellar wind ram pressure and mm sized dust grains co-located with the parent planetesimal
belt.

Large scale surveys detected few, or no M-dwarf debris discs. Rhee et al. [2007]
found just one M-dwarf disc, AU Mic, from matching IRAS data to 900 Hipparcos stars.
Gautier et al. [2007] observed no M-dwarf discs with Spitzer from 62 stars. The Herschel
DEBRIS survey found two discs from 89 M-dwarfs, for a detection rate of 2.2+3.4

−2.0% [GJ 581,
Fomalhaut C; Lestrade et al., 2012; Kennedy et al., 2013, respectively]. A smaller but more
sensitive Herschel survey of 18 M-dwarf and 3 late K-dwarf planet hosts with Herschel
found another two discs on top of GJ 581 within their sample [Kennedy et al., 2018a].

There remained the question ‘where are all the M-star discs’? Does the low detection
rate of historic surveys imply that M-dwarfs are much less likely to form and/or keep debris
discs? Or do more sensitive surveys like Kennedy et al. [2018a] and the scaling calculations
made in Luppe et al. [2020] show that a similar population of M-dwarf discs do exist, but
require more sensitive and longer wavelength observations to find them?

For the discs that do exist, the question is: ‘what are they like’? Are M-dwarf discs
just like earlier type discs but scaled down in mass/radius/fraction luminosity, or does stellar
wind becoming the dominant pressure force have more profound effects on disc dynamics?
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Are the few discs that we have detected the rare outliers, with moving dust clumps like
AU Mic [Boccaletti et al., 2015, 2018; Grady et al., 2020] and layered rings like TWA 7
[Ren et al., 2021]?

The work presented in this thesis has made strides in answering these questions.

6.1 New resolved ALMA imaging of M-dwarf discs

In Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis I have presented new resolved ALMA Band 7 observations
of two M-dwarf debris discs.

In Chapter 3 I presented the first ALMA observations of the debris disc around
Fomalhaut C, an M4V star in the non-hierarchical Fomalhaut triple system and now the
latest type star to have a resolved debris disc.

I review previous literature regarding the dynamical set-up and history of the Foma-
lhaut triple system and examine whether resolved observations could lend evidence to any of
the suggested scenarios. I then demonstrated that the disc was clearly detected and radially
resolved, as well as identifying a likely background object and a possible asymmetry in the
disc.

My modelling derived strong conditions on the disc’s 880 `m flux of 0.9±0.1 mJy
and radius of 26.5±0.5 AU, but could not resolve the disc’s scale width or height instead
placing an upper limit of 4.6 AU on the Gaussian scale width of the disc and 3.8 AU on its
Gaussian scale height. I searched for an offset from the disc centre to the expected location
of the star, could not conclude that one existed with significant certainty, neither providing
evidence for nor against the hypothesis of Shannon et al. [2014] regarding the Fomalhaut
triple system’s history. My modelling did not suggest that there was significant evidence
for the presence of an asymmetry within the disc and I did not detect any carbon monoxide
within the disc, concluding that the CO/CO2 ice fraction of the discs’ planetesimals must
be at least approximately half the ice fraction of TWA 7’s planetesimals, assuming a similar
excitation environment, but is consistent with both Solar System’s and Fomalhaut A’s ice
fractions.

My best-fitting ALMA model allowed us to revisit previous scattered light non-
detections with HST/STIS and VLT/SPHERE. I identified the background source in the
ALMA image as also present in the optical HST image and as not sharing the star’s proper
motion, confirming that it is not associated with the system. The HST non-detection was
calculated to place a 3𝜎 limited surface brightness of 3.39 `Jy arcseconds−2 at 3" radius
from the star. The NIR SPHERE non-detection was calculated to place a 3𝜎 surface
brightness detection limit of 173 `Jy arcsecond−2 at 3.4" from the star. I used these limits
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to also calculate limits on the dust albedo. From the SPHERE observations I retrieved an
albedo upper limit of 0.67 at 1.625 `m and from the HST observations I retrieved an upper
limit of 0.54 at 0.5858 `m. Both of these limits were too large to meaningfully comment
on as typical debris disc dust albedos range between 0.05-0.15 [e.g. Marshall et al., 2018;
Choquet et al., 2018; Golimowski et al., 2011; Krist et al., 2010; Kalas et al., 2005] and
typical Kuiper belt objects have average albedos of 0.1-0.17 [Vilenius, E. et al., 2012].

With an accurate model of the disc geometry and with the detection of a background
galaxy close to the star, I also re-analysed the Herschel observations of Fomalhaut C. I found
the Herschel observations to be compatible with the ALMA model and that the background
source was unlikely to have significantly contaminated the Herschel flux.

With vetted Herschel fluxes and a new sub-mm flux measurement an SED model
was created for the disc finding a best fitting dust temperature of 20±4 K, corresponding to
a blackbody radius of 13±5 AU, and a best fitting fractional luminosity of 1.5±0.2×10−4.

With a blackbody radius from the SED I calculated the Γ factor, the ratio between a
disc’s resolved radius and its blackbody radius and found that it was smaller than expected
for a host star of Fomalhaut C’s luminosity following the trend identified in Pawellek et al.
[2014]. I highlighted the potential caveats and proposed that the increasing role of stellar
wind ram pressure in removing small dust from the system could serve to flatten the trend
at lower host luminosities.

Finally, I placed the mm-resolved radius of Fomalhaut C on the resolved radius–
luminosity plot first presented in Matrà et al. [2018], extending the parameter space by
over an order of magnitude into the low-luminosity regime and found that the radius of the
Fomalhaut C disc is consistent with other resolved debris discs and the general power-law
trend of decreasing radius with decreasing host-luminosity. I also postulate that the disc’s
narrowness could be the hallmark of an unseen planet with the system.

In Chapter 4 I presented the first ALMA observations of the debris disc around
GSC 07396-00759, an M1V star in the ∼20 Myr old 𝛽 Pictoris Moving Group and a wide
companion to the gas-rich circumbinary disc hosting V4046 Sgr binary system. This makes
the disc the second M-dwarf debris disc to be clearly resolved in both thermal and scattered
light imaging.

I review the previous scattered-light observations, VLT/SPHERE observations in
total intensity as published by Sissa et al. [2018] and in polarimetry as published by Adam
et al. [2021], and consider how resolved ALMA observations could break the degeneracy of
the different disc models suggested. I then demonstrated that the disc was clearly detected
and radially resolved and that there was not significant evidence of a brightness asymmetry
within the disc.
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My modelling derived strong conditions on the disc’s 880 `m flux of 1.84±0.22 mJy
and radius of 70.2±4.4 AU. I found a best fitting Gaussian scale width of 20.3±4.2 AU but
could not resolve the disc’s scale height. The mm-grains trace the parent planetesimal belt
location and so my radius measurement confirms the total intensity scattered-light radius
measurement made by Sissa et al. [2018] over the polarised scattered light measurement
of Adam et al. [2021], implying that complex behaviour of the polarised scattering phase
function was responsible for the large radius measurement made by the latter.

I searched for an offset from the disc centre to the expected location of the star,
could not conclude that one existed with significant certainty, placing a 3𝜎 upper limit on
𝑒 cos(𝜔) of 0.17. I did not detect any carbon monoxide within the disc, but calculate that we
would not be able to detect a TWA 7-like amount of CO gas within the system and conclude
that our non-detection is not significantly informative.

My modelling did not suggest there was significant evidence to favour a double
power law disc model over a Gaussian model, suggesting that large mm-sized gust grains
do not share the wider ranging orbits of small micron sized dust grains as found by the
double power law model of Sissa et al. [2018]. By comparing the radial profiles of the three
observations I identify that polarimetric observations measure disc flux radially beyond the
total intensity and ALMA fluxes. In the case of the total intensity observations, the lack
of flux is likely an effect of the forward scattering-favouring scattering phase function, but
the lack of flux in the ALMA observations is another indication that the mm-dust grains,
and so the parent planetesimals, are restricted to smaller radii and that the scattered light
observations are measuring a halo of small dust grains. This halo necessitates a strong radial
pressure force to shift small dust grains onto wider eccentric orbits, and I conclude that this
pressure is likely stellar wind ram pressure in this late-type system.

Having not observed a significant brightness asymmetry in the ALMA data, I place
an upper limit on a sub-mm brightness asymmetry of ∼1.5 compared to the asymmetries
of ∼1.5-2 measured in the scattered light observations. I conclude that this implies that
whatever is causing the asymmetry more strongly affects smaller dust grains, and thus is
likely a pressure force of some kind, for example interaction with the interstellar medium
[e.g. Maness et al., 2009; Debes et al., 2009] or asymmetric small dust production and/or
removal such as a coronal mass ejection [Osten et al., 2013].

Without photometry in the FIR a meaningfully constrained SED model could not
be created, but a fractional luminosity - temperature plot was presented to demonstrate
the distribution of disc models for GSC 07396-00759 in comparison to other more strictly
constrained late-type discs. Resolving the disc also allowed me to constrain the temperature
parameter space that disc models could physically inhabit. Thus I concluded that the
fractional luminosity of the disc is greater than 2×10−4, greater than the fractional luminosity
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of Fomalhaut C, but in the range of the other late-type discs.
Finally I compare the disc’s radius in relation to its fractional luminosity to the

wider context of mm-resolved debris discs and find the disc to be consistently sized with the
M0V∼M2V sample and the general power-law trend of decreasing radius with decreasing
host-luminosity. I recommend that the disc be re-observed with ALMA at high resolution
to perform similar scale-height analyses as performed for AU Mic [Daley et al., 2019] to
compare the deeper properties of the discs.

6.2 An ALMA survey of M-dwarfs

In Chapter 5 I presented the first ALMA survey looking for M-dwarf debris discs. This
survey studied the young, nearby 𝛽 Pictoris Moving Group (BPMG). The chapter presents
ALMA Band 7 observations of 33 M-dwarf systems comprising at least 37 M-dwarf stars.

Firstly, I present clean images of the 33 observed systems and tabulate mm flux
measurements taken from the expected stellar locations in each observations as well as
noting the expected stellar emission and the noise level of the observations and highlighting
the significant excess detections. Where excess is observed at the stellar locations I also
check the observations for evidence of stellar flaring and CO gas and find evidence for
neither. I also created a stacked image of the 21 non-detections for which the expected
stellar location is within 0.5”of the observation phase centre and from this image I place a
3𝜎 upper limit on the mean flux excess above the stellar flux of 24 `Jy / beam. Additionally,
I identify significant mm flux sources not associated with the stellar systems in ten of the
observations, and conclude that these are likely background galaxies, having calculated
using the galaxy number counts of Popping et al. [2020] that 12+4

−10 background galaxies
were expected to be detected.

I review the significant Gaia DR3 parallax updates for the sample, identifying where
parallaxes are measured for the first time and where new binary companions are observed
for the first time as well as identifying what impact the multiplicities of the sample have for
the likelihood of detecting a debris disc within the system.

I examine several interesting observations that do not constitute significant stellar
excess detections. Namely, I identify the observation of TYC 7443-1102-1 as significantly
contaminated by a resolved background galaxy; I remark that while the observation of
HD 155555 C is very close to 3𝜎, there are enough similar 2𝜎 peaks close to the phase
center that I do not think it likely that the flux at the stellar location constitutes a significant
excess; finally I note that while the observation of AT Mic B does reach a 4𝜎 flux at the
stellar location, 2𝜎’s worth of this flux can be accounted for by the stellar photosphere, and
thus there is only an insufficiently significant 2𝜎 flux excess at the stellar location.
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I then review the three new significant mm flux excess detections of the survey. I
briefly summarise the results for the resolved disc of GSC 07396-00759 that was more deeply
investigated in Chapter 4. For GJ 2006 A I present a 880 `m flux excess of 385±33`Jy /beam,
a radius upper limit of 34 AU and a fractional luminosity of∼2×10−5-1×10−3. For AT Mic A
I present a 880 `m flux excess of 265±27`Jy /beam, a radius upper limit of 10 AU and a
fractional luminosity of ∼5×10−6-5×10−5.

Without Far-IR photometry informative SEDs could not be produced for each star,
and so I display example SEDs. I also display fractional luminosity-temperature plots
for each detection that in combination with observational radius limits constrain the likely
fractional luminosities of the discs.

With the detections reviewed I present a detection fraction of 11.1+7.4
−3.3%. I present a

figure exemplifying the survey completeness and calculate a completeness adjusted detection
fraction of 23.1+8.3

−5.5%, but I note that these errors are very likely to be be underestimated.
With a detection fraction calculated I place the survey in the context of previous

M-dwarf surveys that found very low detection rates and in the context of detection rates
for sun-like type stars. I conclude that it is likely that previous telescopes could not detect
M-dwarf discs due to their lower sensitivities and shorter wavelengths of observation, and
that when ALMA is used M-dwarfs are not found to have a significantly different population
to earlier type stars. I also examine the context of the much higher detection rate of debris
discs around F-type stars in the BPMG [Pawellek et al., 2021] and raise that it is possible
that either whatever mechanism boosts the detection rate for F-types in the BPMG does not
apply to M-dwarfs, or that the BPMG detection rate is indeed boosted and thus the low
field M-dwarf disc detection rate of the DEBRIS survey [Sibthorpe et al., 2018] could be a
physical effect and not due to the instrumentation used. I also compare my detection rate to
the predictions of Luppe et al. [2020] and find them consistent, placing more credence to the
scenario that M-dwarf discs are similar to earlier types, but with the small number statistics
of the sample I am unable to differentiate between their different disc scaling relationships.

Finally I examine that radii of the detected discs in the context of the ALMA resolved
greater debris disc sample. I find the upper limit for the disc of GJ 2006 A to be reasonable,
but that a ≲10 AU radius for an AT Mic A disc would be unusually small. I do identify
several caveats in that conclusion, ultimately concluding that such a radius limit cannot be
ruled a significant outlier in this under-sampled parameter space.

6.3 Summary

In summary, my work has significantly expanded the realm of mm-wave imaged M-dwarf
debris discs. The resolved debris discs of Fomalhaut C and GSC 07396-00759 I have found
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to be both not significantly divergent in properties from and just as interesting as the debris
discs of earlier type stars. The ALMA survey of BPMG M-dwarfs has both detected new
M-dwarf debris discs and taken a large stride in demonstrating that M-dwarf debris discs
are not significantly less common than earlier type discs but have simply required longer
wavelength and more sensitive observations to uncover them. I have taken the next steps in
filling in the late-type star mm-wave observed parameter space and my work will be directly
built upon when expanding this growing field.

6.4 Future work

The work presented in this thesis has provided plenty of avenues for short term follow-up
science. Firstly, higher resolution ALMA observations will be able to properly characterise
and explore the newly found debris disc around GJ 2006 A. Further ALMA observations
will also be able to explore the intriguing AT Mic system. Any observations of the AT Mic
system will naturally observe both stars due to their close separation on the sky, and thus
new observations will simultaneously be able to i) discover whether or not there indeed is
a significant excess flux around AT Mic B, which if found would likely constitute a debris
disc and would raise the detection rate of the BPMG M-dwarf sample and significantly
raise the completeness adjusted detection rate; and ii) characterise the circumstellar disc of
AT Mic A. If both stars of the AT Mic close binary possess debris discs (in addition to their
distant companion AU Mic) this system would be extraordinary.

High resolution follow up observations of GSC 07396-00759 would be able to
replicate the unparalleled-for-M-dwarf-discs in-depth study of AU Mic, observations that
resolve the scale height of the disc will be able to find limits on the size and mass of stirring
bodies within the disc as Daley et al. [2019] did for AU Mic. Such observations would
also be able to explore limits on the planetary architecture of the system and would be
significantly able to confirm or reject whether or not any brightness asymmetry exists and
whether or not a warp is present at mm-wavelengths.

The Luppe et al. [2020] theoretical M-dwarf disc samples were derived from the
DEBRIS field star population; a more tailored comparative sample could be devised from
observed young moving group samples that would better constrain whether the BPMG M-
dwarf detection rate derives from a higher detection rate within young moving groups or a
from a higher detection rate with the use of ALMA.

The BPMG observations of Chapter 5 could also be more widely examined for
mm-flares. I only examined the observations with near-significant/significant flux levels at
the stellar locations, but every star could be examined for flares to expand the work being
performed in the M-dwarf mm-flare field [MacGregor et al., 2018b, 2020, 2021; Howard
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et al., 2022].

6.5 Future prospects

Beyond the immediate future the field of M-dwarf debris discs only has room to grow
as more ALMA observations and surveys are performed, finding new discs and further
contextualising the sample. New telescopes and instruments are also in the works that will
both deepen and widen our ability to investigate these elusive objects. A next-generation
far-infrared space based telescope would be sensitive enough to detect and potentially image
these discs at shorter wavelengths, increasing the available photometry to explore the spectral
energy distributions and thus grain properties of these discs and allowing for the properties
of these discs to be as well studied as those of earlier type discs. A future Space Infrared
Telescope for Cosmology and Astrophysics [SPICA Roelfsema et al., 2018]-like instrument
could fulfill this role, as could the Origins Space Telescope [OST Leisawitz et al., 2018,
2021], that would possess up to two orders of magnitude greater sensitivity than Herschel.
A space based interferometer like the Space Interferometer for Cosmic Evolution[SPICE
Leisawitz et al., 2007] would also be an order of magnitude more sensitive than Herschel at
a wide range of far-infrared wavelengths.

On the ground, a large single-dish radio telescope like the Atacama Large Aperture
Submillimeter Telescope [AtLAST Holland et al., 2019; Ramasawmy et al., 2022] would
further push our sensitivity at long-wavelengths with ALMA-adjacent resolution to observe
the dimmest discs expected around low-luminosity M-dwarf hosts. A new wave of ground-
based interferometers are in development, not only is ALMA itself continuing to be upgraded
[Huang et al., 2016; Fuller et al., 2016] but telescopes like the next-generation VLA [ngVLA;
Selina et al., 2018] will be able to push sensitivity at mm-wavelengths to observe the coldest
discs expected around low-luminosity M-dwarf hosts.

Ultimately, the driving force for future advancements will be increasing telescope
sensitivity, and decades hence sensitivity will still be the limiting factor on our ability to
perform surveys like the ALMA BPMG M-dwarf survey across a wide range of stellar ages
and at greater distances.

As these instruments and more expand our ability to study M-dwarf discs, and as
research into early type discs and the progenitor protoplanetary discs simultaneously devel-
ops, our understanding of planetary systems across all stars, as well as our understanding of
our own, will reach currently unforeseeable heights that likely come with unexpected views.
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